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PORTLAND DAILY PRESS'GIUU^- EilUor,
FUBLISHED AT 82} EXCHANGE STREET, ET
N. A. FOSTER & CO.
JOIIV T.

The Portland Daily Press is phbHsbed at
$8.00 per year in advance.
The Main® State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
$2.25, iI paid within six months; and $2.50, if payment he

Ono
a

delayed beyond

six months.

Rate* of Adverliiiagt
ineh of space, in length of column, constitute

“square.”

$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuevory other day after first week, 50 cent*.
llali square, three insertions or loss, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements.” $2.00 per square
per week; three insertions or less. $1.50.
“Spbcl\l Notice^,” $2.00 per square first week,
$1.00 per square after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
hall a square, three insertions, $1.00; ono week,

ing

*

$1.50.

Advertisement*
inserted in the “Maine State
*
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
•f the State) for $1.00
per square for first insertion,
<».Aud 50 sent* per square for each subsequent insertion.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
All Communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the
Elitor of the Pities*,”
ami those of a business character to the- “Pub1

lishers.”

JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; ana all business perttumm^ to
the Ollico or Paper promptly transacted on application as above.

Tuesday Morning,

Oct.

—

24,1865.
V."

“The Man Without a Country.”
This somewhat remarkable tale, which many readers will doubtless remember, is included in a volume of reprints from tbe Atlantic
Monthly, just issued by Ticknor and Fields,
and called “Atlantic Tales.” The author, Mr.
E. E. Hale, appends to it the following curious
note, which should serve to set at rest all discussion as to the truth of the

tive:
This story

was

singular

written in the

narra-

summer

of

1863,

than the

As astronomer's Prayer.—These are
Kepler’s “Harmony of the

the last words in

World:”

“Thou who, by the light of nature, bast
kindled in us the longing after thy grace, in
order to raise US to the light of Toy glory,
thanks to Thee, Creator and Lord, that Thou
lettest me rejoice in Thy works. Loll have
done the word of my life with that po cr of
intellect which Thou hast given.
1 have recorded to men the glory of Thy works, as far
as

:

score

last man, whose career has been a gailop after excitement, at thirty-five.
If you belong to the working world, and eat
of your brow, do not
your bread in the sweat
fancy that you have, therefore, no opportunity
to euricb your mind. Labor, thank heaven,
is not so ill paid in this country that the toiler
cannot afford to throw down his tools now and
then and cultivate Lis intellect. Two-thinls,
at least, of our distinguished men have been
farm laborers and handicraftsmen. Very few
of them were “college bred."’ Our common
schools impart all the instruction necessary to
enable their pupils, in after life, to educate
themselves thoroughly in the higher branches
of knowledge. With the foundation thus laid,
what is there that a persevering and ambitious American cannot teach himself? Nothing, we believe, that the human mind is capable of mastering. Let it never be forgotten
that our greatest statesmen, discoverers, inventors, scholars and artists,have sprung from
the ranks of labor, and not trom the Silk
Stocking class.

I could

comprehend

their infinite

majesty.

My senses wefe awake to search, as far as
could, with purity and faithfulness. If I.
worm

before

Fall and Winter

FROST,

CONGRESS STREET.

New for Portland!

THE

SALK

SB*

TROWSEES!

Large Wear Trees!
AiAms,

S

HAY

Copartnership

Notice.

THE

Work of the muscles or of the brain, is one
of the conditions of human happiness. Without it there can be no wholesome enjoyment.
The idle man either seeks a substitute for the
healthy excitement of labor in vicious indulgence, or degenerates into a being onlv a few
degrees above the lower animals. His soul
and mind, in the one case, become degraded
and debased by false uses; in the other, they
rust within him, and he is left to the
government of the mere instincts which he
possesses
in common with the brute.
i he truest life that
most accordant with
our nature-is one in which
physical and rnenlabor
tal
are
judiciously mingled, alternating
with such recreation as tend?
to refresh au3
renovate both. Neither constant l
offily toU
nor incessant
study is advisable. When the
.muscles are tired, give them
a recess and do a
little head-work. When both head and
hands

amusement—light reading of a
wholesome kmd, a

romp with your children if
evening with a neighbor—anything, in fact, that may properly be
termed innocent relaxation. This is a rational life. It is a sort ot life that may be warranted to wear well, and it will not be clouded
\yith fits of the blues, He who lives it will be
you have any,

a

social

Through

Cggjgggn

For the

the

we

French
Paris

choicest and most extenhad, consisting of

ever

Merinos,

Poplins,

Black Silks,

CLOAK

Plaid Poplins,
Black and Colored Alpaccas,

A

Ac

Short

and Plaid

Russia and American CRASH; Table DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; COLORED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS;
10-4,

SHEETINGS;
BOSOMS, &c.

LINEN

56 & 58

A.
ALSO,

Flannels, Flannels!
Fine English Flannels,
White Cotton and Wool Flannels,
5-4 White Flannels,

Heavy White Twilled Flannels,
Shaker Flannels,

NOYES

WORKERS

Bleached and Unbleached Cottons!
TICKINGS,

WHITE

CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARSAILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING,
LINEN HDKFS.

As heretofore our customers will £nd our prices at
the lowest markot rates,, and as a rule less than
We aim at making it pay our
many other stores.
friends to extend to us their patronage.

C. K. BABB,
Between United States & Preble Hoove.
Oct G—eod tf

HEAVY

(Successors to

Co.,

Sawycr^X: Patterson,)

DEALERS

IN,

ed.

Orders from the
Job Work done to

For Tickets to all points West & South West,

83F* Particular Attention paid to Cemetery Work.

Deake's Wharf,

neir

P, B. & P. B.

Depot,

Fool of Pork Street.
PATTERSON,
Portend, Oct. 11, 18C5.—eod4w

W

B.

L.

L.

ELDER.

STOCK
-OP-.

CROCKERY!
SALE l

FOB
about to
BEING
whole stock at
it

the city,
BARGAIN;

remove from
a GOOD

I
or

offer my
shall soU

Very Low for Thirty Lays !
s. B. WAITE,
Oct 12-a2w

M

NEW

E.

JAS.

90

PEINDLE, Agent,

10—dGm

Comprising

a

Edge

Black & Colored Velvet
Blade

Ribbons,

Jaconet Cambrics,

Goods,
-d

Cambrics,

Bainsook muslins,
White Flannels,
Linen Handkerchiefs,
Stamped Embroideries,
Berlin Woesteds,

Brilliants,

Swiss Muslins,
Merino Vests,
Dress Buttons,

Edgings,
Yarns,
COLLARS and SLEEVES,

Gloves

and.

A lull Stock of Straw and Felt Goods, adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and tor
sale at the lowest market price* to dealers
only, by

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,
12 aud'14 Franklin Street,
BOSTON.

FOREST

And also on the PIANO FORTE. Mr. F. can count
among his past pupils many who now occupy prominent positions as musicians and vocalists, both in this
country and abroad, and confidently points to his
past success as a guarantee for his capacity as a
teacher. Orders msy be left at PAINE'S Music
oct3dlm
Store, Middle St., Portland.

taken

have in success!ul operation

one

of

IN

NEW PERFUME
FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

£ii

the Store recently occupied by

m■ s

AN

ESQ.,

BRADLEY, COOLIDGE & ROGERS.
Portland, Oct. 2,1805.
d2m

United States Mail Line
-FOB-

THE

Pernambuco and Bahia.

on

(The 29 th tailing on Sunday.they will sail on tho 30th.)
THE

TnE

NORTH
A Host Fxqniiile, Delicate nnd Frn.
grant
Perfume, Distilled from tlio
ltare mid Beautiful Flower from
taken

its name.

Manufactured only by PMAIjOW & SOW.

£3P Beware of Counterfeits.
AmU

/■■.»■ Phnlon’t—Take no other.
Sold by
drusgisti generally.

July!—eod6m

Blankets ! Blankets i 1
ATOW fe your Ume to buy Blantets
cheap. A large
W,C- BARNKS’ Auction
Store, 109 Federal St,
oclTdiw

^MJbVd«~liVB^lat

AMERICA

Will leave on MONDAY, the 30th
October, from
Pier 43 North River at 12, noon.
call
at
The steamers only
Para every other trip.—
The North America will not call there this time.
The Steamer SOUTH AMERICA will follow on
the 29th November.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each steamship.
All letters must pass through tho Post Office.
For freight or passage, having splendid accommo-

dations, apply to

B Manufactured and

day in the week,

DUHAN

AND

Broadway,

Joseph. Bradford,

for

SUITS,

Manulacturorol and Dealer In

—

Bags

!

sale Wholesale and Retail by

&

BRACKETT,

No. 165 Middle Street.
All

filled.

orders in the city

or

from

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers'
and Calkers’ Tools, &e„
Has Removed from his oil stand in Union Street
to No. 200 Four St., where he U prepared to till all
orders f.>r Carpenters* and oier Tools, ot the
very best quality, at short notice and on rooson&ble
terms.

200 Fore Street.

the country promptly

June IG—dtf

sept28*G4«lti

PIANO

ALEXANDER L>. REEVES,

and.

Tailor

Draper,

EXCHANGE STREET,

OS

Manufactures to order and In the best manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Buys Garments.

sept2dtT64

SEWING MACHINES!
WOODMAN,

TRUE &

rpcpvj
LLw If upkeep

$1,000,000all paid in*

CO,

Steinway

THOMAS ASENCIO it, CO.,
17 Broalway( N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HODSE WHARF.
Portland.
Oct 14—dl3t

—

evor

True &

!

jandGdtf

ARE

an

ftlilrts and Drawers.
GENTS’

FCRNISHING

As can be found, which will bo
tho very lowest Jobbing prloes.

WOODMAN,

GOODS,

sold to tho Trade at

TRUE &

54 and 56 Middle St.

CO.,

Hundred.

Coat, Pant and Vest Makers !
Wanted

Immediately.

DEERISn,

MILLIKEN & 00,
68 and 60 Middle St.

Notice
Firm of DEBLOIS & JACKSON having
dissolved, by the withdrawal of Geo. E. B.
therefrom, the unfinished business of the
late firm will bo completed by the undersigned, who
have formed a partnership under the firm name of
been
THE
Jackson

DEBLOIS

&,

Widows Wood Society.

THE

MARINE
Marine Insurance

Rooting

FREIGHTS,

TAKEN

POLICIES.

The

to

Meeting Jr tho

“Portland Widows
choice of officers and the
business es mav legally

Wood Society,” for the
transaction of such other
come before them, will take place on WEDNESDAY
EVENING, Oct, l*6th, at the Banking Boom ol the
“Five Cents Savings Bank,” corner of Middle and
PlumbEts,, at 7 o’clock.
SAM DEL EOLEE, Sec’y.
Portland, Oct 10—dtd
ar u yon are in want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at the Dally Press Office.

I.

H.

Dwelling

Portland, Me.

HOUSE PAINTING,
Glazing, Graining and Papering,
ItXECCTED IN THE BEST MANNER,
the day, by the week, or by Special Contract.
Correct estimates of coat of Painting made from
measurement, aided by a judgment, matured by
twenty-live year.*’ practice.

BY

anting Painting
Country, by mail, promptly unswered.
Communications

at So. 123 Middle Street*
»s ready to wait upon any ono wishof
themselves
or friends, at roasouv
ing
pictures
ble prices, lor as good work as is to lie had at any
room in the city.
done
of all kirn Is of picCopying
tures, and woiked up by a competent artist at the
rooms.
attention
Especial
paid lo Children s pietui es; also to pictures of sick or deceased persons
out ol town or In the city.
I have the old ne talives of Mr. Morrinon’s at my
rooms, taken when he was in business; friends who
had them there will find them here, from which
copies can be taken without recopying, at the lowest

con

in

City

prices.

The public are requested to call and give me a Iry,
I am bound to m ike as good work as can be /bund.
An assortment of FRAMES, Ac., will bo found

as

hero. Patronage solicited.
Card Picture* 93,00
any one makes.
Sept.

FOR

rALMEU,
No* 110} Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.

oell3dtf

I

ENG’NEER-

AT

LOOK

CHARLES TAYLOR, Presided.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, 166 Fore Street* JPorllaud, Ale*

Munger

o-.tCdly

& Co.,

A

Copartnership
m

of

a

Copartnerehin
v

PLUMMER & COLE
day purchased the Stock and taken
Store recently occupied by
ave this

Street,'

We

Grocery

are now

S,.*®*?*-C.
iu.ly selected
aud

Groceries

elsewhere.

& Oommiisiou Basiness.

prepared to offer the former customers
& S., and the trade generally, » eare-

assortm-Dt of Flour, Teas, Provisions
on as iavorablo term, as can be found
Ji M. PLUM WEB,
Gbo. E. Cole.

Portland, Sept. 27,

t86B.

oct2-3wd&w

making

on

6000•

the

Messes. CLOUDMAN & STEVUVs
103 Commercial
Where they Intend to continue the

Wholesale

City

a

Oct.

PEARSO.V & SMITH.
3. lW—dtf

Ornamental

Carving.

subscriber has opened a shop on the corner ot
Chestnut and Congress streets (up stairs), where
he i* prepared to do all kl- .ds of Ornamental Carving
AU orders prompt!* attended
In tho boet manner.
to.
Antique Chairs, Picture Frames
Window
ComiDes curved In the best style.

The

all

septasdlm

TnrAscnEit's Office,
l
March 11, ISSC. f
of Portland six per cent, bonds
arc for sale at this office, iu sums to suit, not less
than $500, on one, two, three, .four, and ten yeart*
time, with Interest Coupons attached, payable semi-

City

annually.

HENRY P. LORD, Treasurer.
March 13-dtf

Portland
C. O.

FILES,

Academy!

28 UAXOVEE ST.,

I5-RIIST CIPAL.
X

K'Ten in DRAWING, FRENCH,
Ur, KM AN, &c.
Please send for Circular.
scpSAltf

-A.

Groat
IF APPLIED

FOB

limgrnin!
WTITBIN TV'S

DAYS!

suitable fir one or two
and soft water; centralfamilies; plenty of hard
to be sold CHEAP.
Corner Lots ol Land,
MOSES GOULD,
«*“*“• Stmt.
octlOdJwr

AF1NF
^AdSftwo

THEODOR JOHNSON.

rNTTELI1G™C'K
T?F.,GFOT'BALo
1 AM) Ltmgress Street, near the City OFFICETat
Hotel, open
daily from 8 to 12 A, M. and 1 to 4 P. M.
Oct. 18—dlw*
T. McCLEEBY,

mt

City ol' Portland,

change

am)
reasonable lennk ii applied lor

Portland

SJX FEE CEXT LOAX.

A RARE CHANCE !
contemplating of tlieir Bctail
THKin undersigned
their basin s, would dispose
Bakwith Horses. Bread Cat te

tirst-elase Carriage Manufacturinju

__

descriptions, by
WM. BBOWN, No. 91 Federal Street.
Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Bepaircd In
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand C lothsept20dtl
ing bought and sold.

on a

-ALSO,tlrst-class TOP BUGGIES and JENNY LINDS, and Six (6) warranted CONCORD
W AGONS.
For particulars enquire of
P. It. R'tMfAIJU on the premises.
Or of JOHN RANDALL, at KsaSall A W oodbury a.
Commercial St.
Aug. 29—dtf.

Of all

Trade, together
ing Implements,

SALE

A number of

Notice.

Subscribers having formed

under the hi
THE

THI81

Second-Hand Clothing,

geutH.

as

neces-

sary to

HA YE tlii« day admitted as Partners W. C. Dwinal and C. H. Tbue ; and future business will be
Indication of how this Company stands AT
continued under the firm name of
the
of
we
tako
business
105
City
HOME,
Companies
1>. W. TRUE & CO.
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
D. \V. TRUE.
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
October 6tb, 186S-—octl6d&w3w*
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
JOHN F. ANDERSON.
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Com& CIVIL
panies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
OFF1CE, CODMAN BLOCK,
far behind the International in point of patrona e in
meb 17 dftwtr
Temi le Street.
this CHty.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This is a mo9t gratifying and remarkable fart, best
understood by those who best know the real merits;
and s illfol management cl this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
GREAT PRICES GIVEN
of other Companies that have been established from
-FOBa quarter to a half century.

SURVEYOR

good

AT A BARGAIN!
carry
Business.

an

as

UNION STS.

Carriage Manufactory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, With all the tools ami appurtenances

NOTICE

New York Eitimate of the International*

Dtzeu,

or

L.

n.

a

CORNER of .MIDDLE and
1—<lAw3m

Address:

HULLS, CARGOES, and

SPECLYLLY or upon OPEN
public will find it for tlielr interest

John W.

DUPEE

MAY
where he
for

*

give us a call.

As

Portland, Me.

PHOTOGRAPHER !

"\Vldgery’s AVUarf,

INSURANCE.
on

Colleges,

Aug 25—d&w3m

—

General Commission Merchants,

Houses for a torm of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

WEBB,

and will continue the business of their profession as
Counsellors at Law, at
No. 50 Exchange Street.
Thomas Amort Deblois,
Nathan Webb.
Portland, Oct. 2,1SC5,
dgw

Annual

on

Street.

for lull course, comorising both theory and practice, good in thirty-six
constituting the “International Chain,” time unlimited.
For ftirther information please call a* the College, or
send for College Monthly and Specimens of Penmanship, enclosing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON A GRAY,

Scholarship*

CHASE, CRAM & STURTEYANT,

Dollars !

policies

Olapp’g Block, Congress

Institution ofiers to young men and ladies
the best facilities for obtaining a thorough BusiEducation.

THIS

assortment ol

Ready-Made Clothing,
And

to issue

Sons, of Xew York.

be lound

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
prepared

No. 8
nes

FOR FLAT liOOFS.
E* IIERSEYy Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

organ-

Co.,

the established Agents for the RICE
EROTliJBttS*
COMPRESSED PAPER
COLLARS, equal in every respect to any Collar
which has over been offered to the public.
It has the f?ra and space of the “Moulded” Collar, and is “superior,” trom the improved method ol
manufacturing, as it does not absorb perspiration, or
soil as readily.
The trade can be supplied at all times, and in any

AXD

OCtlddtl

arc

d>

BUSINESS COLLEGE

MEASURE,

COMPOSITION,

J&u’y 1, 1865*

Original Capital

We

“Gem” Linen Paper Collar

FROM

Gravel

X

THE-

Patterns,

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FJsiLT

$1,201,188,10

Million

Fortes,

with all the modern Improvements, which they can
sell as LOW as can he purchased elsewhere, 01 the’
same quality.
Wo have ma o arrangements, also, to
keep aD assortment ol New York and Boston Piano
t ortes, among which are

PORTLAND

By CHARLES CCsTIS & CO.
Mobtox Block.
May 8—dtf

Surplus, 201,18 8,10

One

hand

Middle Street*

Shirt
CUT

Thi* Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

constantly on

Piano

Instruments sold by us aro warranted to give
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and fnning done bv experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS A CO.
*
March S—d&vrtf

Agents,
Nos* 54 and 50

N. York.

CASH CAPITAL,

Amcu

ROUTES.

The undersigned begs leave to announce that they are manufacturing and

All

SARGENT, FREEMAN A. CLEAVES.

the

29th of each month,
ONE OF THEIR FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS.

Instruction.

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,
Opposite Manufacturers* and Tragus’ Bank.

Traveling

St.,

INTERNATIONAL

Wm. H. Sargent. Wm. P. Freeman. Pott. A. Cleaves.
Sept. 28—dtl

Sopt IG-diwtf

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

it

Second-Hand Furniture and Cnrpcls
nought, sold or exchanged on reasonable terms.
We would respectfully invite oil to call and examine our stock of goods before purchasing elsewhere.

UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

dispatch regularly,

Cabins!

Hang Draperies, Curtains, Shades, &c.
Repairing Cabinet and Upholstery work done in
all its branches. Varnishing and Polishing, Boxing
and Packing Furniture for transportation, <&c.

One

Thomas, JPara,

Will

Ships9

Sept 16—<ttw

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT

^▼hlch

Steamboat and

quantities.
Also, have on hand as good

Head of Long Wharf*

St.

R E 3f O V A E I

SINGER’S

No. H3

And other Norway on 1 Swedes Iron.
Milk Street, Boston; and 01 John Street, New
York.
a]>3SU6in

147

OF

M. II. REDD Y, Proprietor.

Cradles and
of all sizes: BLA* K WALNUT and CHESTNUT
EXTENSION TABLES, Ofliceand Writing Tables.
Also, a large variety of Children’s Chairs, Cribs,
Trundle Beds. &c.
We would also inform our friends and the public
gene: ally that we are prepared to famish and fit up

Woodman,

STOBE FOBMEELY OCCUPIED BY

CHASE,

IB./EB.CfF.OF

Needles and Trimmings always on hand.

Sets, Sofas,

-FOB

have this day removed to

T.

turn out

Importers ol

PORTLAND, ME.

INSURANCE COMP’Y

Wood Seat Chairs of all de-

ENTIRE NEW STOCK OF

Removal.

D.

And

KIMBALL,

—

Second to None in Style and Finish.

GOODS,

A. <Jr E ISf O

N1. W. MORSE & W. B. WITHERELL.
octdd3w
Portland, Me.

Co.,

Foot of Cross, between Fore and Commercial Sts..
Portland, Me.
October 4—eodlm

p m

WITELERELL.

Which wc shall offer at very L»w Prices.
Please Call and Examine.

doing

Doten &

Cane and

Portland.

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

BLOCK,

every
WHERE
(Sundays excepted,)

Feather Beds, Hair and Feather Pillows.

GOODS!

WOOD-

It “will Plane on two sides, Tongue and Groove at
the same time, or it will do either separately.
Our facilities for
all kinds oi Sawing, Turning, Planing and Mouldings are complete.

Winslow,

Furnishing Goods!

Clothing: and Furnishing

CELEBRATED

Planing, Tongueing and Grooving
Machines.

PUT

we

P.

Oct 14-dtr

Lounges, Center Tables, Bureaus, Sinks, Looking
Glasses, Teai>oyB, What-nots, Hat-Trees, Stuffed
Rocking and Parlor Chairs, Gents’ Easy and Ladies’
Sewing Chairs, Ottomans, Crickets, Hassocks, &c.—
Bedsteads, Mattresses of all kind; Spring Beds,

No. 95 Exchange Street,
HAVE

WARE’S

scriptions*
Settee Cradles; Kitchen and Deal Tables

NEWTON FITZ is ready to receive pu-

CITY

Steam Planing Mills!
WEBURY’S

Chamber

Oflie°,

No. 164 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dti

TRUNKS, VALISES

KT^Good Fits in all cases before leaving the Store.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.

Consisting of the following articles

MUSICAL 1

J. LEVY,
HAVING

anti Collection

marl8tf

-ALSO,-

B. D. VerriU’s

At
Law

Sale Rooms, 110 ami 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass,
juneltf

CHEAPER!

Of the latest and most fashionable patterns.

&

Leave Your Demands lor Collection

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

7—d3m

CO.,

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

MORSE

use for food, has been counterfeited
unprincipled parties, and a spurious article
put up in imitation of their style of packages and
trade-mark to deceive the public.
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
that every package is marked plainly,

GENTS’ AND BOYS’

RICH PARLOR SETS,

and

C.

somo

FURNITURE

Hosiery,

And a General Assortment of Goods*
octl(W4w

House

stock of

And UPHOLSTERY

Salt,

Portland, Maine.

In such popular

Exchange St.,
our

CO.,

84

SCHUMACHER,

MANUFACTURER

107 Federal

WANTED!

examine

on

...

Work executed to every part ol the State.

THAN ANY HOUSE IN PORTLAND.

To

prompt-

solcited.

nr* Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

No. 63 Commercial St.

At 148 & 150

and White-Washing
Orders trom oat oi town

ly attended to.
May 22—dti

MERCHANT.

Lvtheb Dasa,
Woodbvhy S. Dasa,
Jons A. 9. Dasa.
June ldta’

Corn Starch !

Oswego

Best Advantage,

SILKS, SATINS. VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

Clothing

li and

s

~

English Grapes,

Sept 4—d3m

F i

Kingsford’s Oswego Corn Starch.

1000 Families

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Eibbons,

PORTLAND. MK.

Coloring, Whitening

Office.—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf.
Norfolk, Va.
fcSf* Consignments solicited.
Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs Lowell &
Senior; tiorri.li ,& Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
Clark, Real & Co., Portland, Me.
inayCklCiu

lylldti

—OF—

RIBBONS I

OUNAUkNTAL

STUGOO AND MASTIO WORKERS.
Oak Street, between, Cc ngreas ai d Free
Sta.,

HENRY P. WORCESTER,

PORTLAND, ME,

CHAS. J.

Should apply to the

U. T. S. RICE &

BOSS & FEEAY,
PL AST K K KRS,

READY-MADE CLOTHING

—AL80,—
Rubber Belta, Hose and Packing,

SURGEON,

GENERAL

jip.LEWlI,’}

HOYT’S PREMIUM LEATHER BELTS,

AND

Ey Re.iiJe.ee Xo. 4 Locust Street.
Aug 20—<12m

AND FURNISHING GOODS.

Misses’ and Chilui eii’s Boots and Shoes.
Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGIN3, and

SMALL,

x.

PHYSICIAN

o

Chamber*, No*. 1 and 2 Free Street Block,
(Over H. J. Libby & Co.’s)

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large r.» ortment of Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’
Calf and Thick Hoot*, with a good stock of

Aug.

MERCHANDISE

Bought or Sold to the

wis & C

e

n.

sep2Ddlm

Commission and Forwarding

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

by

Sept 8—dtf

full Stock of

MEN’S,
DREN'S

T. L

or,*»"d, M®.

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers In

juneldtt

Aug. 26—dtf

PORTLAND.

FALL GOODS!

NEW

J.

WOMEN’S, BOYS’, MISSES’ and CHIL-

<£c., &c.

Fancy Goods Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

Commission

English and Italian Singing !

23 Free Street!

Clasps,

comprehensiveness we think onr
stock equal to
any in our largest cities, and will be
offend to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

WISHING

Exchange Street,

No. 8 Exchange Street.

KINGSFORD’S

Trunk

GOODS
at

Trimmings,
NETS,

Belt

description of Water Fixture* lor DwelHotels, Public Buildings, Shop*.

House*.

sot ui> in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. Ad
kind* of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS of all description*.
apr9dtf

jTb&rbour,

*

f

PLAIN AN It

arranged and

j. & c.

SQUARE,

WM. JESSOP & SOS,
CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION! Fresco and Banner Painter,
Steel Manufacturers l
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

PARTIES"

ltailway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gon.
Agt. | WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, NewYork. |
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

EVERY
RUBBERS, RUBBERS! &c.,
ling

GOODS,

and

90 Exchange Street.

Union Street.

Just Received

For variety

Office,

1 'tT Fares from s i to ST lower via. the Grand

|B»wli, Bras* & Silver Plated Cock*.

dtt

Oct 13—d2mos

Hosiery, Gloves, Tarns,

APPLY TO THE

Workers of Granite!
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.

Stock

ME.

Waim. Cold and, Shower Baths, Wash

Leather, Hemp Packing, fyc.
To all of which they invito the attention of their
old customers and the public generally.

F-

Beltings,

Grand Trunk Railway.
General Western Ticket

|iow pre-

are

Complete

HEAD

Country respectfully solicitorder.
augOdtf

Black and Colored Corded

AND

complete repair, and

Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’

Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

94 Exchange Street.
Portland, Sept. 11,-1865.

Rubbers,

and

OFFICE NO. 193 1-2 CONGRESS ST.

PORTLAND,
Tailor,

Lace

IRON.

ATTENTION !

rosrlftt&wistf_.D. LXTTLVAgoDt.

untur
PLEASANT suits ot Rooms, furnished or
IT
nisbed, with board, in the first class house 77
Freest. Charges moderate.
transient boarders accommodated.

OP

LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
all kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

August

W. B. Patterson &

by fire, again
pared to show a

FANCY

PUMPS,

Sole

STRIPED SHIRTINGS,

inform their friends

and the Trade genWOULD
erally that their spacious store, lately damaged
in
is

New and

Magee Furnaces and Stoves.

STREET*

Board.

SON,

Choking, Office and Parlor Stoves,

Yellow Flannels,
Bleached Si Unbleached Cotton Flannels.

Tickets.

undersigned from the “Ecole rip MttUcine”
University of France, will Impart the necessary
instruction in the Medical Sciences to Students who
wish to attend tlie lectures in Paris—four lessons in
French per week during the evenings nml a French
Me ical Lcciure twice per week, In order to familiarize the students with French medical Idioms.
Medical Students will remember that Medical Lecextures arc free to all nations in I'aris, their only
pense being their board.
is
from
the
good
Certificate
undersigned
A Medical
for U. S. and France.
E. P. LePROHON. A. M,,M. P.,
Apply to
Graduate ol Harvard University,
No. 7 South St.
Oct 21—dtf

&

on

Force Pumps and Water Closets,
NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

Fit#.*gJ

FROST,

Merchant

CSr
CAPS.

MERRILL & SMALL

N.

P. B.

Warranted to

McCALLAH,

fF* Repairing done at short notice.

p L U 31 B E Ttl

Women’s,

FURNACES, RANGES,

Superior Gray Flannels,

Made

ALL BIGHT AGAIN!

LORING,

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

And

Hoots

EXCHANGE STREET.

No. 35 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND
MAINE,

Red Flannels,

ALSO,

Class

en-

manufacturing custom work in this city, has
charge ofthe manufacturing department.
PUNCTUALITY is the motto of this establishment, and all work ready for delivery when promised.
REPAIRING neatly done at short notioe.
Sept 12—dtf

Aug 23—d2ui

OIL

French Medical

AND RETAIL.

&

SHORT

work,

in

-AT-

WHOLESALE

First

3

LATEHT^HTYLE.

ME.

For Ladies and Gehtlemex, from the very best
stock to be found In the metropolitan and

All

manner.

C. MCC ALLAH,

D.

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

IN THE

consignment4' of all kinds
Fep20dlyr

NO. 11 MARKET

LAW,

Patents,

MAKER OF

None but the best workmen employod, and the
shop constantly supplied with the best of stock, regardless of expense.
Mr. J. L. WILLEY, who has bad long experience

BOOKS,

At short notice, in the BEST
AND

With Fair Stltoli.

BOOKS,

SCHOOL

custom;

of

AT

PORTLAND, MAINE.

2B—dtf

_Aug

ELLIOT ,f>

Boots, Shoes

CLIFFORD^

JSTo, i05 Middle Street,

MEASURES

to

Produce.

Dealers in

COUNSELLOR

SUITS,
VESTS AND PANTS,

Portland, Me.

Special attention paid

of

PORTLAND,

WILLIAM H.

BUSINESS

St.,

DRIED APPLES, «£c.

Maine.

Sept 7—dtf

DEALERS IN

ATo. 3 Lime Street,

CLOAKS,

Middle St,,

US mid SO

Solicitor

6df*Erery Garment

Street,

BOOKS,

SCHOOL

French, Toilet and American Quilts!

HEAVY

Loring,

HAVE A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

SCHOOL

Federal

POBTLASD,

WINTER WEAR!

MANUFACTURED TO

AND WHOLESALE

Butter, Cheese, Egrsrs, Bard, Beans.

!

Agents for EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for

SACKS,

Dealer In

markets, made to ordor, and warranted to give
tire satisfaction.

SCHOOL BOOKS,

ALSO,

Ill

AND

CLOTIIINQ

rasriSH,

FROCKS,
DRESS COATS,

foreign

PORTLAND,

Stock Ladies Cloths

and

AND

Commission Merchants,

Manufacturer* of and Dealers in

OVERCOATS,

Boots, Shoes & Rubbers,
Wo.

few doors west of the Preble House.
octlGd2w*

FALL

Tones,

Manufacturer

AGEXT3 FOR

56 and 58 Exchange

Heavy Black Cl»ak Cloths; Plain
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

h.

b.

SMITH

PRAY & SMITH,
Morton Block, Congress St,,

same.

Great Variety.

Sept. 19—d6w

Quality!

Furnishing Goods

State of

GENTS’ PUENISHING GOODS,
In

<fe

OF

Dry Goods, Woolens,

—FOB—

ALSO FOE SALE

BROWN’S PATENT BABY TENDER!

ALSO,

Large

&

PRAY

shade

Gentlemen’s Garments.

And would be pleased to receive orders for the

Steel, very rich.

ABE THE EXCLUSIVE

All Wool Delaines,

Saxony Plaids,

FALL AND WINTER GOODS,

ORNAMENTS,

JOBBERS

And G?nts’

Cloths of the Best

"Tedwahdgove&co.,
PRODUCE

Successors to G. L. S'or.r $• Co.,

desibahle

stock

Business Cards.

Deerin-g, Milliken & Co.,

The Best Stock ever brought into this Market!

an

-or-

For

Lace and Linen Collars; Thread. Smyrna and Maltese Laces; Lace Veils; Cambric Edgings and Insertings; Belts and Belt Buckles, with everything new
and desirable in the H ancy Goods line.
We make no pretensions to selling goods for less
than cost, our goods being new and desirable; but
we will sell as cheap as the same quality of goods cau
be bought in the city.
Believing it will be for your interest, as well as
ours, we invite
you all to call and examino our
stock.

Cashmere Shawls,

REGIONS of Nww
OHIO, »Tld SiH
vvl ATTTrw
ucr?.li5‘ via
^^TLVAMA,
ol toe WkBT,
the Kmk ItAiLWAY. for pals
p«.rj<
at the lowest rates, at the Usioh
Ticket Offiok,
3! EXCHANGE

Respectable

a

Gloves
Silk and Gilt Cord; Braids; Gimps, &c.

Empress Cloths,

WOULD

Ladies’ Out-side Garments!

great variety ol Ladies and Misses
Hosiery: Dress Trimmings, in Velvet;

also

and

in Jet and

Exchange Street,

Something

BABB’S,

WEsive stock offering
have

ELEOANt

CLOAK AND DRESS BUTTONS

Mourning Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

as a contribution, however bumble, towards the formation of a just and true national sentiment, or sentiment of love to the nation. It was at the time when Mr. Vallandighum had been sent across the border. It was
my wish, indeed, that the story might be
printed before the autumn elections of that
The
Newspaper.—Take'
the
most
year,—as my “testimony” regarding the principles involved in them,—but circumstances thorough man of the world of your acquaintance—the
man
most
versed
in
all
perfectly
delayed its publication till the December number of the Atlantic appeared.
that goes on in all conditions and ranks of
life—and I ask you what would ho be without
It is wholly a fiction, “founded on fact.”
The facts on which it is founded arc these,— hi* newspaper? By what possible machinery
could he learn as he sits at Ms breakfast the
that Aaron Burr sailed down the Mississippi
River in 1806, again in 1806, and was tried ior last news from China, of the last baliet at Paris, the state of the funds at San Francisco, the
treason in 1807. The rest, with one excepwinner at Newmarket, the pantomine at the
tion to be noticed, is all fictitious.
Olympic, and the encyclical of the Pope?
It was my intention that the story should
Without my newspaper life would narrow
have been published with no author’s name
itself to the small units of my personal expethan that of Captain Frederick Ingham, U. S.
rience and humanity be compressed into the
N. Whether writing under his name or my
ten or fifteen people I meet with.
own, I have taken no liberties with history
As for the advertisements I regard them as
other than such as every writer of fiction is
privileged to take,—indeed, must take, if fic- the mirror of the age. Show me but one page
of the “wants” of any country, and I engage
tion is to be written at all.
The story having been once published, it
myself to give a sketch of the current civilizapassed out of my hands. From that moment tion of the period.—Lord Brougham.
it has gradually acquired different accessories,
for which 1 am not responsible. Thus I have
heard it said, that at one bureau of the Navy
Department they say that Nolan was pardonP.
ed, in fact, and returned home to die. At
another bureau, I am told, the answer to ques94
tions is, that, though it is true that an officer
was kept abroad aJJ his life, his name was not
inform the Ladi<?3 of Portland and viNolan. A venerable friend of mine iijjiostou,
cinity that he has secured the services of Mil.
who discredits all tradition, still recollects this
LITTLEFIELD as Cut ter, and that of MRS. JONES,
“Nolan court-martial.” One of the most ac- late at tUo head of Mrs» Ghick’s Establishment, to
superintend the making and trimming, and is precurate of my younger friends bad noticed
to furnish
Nolan’s death in the newspaper, hut recollec- pared
ted “that it was in September, and not in August.” A lady in Baltimore writes me, I believe in good faith, that Nolan has two widowed sisters residing in that neighborhood. A
In all tlic Various Styles!
correspondent of the Philadelphia Despatch
SUCH AS
believed “the article untrue, as the United
States corvette Levant was lost at sea, nearly
CASSOCKS,
i three years since, between San Francisco aid
San J uan.” I may here remark that this unENGLISH FROCKS,
certainty as to the place of her loss rather
adds to the probability of her turning up afSACKS, Ac., Ac.
ter thtee years in lat. 2 deg. 11 min. S., long.
for
Bale
a
LARGE
ASSORTMENT OF
Also,
A
in
the
131 deg. W.
writer
New Orleans PiCLOTHS adapted for Ladies wear.
cayune, in a careful historical paper, explained
tJ?'I*arUouiar attention paid to Cutting and Fitat length that I had
been mistaken all
ting, and perfect mtUJaction guaranteed.
through; that Philip Nolan never went to sea,
Sample Garment, on Exhibition.
but to Texas; that there he was shot in batOct 19, 1S05.
ociOeodlm
tle, March 21,1801, and by orders from Spain
every fifth man of his party was to be shot,
had they not died in prison. Fortunately,
however, he left his papers and maps, which
fell into the hands of a friend of the Picasubscribers bavin? taken rooms at No. 1G1
yune’s correspondent. The friend proposes to
Middle St., arc now prepared to manufacture
publish them,—and the public will then have,
it is to he hoped, the true history of Philip NoCARPET MAS SOCKS l
lan, the man without s country.
With all these continuations, however, I ltad In great variety cf style, at short notice. The CarJdasBoek is the best Footstool in use, being light,
nothing to do. I can only repeat that my pet
durable and ornamental.
It is really an article of
Philip Nolan is pure fiction. I cannot send beauty aud far superior to anything
ol the kind ever
his scrap-book to my friend who asks for it bebefore manufactured in this vicinity.
Parties can have their remnants or Carpeting made
cause I have it not to send.
I remember when I was collecting materi- into tills desirable footstool, iu any style at b iding
al for my story, that in General Wilkinson s expense.
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE.
galimatias, which he calls his “Memoirs,” is
A full assortment constantly on hand or manufacfrequent reference to a Jorkins-like partner of tured
to order at
his, of the name of Nolan, who, at some time
TIIOMP80N & CO’S,
near the beginning of this century, was laded
161 Middle St, up one flight of St irs.
in Texas. Whenever Wilkinson found himOct 18—tt&S lm
self in rather a deeper bog than usual, he used
to justify himself by saying that he could not
!
explain such or such a charge because “the CLOSING
papers referring to it were lost when Mr. Nolan was imprisoned in Texas.” Finding this
GO WELL offers his entire stock of Fall
•
• and Winter
mythical character in the mythical legends of
a mythical time, I took the liberty to give him
IDPl^ST
GOODS,
a brother, rather more mythical, whgse advenTill Nov. 1»', at prices so LOW an to suit everybody.
Other parties will take tho balance of Stock and
tures should be on the seas. I had the imStore at that time.
that
friend
was
named
Wilkinson’s
pression
CjT* Don’t iail to give him a call, as it wCl be
Stephen,—and as such he is spoken of in this much to your advantage.
470.
at
As
this
book
to
Oct 17—eod&w2w
page
press,
story
goes
I find that the New Orleans paper is right in
savins that the Texan hero was named Philip.
GO On
STUFF
I am veiy sorry tnat i cuanged total inadvertently to Stephen. It is too late for me to
change back again. I remember to have
heard a distinguished divine preach on St.
-ATPhilip’s day, by accident, a discourse on the
life of the Evangelist Stephen. If such a misMORRELL’S
best
of
in
the
can
regulated
pultake
happen
No* 113 Exchange Street*
pits, 1 must be pardoned for mistaking Philip
for Stephen Nolan. The reader will observe
M•
ocl3J4weo^r<
that he was dead some years before the action
of this story begins. In the same connection
I must add that Mr. P. Nolan, teamster in
J. W*
Boston, whose horse and cart I venture to
at his N ursery at Morrill's Corner, ftnpriVa tew extra sized Rear Trees
recummend to an indulgent public, is no relawith fruit budfcof Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
tion of the hero of this tale.
Louise Bonne, &c. $3 to $5 each.
of a
j If any reader considers the invention
Equally good Dwarf and standard Pears,cf smaller
brother too great a liberty to take in fiction, I size, at 5 c to $1 each.
EX. LARGE GRAPE VINES, to be rehim
that
“’Tis
venture to remind
sixty years moved
from laud already sold. Price aooording to
sinceand that 1 should have the highest au- tiality.
oct21ood&w£w
thority in literature even for much greater liberties taken with annals so lar removed from
PRESS! %Xy PRESS!!-The Side-Power HAY tin! COTTON PRESS.
our time.
This machine la
A Boston paper in noticing the story of “My
portable and easily Set up in a common bam floor;
will press one ton Of bay into 80cubic feet in 33 minDouble” contained in another part of this colto
utes; no beating, rolling or treading; no
lection, said it was highly improbable. I have the hay; size of hale 2t> in. by ;o in. by 44Injury
in.
No
always agreed with that critic. 1 confess I other machine can press as cheap. The Invention 1s
one of those “happy hits” acknowledged to he just
have the same opinion of the
story of Philip
thing. Model and Bale of Hay may he seen at
Nolan. It passes on ships which had no exis- tlie
Blake & Jones'. Commercial St. Send for Circular.
tence, is vouched for by officers who never Address STEPHEN J. AUSTIN, Portland, Mo.
lived. Its hero is in two or three places at the
pet 21—eodlm
same time, under a process wholly impossible
under any conceivable administration -if affairs. In reply, therefore, to a kind adviser
in Connecticut, who told nlc that the story
must be apologised for, because it was doing
undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the Arm name of
great injury to the national cause by asserting
such continued cruelty of the Federal GovernOHA.SE brothers,
ment through a halt-century, I most be perFor the purpose of carrying on the FLOUR; HEAL,
mitted to say that the public, like the Supreme and GRAIN
BUSINESS; find will occupy the new
Court of the United States, may be supposed store, head Long Wharf.
HENRY CHASE,
“to know something.”
DANIEL CHASE.
oclDTT&Stl’
Portland, Oct. 18,18C5.
The Working World.

They have

of every Style and Variety.

are now

Can now exhibit

and Jackets.

•-AT-

O. K.

Middle Street,

87

Business Cards.

NEW GOODS !

Merchant Tailors9

HAVE

Dry Groods

Miscellaneous.

FERNALD & SON,

J. E.

just received and are now offering ror sale a
great variety of the latest and most desirable
of
these
goods, comprising Shawls, Ladies and
styles
Misses Hoodo, Scarfs and Sontags, Children’s Caps

a

sought

WORSTeTgOODS!
PS,AY & SMITH

Gray Linscys,

bond of sin, have brought, forth anything that
is unworthy of Thy counsels, inspire me with
Thy spirit, that 1 may correct it. If, by the
wonderful beauty of Thy works, I have been
led into boldness; H I have
my honor
among men as I have advanced in the work
which was destined tothiue houor, pardon me
in kindness and charity, and by Thy grace
grant that my teaching may be to Thy glory
and the weliare of all men. Praise ye the Lord,
ye heavenly harmonies; and ye that understand the new harmonies, praise the Lord.—
Praise God, O, my sont, as long as I live.—
From Him, through Him, and by Him, is all,
the material as well as the spiritual; ail that
we know and all that we know not yet, for
there is much to do that is .undone.”

B.

LARGE STOCK!

I

Thine eyas, and bom in the

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Miscellaneous.

Turo-Storr Homes

Bos^Hmue for Sale.
Wharf,

rriHB Cu-toms Boat-Honso at Main

1

oi

inquieo

Oct 13—dtf

is

for

CHAg j TALB
Surveyor of Customs.

qualification

that would make one

DAILY PKIiSS,
POKTLAN*>•
-f

—

24,1835.

Morning, Oct.

Tuesday
The daily

---

US*'

u,rl Circulation

"f ,k' Fr'" ** l'”"'r ,han ,h’ aimof all the other dathet in the city.

Ttmis-$S,CO

per t/reir in atlrance.

jy Beading Matter

on

all Four Fates.

The Advertiser Obfuscated.—'Will it please
stand corrooted.

The Advertiser of Monday lias an article
headed “Mistakes of the Dailj Press,” in
■which it discourses of the normal condition of
The editor admits that we did
his former position in relation to the colored race, but denies that he has
changed his views, or has shown any disposi-

the negro.
not

misrepresent

tion to “cave hi” on the question of negro suffrage. To show how awkwardly a strongminded man may appear when attempting to

defend

an

untenable position,

we

quote

a sen-

tence:
Tne result iu Connecticut was a Democratic triumph, because, there, the proposition was, to admit
the negro absolutely and unconditionally to the right
of the elective franchise, regardless of any standard
of intelligence, whereas the Democrats say, if admitted ■even In New England, let there he a qualification or intelligence, if not of property. Connecticut
repudiated the uucond tional suttrage of the negro,
which ultra Republicans are seeking to enforce upon
the South, and hence Connecticut swung clear
round on this proposition to the Democratic doctrine.

The suffrage proposed in Connecticut for
the negro was not unconditional. The proposition was to abolish the distinction based on
the mere accident of color, putting the same
restrictions upon the suffrage of the negro
that qre upon the white man; no more, no less.
TWrejection of such a proposition the Advei
Webster—the greatUser styles democratic 1

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.
by States, net district:,
apportions by districts.
woiUjra juggler has adopted anew
55?“A
M«ny years ago,*I moved in the Lesisiaprc
tnaf the
apportionment of representatives to name for his profession. He calls it “MaginisCongress, in Tennessee, should be by qualified.* teahnesantropos.*’

for a voter

tl0?3i.lePrCsen*a^011
State

and the

when in the minority, and a different qualificatten when in the majority!
We will not combat such an absurd propo-

sition* for the simple statement ot it more
clearly reveals its absurdity than any words at
We doubt if President Johnour command.
son feels highly complimented by the praises
and commendations of those who hold and advocate doctrines

abhorrent to

so

humanity,

and so utterly hostile to the principles of the
Declaration of Independence.
It is amusing to hear our neighbor declare
that he is ‘-radically, now and forever, against”
any particular doctrine on this subject. His
past course does not warrant any such assurance for the future.
He has done the usual
amount of turning short comers, and is

likely as most men of his age to do a reasonable amount of the same work in the future.
He has spoken of the negro as “a man and a
Nor are we
and
do so

as

brother,”

or to intito deny his right to do so,
mate that for doing so he should lie held up to
Itisnobleand right fora man to

reproach.
change his opinions
to

whenever he discovers

he erroneous, and it is equally noble
to change his acts so as to corre-

right
spond to his
and

_

TION AND FIND IT SUBSTANTIALLY CORRECT.
I HAVE MADE SOME VERBAL ALTERATIONS.
A. J.”

(Signed)

again.

may

disposed

them

1

vofers.
By The Lawrence American says some fifty
The apportionment is now fixed until IS,.-.; young women have loft
Calais, Me., for the
.n«
theba
before that time we might change
Jj '■•.T.anoeind Lowell factories, within, three
to
qirumed
representation from population
months.
and in due
voters, North a3 well as South,
wiJiout rejard
BjyA heroic street car conductor in Chicago
course of time, the States,
had the hardihood to oompel the women in a
to color, might extend the e.ccUve franchise to all who possessed certain mental, car to occupy no more space than actually bemoral, or such other qunhficat o is, as might be longed to them. The balloons were oollapsed,
determined by an enlightened public judg- the ladies
furious, and the men gratified.
ment.
fcy The poorest way to defeat slander is to
Boston, Oct. 18,1S05.
Live it down is
carry it into a court of law.
The above report was returned to me by
the bast plan. Slander cannot injure one who
President Johnon swith the following indorse- iu his
daily walk refutes the accusation.
ment
George L. Stearns.
gy Six thousand acres of land in Arkansas belonging to the rebel Gen. Gideon J. Pil“I HAVE READ THE "WITHIN COMMUNICA-

opinions,—and the man
who thinks more of making a straight path,
and ot preserving a consistent record, tliaD of
following the best light before him ani of doing right, is not the safe man to follow in this
honest

age of transition and progress.
Important Interview with President Johnson.

The following will be read with interest.
The

early dithers aud apostles of American Democracy.
The editor of the Advertiser has the frankto avow his opinions distinctly, and the
honesty to stand up to and defend them, as
the following extract demonstrates:

ness

ministration.
The report is meagre and unsatisfactory, but
I think it conveys, for the most part, the spirit
of our conversation. Therefore, although the
whole tenor of your words led me to believe
it wai not intended to be kept private, I have
refrained from answering the specific inquiries
of anxious friends, whom 1 met on my way
home, lest I might, in some way, leave a
wrong impression on tlieir minds.

The telegraph, yesterday morning, announced the death of the eloquent preacher, and
the devout Christian gentleman, whose name
stands at the head of this notice. He died at
Andover, Mass., after a painful illness, on Sunday last His health had bees giving way previous to his leaving Portland; the death of
his beloved wife, counsellor and friend, struck
a serious blow upon bis shattered constitution,
and he felt that retirement from the wearing

constantly pressing duties of the pastoral
office, was absolutely necessary to give repose
and

and relief to his system.

But the fatal hour
could not long be postponed, and he has gone
to that rest which he so faithfully pointed out
to the numerous assemblies which he ardent-

Truly yofir friend,

We lave held, and siill hold to the belief that God
made the negro, according to Uis own wiso purpose,
inferior, normally, constitutionally and unalterably,
to the white man, and his happiest condition is that
of ignorance an l slavery under a fixed government
of laws and protection.

George L. Stearns.
The President of the United States.

We dispute no one’s right to bold or believe
just what lie pleases on a question of this
nature, but while thus disposed to tolerate the

I have just returned from an interview with
President Johnson, in which he talked for an
hour on the reconstruction of the rebel states.
His manner was as cordial, and his conversation as free as in 1861, when I met him daily
in Nashville.
His countenance is healthy, even more so
than when 1 first knew him.
I remarked that the people of the North
were anxious that the process of reconstruction should be thorough, aud they wished to
support him in the arduous work, but their
ideas were confused by the conflicting reports
constantly circulated, and especially fry the
present position ol the Democratic party. It
industriously circulated in the Democratic
clubs that he was going over to them. He
laughingly replied, “Major, have you never
known a man who for many years had differed from your views because you were in advance of him, claim them as liis own when he
came up to your stand-point?”
1 replied, I have often. He said so have I,
and went on: the Democratic party finds its
old position untenable, and is coining to ours;
if it lias come up to our position, 1 am glad.
You aud I need no preparation lor this conversation ; we can talk l'recly on this subject
for the thoughts are familiar to us; we can be
pertectly frank with each other. He then commenced with saying that the states are in the
Union, which is one and inuivisable.
Individuals tried to carry them out, but did
not succeed, as a man may try to cut bis
throat, and be prevented by the bystanders;
and you cannot say he cut his throat because
he tried to do it.
individuals may commit treason, and be
punished, and a large number ot' individuals
may constitute a rebellion and be punished as
traitors. Some State s tried to get out of the
Union, and we opposed it, honestly, because
we believed it to be
wrong; and we have succeeded m putting down the rebellion. The
of
those
power
persons who made the attempt
has been crushed, and now wo want to reconstruct the State governments and have the
power to do it. The Slate institutions are
prostrated, laid out on the ground, and they
must be taken up and adapted to the progress
of events; this cannot he done in a moment.
We are making very rapid progress, so rapid 1
sometimes cannot realize it; it appears like a

opinions, we cannot avoid
the expression of our surprise, that any man
who has received the benefits of education,
and of a training in tlie midst of the light of
the 19th century, converged to a bright focus
as it confessedly is in that favored spot called
New England, should seriously enunciate the
doctrine that, for any creature of (J-od, endowwidest latitude in

ed with intellectual powers,

no

matter how

feebly developed, “ignorance is bliss.” The
negro’s “happiest condition,” says the Advertiser, “IS THAT OF IGNOISANCE AND RLAVEBY.”
The

suggestion

to our mind is

simply

mon-

We envy not the condition of that
mind which can for a moment endorse or appreciate such an idea. Any kind of democracy that deems it for the good of the world or a
portion of it, to foster ignorance, to close up

strous.

the

to the

mind, and to keep any
in ignorance aud slaery to promote human happiness, sdould at
once have its name changed and be called
clemonocracy.
The editor of the Advertiser continues;
avenues

class of the human

race

believe Just

as the oclitor-in-chief of the Press
when edit jr of a Democratic paper
that
It
was
in contraventimof the laws of
in Bath,
God to put tbo negro race up >n the same piano of political rights and power with the white man, under a
government whose only safe basis is popular intelligence.

We

formerly believed,

Our

contemporary

i3

entirely

wlmt he here attributes to us,as

mistaken in

a belief former-

ly expressed in the Bath paper. A similar allegation was made by a Brunswick editor, but
without the shadow of a truth to base it on.—
We can readily believe that the editor of the
Advertiser honestly penned the paragraph
above, and have no doubt he will be just

enough

to correct it.

The

paragraph

out of

which the above misstatement was manufactured, was copied into the Bath paper from
the New York

Day Book, only for the purpose of condemning it and showing what
monstrous doctrines were being palmed off in
the name of Democracy.
In closing the singular artioie under.notice,
the writer gets into the fog to such a degree
that we find it-difficult to decipher his exact
meaning. lie betrays a singular state of obfuscation.

Hear him:

When this inferior race, in its exceptional individuals, rise* up to the standard ol' intelligence that,
shall render ftsafe for 1dm to exercise the privilege of
voting, Ms natural inferiority to the white man, ns an
organic being, may not, perse, necessarily exclude
*
»
him from the political right of voting. »
Bat if a majority of a state consisted of such inwe
nor
black
men.
would
not.
do
we
believe
telligent
the Democratic party would, admit that majority to
the right of suffrage, and thus subject, the superior
As a
white minority to ttir in ferior b ark
m. :o -.or of government wo would denounce it as impolite aud unjust to the white minority, and not due
to a black
And yet, it is to this oxtromo
that the opponents of the President’s policy, and the
advocates ol unconditional liezro suffrage, would
push their amnSUres. We are radically, now and forever, against it.

majority.

majority.

Here we have the admissiou that individuals ot this race,—a race “normally, constitutionally and
inferior to the white

unalterably’'

race,—s© much inferior that they are not in-1
eluded ftmong those whom an apostle says
arc “made of one blood,”—so much inferior
that their

“happiest condition is that of ignorance •tad slavery,”—may ‘‘rise
up to the
standard of intelligence” that may entitle
them to rote 1

What this

exact

standard is

Washington,

I). C. Oct.

3,1S05,

dream.
We must not be in too much of

a

j

hurry;

it

is better to let them reconstruct themselves
than to force them to it; for if they go wrong,
the power is in our hands and we can check
them at any stage, to the end, and oblige them
to correct their errors; we must be patient
with them. I did not expect to keep out ail
who were excluded from the amnesty, or even
a large number of them, but I intended
they
should sue for pardon, and so realize the enormity of the crime they had committed.
You could not have broached the subject of
equal suffrage at the North, seven years ago,
and we must remember that the changes at
the South have been more rapid, and they
have been obliged to accept more unpalatable
truth than the North has; we must give them
time to digest a part, for we cannot expect
such large affairs will be comprehended and
digested at once. Wo must give them time to
understand their new position.
I have nothing to conceal in these
matters,
and i have no desire or willingness to take indirect courses to obtain what we want.
Our government is a grand and
lofty structure; in searching for its foundation we find
it rests on the broad basis of popular rights.—
The elective franchise is not a natural right,
but a political right. I am opposed to giving
the States too much power, and also to a great
consolidation of power in the central government.
If I interfered with the vote in the rebel
States, to dictate that the negro shah vote, I
might do the same thing for my own purposes
in Pennsylvania. Our only safety lies in allowing each State to control the right of voting by its own laws, and we have the power
to control the rebel States if they go wrong.—
If they rebel, we have the army, and can con-

informed, but it is fair to infer trol them by it, and, if necessary, by legislathat our democratic contemporary would not tion also. If the general government control!
the
to vote in the States, it may establish
place it higher than he would for white men, suchrigiit
rales as will restrict the vote to a small
and we know that his party will alio 7 the number of
persons, and thus create a central
most ignorant, the most brutal and the most
despotism.
% position here is different from what it
besotted scum thrown upon our slopes ffwm
1)0 ’* 1 was in Tennessee.
Av<£,
the old countries of Europe, to vote, with litlucre I should
try to ir,tr.,duce negro suftle regard to formality or condition, provided
frage gradually; first those who had served in
the
those
army;
who could read and write,
they will vote the party ticket. The ignorance
and jierhaps a
that votes at the “Five Points” in New York,
property qualification for othwe are

not

cannot be matched among the negroes of the
South, scarcely on hoard the slave-ship itself.
If a mere animal on two
legs is entitled to vote
because he exhibits as much
intelligence as
the lowest order of white
voters, why should
not the dog, ■which often evinces

intelligence and humanity than the ignorant white
ruffain, alsd be allowed to vote? We claim
that the negro should vote, when
qualified,
because he is a MAN; oar neighbor denits his
to
reduces
him
an
manhood,
inferior animal
and would then let him vote should he rcveaj
intelligence 1 We insist, by this criterion, that
he should sometimes allow the dog, the horse
and the monkey to vote, for they often betray
a large degree of intelligence, and can vote
they are told to, just the same as a large elasB
more

ers, say $2u0 or $250.
It will not do to let the
negroes have universal-suffrage now, it would breed a war of

races.

There

time in the Southern States
when the slaves oi large owners looked down
was a

upon non-slave-owners because they did not
slaves: the larger the number of slaves
their masters owned, the prouder
they were
and this has produced hostility between the
mass of the whites and the
negroes. The
ou! rages are mostly front
non-slaveholding
whites against the negro, and from the
negro
own

upon the

nou-slaveliolding whites.
The negro will vote with the late master
whom he does not hate, rather than with the
ncn-slaveholdiug white, whom he does hate,
universal suffrage would create another
war,

of democrats now vote.

While intelligent individual blacks may vote,
our neighbor would not allow a community of
intelligent blacks to do so, lest they should outvote the whites!
Beautiful democracy, that
would consider

minority entitled to privileges which should be denied to a majority—
a

-„—-

suitable

person to till the

plafe

which had

been so

acceptably occupied by that earnest
and eloquent preacher; and he was ordained
June 6,1832, the Rev. Dr. Tyler of the Second Parish, preaching the sermon. For nearly thirty two years he ministered with power
and influence to that people, and his determination to ask a dismission in April 1S84, was
received by his Parish mid the public at large,
with surprise and unaffected grief. But it was
conceded as a duty they owed to a faithful and
devoted Pastor, who had spent the best years
of his life in their service.

✓

Dwight was not only a loss to his own
church and society, hut also to the city. He
was always ready for any patriotic or public
service; and his occasional performances at
all times, and especially during the late rebellion, breathed a pure and fervent spirit of
patriotism, as well as of piety and of a sound
morality. He was no visionary, no schemer;
his views were practical, and always aimed to
the religious improvement,and advance thebest
godoof society. The style of his discourses and
addresses was clear, logical and direct, and
delivered with a power and emphasis which
the subject demanded. He wa3 a scholar,' a
ripe and good one, and a true Christian gentleDr.

his death bore witness to his life and
teaching; it was calm, peaeeful and in full re-

man:

liance upon the doctrines which he had ever
enforced. He did not show the thorny way

Heaven, and himself the primrose path of
dalliance tread; a life of honor, consistency andsound religious principle was closed by a serene
and happy death.
Dr. Dwight’s wife was a daughter of Mr.
Bradford, a prominent lawyer, in Philadelphia,
whose death in 1863 was deeply lamented by
him and her large circle of friends. By her
he has left two sons and two daughters to
to

mourn anew over

their two fold bereavement.

His interment will take

place this afternoon
at the Chapel of the Seminary in Andover,
on which occasion his cherished friend, the
Rev. Dr. Carruthers of the Second church in
this city, will deliver the funeral discourse.

_W.
Recent Publications.
Atlantic Tales.
A Collection of S tori os
from the Atlantia Monthly.
One volume,
small quarto, pp. 479. Gilt tops. Boston:
Ticknor and Fields. 1883.
Gems fbom Tennyson. With Illustrations by
W. J. Heunessy, J. F. Kensett, S. jEytinge,
Jr., F. O. C. Darley, S. Colman, W. T. Richards, Winslow Homer, Win. Hart, C. A. Barry. J. E. Millais, D. Maclise, W. H. Hunt, D.
G. Rosetti, C. Stanfield, and W. Mulready.—■
One volume quarto, full gilt. Boston: Ticknor and Fields,
1300.
Here are two more elegant hooks, which
these publishers have prepared in their choicest style, with special reference to the approach-

ing holidays.

The first contains

something

dozen of the best short stories published
from tuna to time in the Atlantic Monthly, the
list of their authors including the names of
Edward Everett Hale, Robert T. S. Dowell,
Bayard Taylor, George Arnold, Miss R. B.
Harding, Miss L. P. Hale, Caroline Chasehro,
Gail Hamilton, and others equally well known
and admired. The book is charming y printed
and hound, forming a most attractive gift.
“Gems from Tennyson,’’comprises “Lockslcy

over a

Hall,” “Morte d’Artliur,” “Mariana,” “fate
Talking Oak,” “The May Queen,” “The Dady
of Shalatt,” “The Brook,” “The
Lotos-Eaters,”
‘Godiva,” and perhaps a score beside, mostly
of those earlier poems of the Laureate’s which
first endeared his name to the
reading world
and which no later production of his has surpassed, or, in our opinion equalled. The illustrations are better than such usually are, some
of them, indeed, really exquiske.
Both these beautiful volumes are for sale

Davis Brothers.

by

Anthony Weymouth; oe, The Gentlemen
Adventukebs. By William H. G. Kingston. One Vol. 16mo. pp. 300. Illustrated.—
Boston: J. E. Tilton and Company.
A story of nautical and other adventure in
the days of Queen Elizabeth.
Two young

English gentlemen

set out to seek fame, exciteand wealth in the wonderful New World;
and the history of their encounters with savment

ages, with Spanish pirates, with the myrmidons
of the Inquisition, with hurricane and shipwreck is here told with much spirit and vividness. The romance of love, too, is made to add
its fascination to the narrative, and the whole
wanting in what every novel, to he per-

is not

fectly pleasing,

must

always have, viz., a fortuThe wholo party, sailors,
knights and ladies, return in safety to yieir native land, and the last chapter dismisses them
nate conclusion.

marriage and to happiness. A spicy book,
and likely to be a favorite.
For sale by Bailey and Noyes.
to

Rebels Preferred to Loyal Men.

Gazette condenses a world
few lines. The Democratic
papers, eays the Gazette, are full of complaints
about the cost of furnishing “rations” to the
negroes of the South. But hies anybody hoard
The

Indianapolis

meaning into

a

any complaint from that party' about
famishing rations to the white people of the
South? .Now official figures and facts show
that for every colored person who nas been
furnished with rations by the government in
the South, fully three whites have been so furAnd that is true al! over the South.
nished.
Yet not a word ot complaints from Nothem
Can it he that they
Democrats. Why not?
would have Government extend charity only to rebels, and none to the loyal ?
or seen

dent.

recently

told the edi-

tor of the Hartford Press that
Johnson was at home in

if President

Wells

By Secretary

Bov. Dr. Dwight.

gentleman whose name is attached to it,
ly and eloquently addressed for nearly forty
says the Boston Advertiser, is too well and too
years.
favorably known, both in Massachusetts and
ur. uwignc was tne son oi me jearneu anu
elsewhere, to require any endorsement :
distinguished Timothy Dwight^ who was PresiMedford, Mass, Sunday, Oet 8,1865.
dent of Yale College from 1795 to the period
My Dear Sir:—I was so much impressed of his
est of our English lexicographers, and a (Condeath, in 1817. He was horn in New
witli oqr conversation of last Tuesday, that 1
necticut man by the way, defines a Democrat returned immediately to my room aiid wrote Haven in 1795, and graduated at Yale in 1813.
as follows:
down such of the points as I could remember, The profession of his first choice was the Law
aud, having pondered them all the way home, for which he prepared himself, and commenDiSiiooBAT, n. One who adheres to n government
am, to-day, more than ever convinced that, if
by Ml jk: >ple, or favors the exteision of the rijht of
1817 he
corrected by you, and returned to me for eith- ced to practice in Philadelphia. In
syffrajt TO ALL CLASSES OF MEN.
was appointed tutor at Yale, and continued
er public or private use, it will go tar to proIn the face of such authoritative definition,
mote a good understanding between you and
in that office two years. He afterward^ abanwe shall not spend time to show what party
our leading men.
doned the profession oi law, aud devoted himin Connecticut was true to democratic docIt will also unite the public mind in favor of
self to the study of Divinity, with a zeal and
trine,—that which voted to restrict the right your plau, so far at least as you would carry it
out without modification.
earnestness, which showed that his heart was
of suffrage and to exclude a class of men from
You are aware that i do not associate much
in the work; and having clear intellectual
its exercise, or that which voted to expunge with men in political life, but rather with those
powers,
strengthened and disciplined by his
from the fundamental law the only word which
who, representing the advanced moral sense
he enterof the country, earnestly labor ior the good of previous course of study and duty,
makes an invidious distinction between the
our people, without hope of, or even desire
ed upon the sacred office, with a maturity
classes of then of which the state is made up. for office or other immediate reward.
The of mind and cultivation of faculties, which
It may be perfectly consistent with the highest latter class desire earnestly to understand
to his sermons, and other performif
exclude
to
of
your
idea
plans, and, possible, support your ad- gave
and the truest
Democracy
an unction and force much above the
ministration.
ances,
individuals from the right of suffrage, for
I think the publication of your process of standard of religious and literary addresses.
as
such
imbecility,
crime,
alienage,
&c.,
cause,
reconstruction, with the reasons tor your faith On the death of the Kev. Mr. Jenkins, the
—perhaps for ignorance, inability to read and in it, will commend itself to their candid judg- able
pastor of the Third Parish, in December
write, or non-payment of taxes, but the exclu- ment, and, as 1 told you, inspire our whole
Northern people with confidence in your ad1S31, Mr. Dwight was sought as the most
sion of a class or the creation of castes is in
violation of the very first principles of the
Democratic faith as promulgated by all the

low, which was libeled for confiscation, has
been restored to him by order of the Presi-

^onnessce, and

a

pri-

vate citizen, he would favor negro suffrage in
that State.
ByA miniature steam engine is running in
England which is driven eight minutes by the
of six drops of water.
By Charles Krone, a very heavy tragedian
iu a St. fjouis theatre, recently fired at a woodpecker, while out gunning, and instead of hitting the bird killed another German, who was
oh a tree picking wild grapes.
trill Indian, who tried to steal the bait of

evaporation

hear trap
California,
a

at

Big Meadows, Alpine County,

the fate intended for the bear.
The fall of th8 trap was made of heavy timber,
armed with spikes, whioh made several disagreeable holes in his body.
met

jty An arrival

the Pacific coast brings
news of a fearful hurricane in the Chinese sea,
which had destroyed three large steamers and
several American and English sbipB.
on

ByThe mysterious cattle disease, which
has been raging in Englan all snmtner, while
the cholera has been advancing across the Continent, has now made its appearance in France
and Belgium just as the cholera has broken out
iu

Liverpool.
Bjy Ttie Boston Advertiser

says Mr. Montgomery Blair has just made two very troublesome presents to the democratic
party. One is
himself, and the other is the Monroe doctrine.
In the long run, we might almost venture to

predict, the former gift will be found to he the
inconvenient and perplexing; but for the
present the second is probably that which is
most obviously and unpleasantly in the way.
ByDuring the month of September, the
shoe business of Lynn was larger than ever before for a corresponding period, the sales
amounting to $1,400,000.
|yit is said that Jefferson Davis lately
asked an iffieer at Fortress Monroe whether
he thought the people of the North desired his
The officer replied that he had
execution.
been so long on duty he could not speak for
those at home, hut the army was unanimous in
the sentiment that he should be hanged ! Conmost

soling !

S3?“Tho statement that a son of ex-Presi<iei.it Polk eras engaged at Nashville in a corral
taking care of mules, is untrue. Tho best evidence that such is the case, says an exchange,
is the fact that there is no son of President Polk

living.
SJP”New Hampshire is getting to be an auriferous State, or rather this feet is being rapidly developed. In digging a well in Jaffrey
gold hearing quartz was found which contains
$10.50 per ton.
tv~ Allred Lee, Attorney General while
John Adams was

President, died in Fairfax
County, Virginia, on Thursday last.
Sy There was a very long session of the
Cabinet on Friday, all of the members being
present but Secretary Seward. It is intimated
that there

was a

very stormy time.

55F” In tho Episcopal convention, during

a

debate on the military canon, much exeitement
and confusion was caused by the Rev. Mr.
Clements of Ohio, in the course of his remarks,

saying that “We cannot he too sure another rebellion will not br^ak out when we find a body
like this refusing to thunk God that the late rebellion has been crushed.
He was loudly
called to order from all parts of the house.

S^i?™The cholera has at last distinctly declared itself at Southampton and other parts
of England. Consequently it may he looked
for in this country at any day, and all persons
concerned in the means for the preservation of
the public health should he most vigilant. If
the pestilence strikes cur shores this fall it will
probably lie comparatively quiet during the
winter, but spring into fearful activity another
year. Such was its course at its last visitation.
Neglect of the proper sanitary precautions in
the interval will secure a fearful harvest of
death on the return of warm weather.

S3?“klr. J. D. B. BeBow, author of “Industrial Resources of the Southern States,” and
former editor of DeBow’a Review, has written
a letter to Provisional Governor
Perry in which
he discusses the problem of repopulating the
southern states. The question being how to
turn tho tide of emigration southward.
Mr.
BeBow says : “The South must throw her immense uncultivated domain into the market at
a low price; reduce the
quantity of land held

of amcndm?nt, the officer sent him hone with
i, hi.;
eai«tu]l of
I3R*The illsworth Amn-ifian says thtre is a f
The
Other boy v^W committed for trial, and,'
groat demand for houses in that town, and that
enough to be sent to
ith* should be
if there wore fifty tenements to let, they could
4jf Reform Schoohitmay be the means of his
e taken up at short notice.,
take warning, for
|y The Oxford Democrat j*ays that'jletters i ialvatiii. Lei Other bpys
received announce the death "of E. W.-durk, > now the oliiatfS- have gov on the track,lhey
formerly sutler of the 12th Maine. He was will follow it up; and detection is sure to tbl,
buried at Thomasville, about 125 miles from
low the commission of so needless and inex
Savannah.
cusahlS an offence.'
Ey Hon. Aaron Hayden died at his residence in Eastport last Sunday, from another,
v1
SPECIAL NOTICES._
attack of apoplexy.
The deceased has been
one of the most prominent citizens of
Eastport,'
STATIONERY AND FANCY GOODS!
having held many municipal offices in that
town. He has also been a Representative to
New Store, 3S Centre Street,
the Legislature from
Eastport, and iu 1855 was Fhst door from Congross Street.
ITEMS Off STATE NEWS.
~

goo^dvica.

elected Senator from Washington
County. Tho
health of Mr. Hayden has not been
slhce

ocffilsndlw

gofld
apophxy in

experienced an attack of
this
oity, a year or two since.
sy Union river is fast filling up with the
refuse lumber from the
mills, such as pieces of
boards, slabs, stickings, saw-dust, &C. Soon it
will puzzle an eel to get
up through to the
wharves.—[Ellsworth Am.
Mr. L. S. Smith, firm of Smith &
Gilmore, corn and flour merchants,
Belfast, has
been missing since
Wednesday morning. His
hat was found on the shore of the
hay close by
the steamboat w[iarf. It is
generally believed
be committed suicide by
drowning lfimself.
His store and goods were
destroyed by the late
he
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Blooming Cereus!
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Elevatox’s I

Wednesday evening. The fire was discovered at about eight o’clock in the
evening, hut
where it commenced, or how, is not known.
Mrs. Cole and her daughter are on a visit to

on

STORE,

Market Square, 2G.
GEuRGE ANDERSON. Agent.

i

Tilt taf'gesv, hesf.‘and cheapest Establishment

in

State.

work warranted.
Card Photographs 43,00 per dot.
A. M, McKENNKY,
Oct 0—a jr eod&aowSm
281 Congress St.

the time the fire commenced no one was iu the house, Mr. Cole
being
at his bookstore, and tho domestic who
had
charge of the house wa3 out.
[Ellsworth
American.
Ey The Belfast Age, speaking of the late
fire in that city, says, “There are two firo engines in the town. One was useless and was
at

All

C.

sprang forward,
by
throat, and bit him so severely that ho died
"•
the following day.

on

jf^-Tho authorities of the town of Kremsmunster, have rigorously interdicted servant
girls and ladies’ maids, &c., from wearing crinoline. No rcstrictionis placed upon
tho”toilet
of their mistresses.
Morinrty, port physician of Boston,
He was a good-natured man’
weighed over 400 lbs., and was 60 years of age.
SPTA St. Louis correspondent of the N.” Y.
Tribune writes that the city which
struck the
S t. Louisians most is Boston, but that
they were
badly sold by tho Bostonians in one thing
a
declined
public dinner, they were inHaving
died on Friday.

vited to lunch, when behold 1 the dinner

there.

was

mr* Ex-President Frank Pierce has purchased i snug little place of 40 acres called the
Brown Farm, in North Hampton, north side
of Little Boar’s Head, and about a mile south
of the Atlantic House at Rye. St will be fitted
up for

a

summer

residence.

A tradesman recently told a youth in his
shop to write in large letters on a sheet of
lad as light
paper, “Wanted, a stout
porter.”
Tho young.seape-grace, either from ignorance
or desigb, wrote—“wanted, a stout lad as likes
porter.”

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
demand, Is made from the choicest materials, Is
mild and emollient In its nature,
fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the ■} in.
For sale by all Druggists and Fancy Wood's Dealers

Bales

Mission Stock
at the Brokers

Clocks Excelsior Hair Restorer
warranted to do All that is claimed for it. Will
restore the Grayest Heads to their originnl color,
whether blaek or brown. Cures all eruptions of the
Scalp, frees it from dandruff, keeps the head cool, the
hair moist and glossy. Its perfume cannot be -surpassed by any preparation in the market. Try it. $1.
per bottle; sold by all druggists.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents foe Portland,
Me.
ocCsffCw

brought out at all, and the other was old
and insufficient. The hose gave out once and
again, and it was comparatively worthless.
With two good hand engines, snob a3 the city

ought to have had, the fire could have been
stopped at any stage of its progress.”
EyThe Androscoggin Railroad Company
have purchased the wooden store and lot next
below the Garcelon building.
The store has

A Fact TV or tlx Knowing,
That Rubber Goods cam be repaired in a neat and

been sold to Mr. John Nash who will move it
upon his lot on Lisbon street. Tho lot of the
Railroad Company will be used by them as a
This
passage way to their Railroad Station.

improvement

will

greatly

convene
—

pf keeping well posted

as to

the

political

approaching election.
speak

to Lewiston

audiences,
SEELE’S

KIP'Judge Cutting is holding Court at Belfast. Judge Kent goes to Ellsworth this week.
B3F"A gentleman stepped into our office the

BdAKD,

Oct 23.

RESTORING-,

tisements.—[Gardin r Journal.
A meeting of the citizens of Belfast, was
held last Monday evening, and measures were

Wholesale

PRICE

LING’S TROTTING PARK,
SCARBORO’, MAINE.
On

87

A GEEAT FIVE MILE FOOT RAOE!

CHARLES
Morton

wor-

CUSTIS

&

fealty

GALLLERY,

S. DAVIS, PROPRIETOR,
Portland, Me.

MIIS.

rious

WINSLOW,

it

very sure

and,

on

promise

use

BOOTHBAY, Oct 10^-Arrived, ache Anna M Nash,
Hodsdon. Bay Chaleur. with 525 bbls mackerel: G
VV Reed, Ree 1, do, 240 bbls do; Little Republic, Baker, Bangor for Newburyport; Only Son, Tibbetts,
Gloucester.
Ship Elvira Owen,

877 tons register, built at Bath
1852. has been sold to parties in Boston.

Launched—At Ellsworth 9th inst, from the yard
of Geo K Griflln, a tine schr of 372 tons, called the
Sea Foam. She is owned by Capt Geo K Griflln, who
Is to command her, and parties in Salem.

Havana.
Ar at

Norfolk, Va, 18th inst, sch llannie West-

brook, Littlejohn, Portland.

DISASTERS.
See Holmes* Hole.
Brig Celestina, Fickett, from Salt Cay TI for New
York, with salt, went ashore on Romer Shoal 19th
inst, and will probably be a total loss. The captain
and crew have arrived at New York. The C is an old
Vessel of 192 tons, built at Millbridge in 1839, and was
owned in New York.
DOMESTIC PORTS*
FRANCISCO—Ar 20th inst, ship Free Trade,
Drihfcwater, New York.
GALVESTON—In port 3d inst, barques Palo Alto,
Wiley, from New York, loading for L vnrpool; Oak
Ridge, Ginn, from Ellsworth, disg; Mary Bentley,
Clark, Irom New York, do; brigs Abby Thaxter,
Walker, from Bangor, disg; S Thurston, Clark, for
.^ow York, ready; Yazoo, Call, from GordLer, disg;
Flora E Brewer,, Brewer, (in the stream); Stephen
Duncan, Price, unc.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 11th, ship John Sidney,
Boston.
Clci 11th. barques Waltham, Minott,
John Wesley. Patten. Liverpool; brig

Thompson, Philadelphia.

CHARLESTON-Sailed 16tli,
Orr, f>r Philadelphia.
Baltimore—Ar mh, sch col
Sullivan; 20th, Wlifce, Staples, M
Cld 20tb, brig Mary Lowell,
via Nanticoke River.
Ar 21st, barque Flora, Hubbard,_
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 2<>th, sch E
sons, Portland.
Cld 20th, brig

Boston; 13th,

James Baker,

"

1

1

l

Bitters

are

BALL ON THANKSGIVING EVE.
Under the auspices of the O'Donoghue Circle of tho
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.

ew

illard,Par-

:j£j.

ech

Sea

^Theobald,

sch

ferdSivana

brig,® EAn*T«k«
EliiabetbpdK’ior ProProvidence;

Aroos-

Bitters.

nptoplv yaluo'-le in all

cases

of

DiseaM'Livt’rC&nipl^i'nts, fy/'pepsia, htun<lice,Costii'encm, ttoa*cu'he, (fr., but in all caass of
GENERAL DEBILITY, or general Weakness ofthe.
whole system, Languor, Or
Woakncsq, or
Paiuo in the Sloe, these Bflryrs will be fbniid most

valuable. Delicate females who arc weak and sickly,
will-find this medicino fnvalualdo.
They operate
gently* they purify and make new blood; they regular the Liver, ami'- giro force and strength-to the
whole System. Prepared by
I)R. W. P.

MANSFIELD,

Proprietor of Mansfield’s Vegetable Mlocator
For skit* hv MANSFIELD «£ CLARK, No. 27
Green St, Portland, Me.
Orders by mail will receive prompt attention,
Oct 3—s JT dim*
i
1 iuO
!* ..:
w..!-:Ph'*

Ski 21st, schs Franci* Coffin, Was*, and Matanras,
Pendleton. Plillade phia; Canima, French, do;22d,
Hora

King.
^

PALL BIVEIl—Ar 21st, *ob» HardscrabWe, Gregory, Georgetown DC: El wood Doran, Jams, and

THEWj^OKT^Ar2iitlk1*ci>llMaracaibo,

Henley,

tm

'^Ar^ll’ta^iueG0^

Horion, Paekard.Cow Bay CB
for New York; sell Lath Blob, from Apalachic la for
Beaton, (with sailspJSt); Kiolnnend fra
Ellzabetbport
for Portland; Hattie Roaa, Poland, ita Portland fir

DHporP

«*»i barques C B Hamilton, Poto, Philadelphia lor Boston; Henry P Lord, Plnkham, do for
Newbury port; brigs Canima. Haskell, do lor Boston;
Webster Kelley, Haskell, St John NB lor Philadelphia; schs Ceres, Iretethen, Boston for New York;
Julia Newell, McLean, Portland for do;
W Dexter,
Eastman, Providence for do; Wm Jones, Munroe;
Albion, Spaulding and Harriet, Wiggins, Koekland
for New York; Mindora, Hlgghxs, An Calais for New
Haven; John McAdam. Pearson, Boston for Philadelphia; Sami C Loud, Cook, Bangor for New York;
Pearl Gookin. Saco for do.
HOLMEys HOLE—Af 19th, brig Centaur. John^')r Hoston; sch Keokuk, Small, fr m
I>ilia ^or ^°»
o[ g»Uoj and foresail
)
Ar 20th, barque Chaa Brewer, Smith, Baltimore for
Horton, (with loss of jib, lore and main topsails, and
bulwarks stove); brtgs Wm H Bickmore, Bickmore.
Baltimore for do; Princeton, Wells, and Trenton,
Atherton, Georgetown DC lor do; Castillian, Hardenbr.Kik, Philadelphia for Portland; tchs D Talbot,
Ames bury, Georgetown lor Boston; Kate Walker.
GuTIiver, and Sink, Claik, from Philadelphia tor do;
Romp, Mitchell, and Cyprus, Cole, EUzabelliport for
do; Lcefburg, Blake, An Philadelphia for Roekpo t;
Idaho, Waite, do for Saco; July Fourth. Sbaw, Bangor for Philadelphia, (with deckload shifted.)
Ar 21st, barque S W Holbrook, Small, MoMIe for
Boston; schs Uuion, Arey, irom Philadelphia lor do;
Belle, Bulger, Now York for do; Corinthian, Tapley,
Perth Amboy for Bangor,

Jpli!

managers:

O. C. O'Djnoghue,
Edward LamlregAn,

D.

Maloney,

J. J. Maybury.

Music by Chandler's full

J. H. CoTtefle,
John Cli-taui,
P. C. Ward,

Quadrille Band.

Tickets for tho Course, including tho Ball,. ...$4.00
Single Tickets for the Assemblies,.1.00
Single Tickets for Uao Ball,.1.50
(admitting one gentleman and two la lies).
Spectators to the Ball fifty cents. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked free.
oct24 to nov22

Great Natural

Curiosity l

ex' ibition at OLD CITY HALL,
NOW
greatest natural curiosity of the age,
on

tho

A Female. Weighing 305 Pounds*
BUT THIRTEEN YEARS OF AGE!
Sho is four feet five inches high, and measures four
feet aronnd the waist
Hours of admission from 9 A. M. to OP. M. Price
15 cents.
Children wfll be admitted on Wednesday
afternoon lor 5 cents.
oct2kl3t*

SELLING

OUT!

NOW IS YOUR TIME
TO

BUY YOUR

WINTER CLOTHING !
WHOLE STOCK to be disposed of by JanuCall and examine my l^vrge stock oi

MYary.

CLOTHING,
AXD

Furnishing

Goods !

Consisting of MOSCOW,
OVERCOATS, Cassiinoro
Vests, Under-Garment
kinds of

CASTER and PILOT
and Doeskin Pants and
Trave ing Shirts, and all

Furnishing Goods, together with a we.l *eStock of CLOTHS. OVERCOATINGS, and
all of which will be sold
VERY LOW far the Next Sixty Days*
Those in want of the above should not fh.il to examine, before purchasing elsewhere,

TRIMMINGS;

At A.

M.

SMITH’S,

111 Fore Street.

Oct 24—dtf

XJF1

TOWN

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,
No. 353 Congress Street.
AT

SAMUEL BELL’S
found one of the beat selected stocks
ot BOOTS, SHOES and IMJBBEUS that can bo
found in this
city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353 Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 24—dtf

CAN

be

New

Burners l

V°U cau bay W. S. DYER’S PATENT GAS
A BURNERS, which will give a big light tor a lit-

tie money, at
Oct

1371 Middle Street*
Up One Flight Stairs.

24—eodlw

Dissolution of Copartnership.
of S. S.

FREEMAN and A. E.

copartnership
THE
WHITNEY is this day dissolved by mntnal ConSEABOKJiT S. FbEEHAX,
23, 1865

sent. Oct.

Ai E.

oct24dlw*

W'hitsey.

Notice.
rpo SHIP OWNERS, SHIP CHANDLERS, AND
OTHERS. A vonng man, who has served his
country with fidelity during tho war, as an officer In
the Navv, and who haa recently received an Honorable Discharge, desires a good situation where his
knowledge of shipping would be of use. Has had li
years experience at sea as sailor ami officer; Is a good
and quick writer; can bring good testimonials aa to
fltleliiy, sobemeu and honeity, and would make himself useful. Address:
E. R. CLARK,
oct24d6t*
23 Gray Street, Portland, Me.

Philadelphia.

Baltimore;

J. H. Costello,
Noonan,

Thomas

J. Jennings.

R.

Zioova, Murch,

brig J W brisko, Coggins,
Cook, Portsmouth.

James O'Donnell,
Fran is O'Keilcy,
P. C. Ward,

J. J. Maybury,
J. M. Hale,

York

m.

rill Gardiner.
Shi ftn Delaware Breakwater 19th, fflft
for New Orleans; barques Ironsides.•H'fiakia• Marv
C Fox, fbr Portland; brig Ella Reed

YOKE—Ar 20th,

P. J. Farr,
John O'Donnell.

Hugh Dolun,
P. McGlinchy,
John detain,

Breefee, Coombs, Boston.
Cld 21st, barques lloanoke, Cooksey, Kingston, J;
Philena, Davis, Portland; brigs Altavela, Peed for
Boston; Moses Day, Loud, Newport; Bch Mail. Mer-

Norfolk;
vidence.

OF ARRANGEMENTS:

COMMITTEE

John McAleney,
John Kelley,

_

Avondale, Dix, for Bangor;

Portland, Alabama, Gardlifer,

auglGsndAwGm

Mansfield’s Debility
These
Bilious

Tuesday evening, October 31,
Following each week in succession tm the Wednesday evenings oi November, together with a

SAN

Baldrey,

HALL,

Commencing

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

Ar at Cardenas 1 ith ult, brig Stella, Tucker, Sierra
Morena. (and sailed for Portland.)
Sid 13th, barque Sarah B Hale, for New. York.
Ar at Matanzas 18th, brig Hattie S Emery, from

on, rounic, Perkin*,
(with
Ball* spilt j; nab* Hudson, Tinker,Jacksonville,
Eltzabetbport for

it.

Lone,’

cases

sorry for his wrong,

young, should fail to

SJ*3 A Physiological View of Marriage:
—Containing nearly 300 page3, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a stato of Health and Disease, with a Treaties on Early Errors, its Deplorable Consequences
upon tlio Mind and Body, with tlie Author’s Plan o
Treatment— the only rational and successful mode o
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
tvuthful adviser to tho married, and thoie contemplating marriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any
address,
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal
currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden
Albany, N. Y.
The author may bo consulted upon any of the diseases upon which hiehook treats either
personally or
by mail, and medicine sent to any part of tho world
Oct G—s n d&wGm

duty. Suspecting that the papers were stolen,
the attention of the police was called to the
matter, and yesterday morning officer Gerts
succeeding in nabbing an Irish boy, of about
a dozen years, who confessed that for nearly
a year past ho had regularly carried on the
business of stealing papers early in the morning, and selling them to the guest3 at the
For several weeks, he said, he had
hotels.
taken not less than seven % day, and in alt

boy,

or

—

extra

fluenced by the elder boy, lie had, for about a
week, taken a few copies that did not belong
He was evidently a well-meaning
to him.

splendid hair dressing.

Bunker, Baltimore.

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

a course

LANCASTER

FROM OCR CORRESPONDENT.

IT? IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
took, Lo a, Uondout lor Boston.
CM 21st, ships windward, Barrett, Hong Kong:
FI Ft ST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
Peruvian,
Powers, San Francisco; Nereus, Nichols,
Ask for Hall’s bic Ilian Hair Renewer, and
Cl?uena, Nichols, Marseilles.
3MS£2$ir!!59S$,i,a
take no other.
PROVIDENCE-Ar 22d, brig George Burnham,
*. P.itJALL & CO.,
>J | Mounttort, irom Norman’s Pona; schs Constitution,
Strout, Georgetown DC; Zicova, Heatli, ElliabcthNashua, N. H., Proprietors.
port.
IF. T- Phillip* 4f Co Wholesale Agents.
Below 22d, *cli William H Salient, Sargent, from

them, though the carriers
they had faithfully done their

boy, who regularly purchases papers at the
office to sell, and who fairly owned that, in-

a

No person, old

of

from doors on Middle and Union streets.
He had taken sometimes as many as twenty
five a day!
He also implicated another boy, whom the
officer arrested, but this was a little follow of
not more than seven yea-3, a beautiful little

inju-

Will restore gray hair to its orig-

If* is

For a long time our subscribers on Middle
and Union streets have complained of not receiving their papers, and sometimes for a week

■were

no

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp and makes the halr^soft, lustrous and silken.

colored and modelled in

regularly supplied

vegetable compound, and contains
properties whatever.

INAL COLOR.

mosaic pavements, vases and coins have been
found in abundance; the glasses in particular

have

Ar 21st—Sch Melone, Bowly,of and from Provincetown fur Bangor
reports, on Friday night, while
naming under double-reefed bails, struck on Trundle’s Reel, causing the vessel to leak so badly that It
was impossible to keep her free.
The campus was
out of order at the time, being about two points off.
The vessel was brought into port full of water, ami*
with the assistance oi t^e crew of the steam-cutter
Aahuelot, was run on the beach at Cape Elizabeth.

in

AN EXPEBIENCED NUESE and Female Physician, presents to the attention of Mothers her

making

we

Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York.

Sch Aid,

Photographs at Three Dollars
dozen,—the best in the City.
mav25sndGm

Neuchatel, Switzerland,
destroyed by fire on the

town of Solunta, in-Sicily; a town which has
been successively inhabited by the ancient
Sicilians, the Phenicians, the Greeks arid the
Romans. Fragments of columns and cornices,

some

PORTLAND,

Steamer New York, Chisholm, Boston for Eaetport
and St John NB.
Brig P R Curtiss, Stnrtcvant, Philadelphia.
Sch Torrent, Montgomery, Elizabethport.
Sch Dclmont, Orr, Boston.
Sch Jas Garcelon, Anderson, Yarmouth for Boston

WORMELL,

Card

per

will be

hold at
THERE

P. E.

OP

Ladle. Free.

ASSEMBLIES!

floor

CLEARED.

No. 90 Middle Street) Portland.

Winafter

FENIAN

8

Sun rises.6224 I Moon sets..8.3J PM
Sun sots.5.01 Hizh water. 1.40 PM

PORT

CUP.

11 o’clock A. M.

Ticket. 50 eentu
oct24dtd

28

Barque Ellen Stevens, Howe, Matanzas—A L Hob-

PHOTOGRAPHER,

for the—

Turkey Shooting: at

North America—New York. .Uio Janeiro... .Oct 30
South America_New York. .Rio Janeiro_Nov 29
Scotia...New York. .Liverpool.Nov 1
Hansa... ...New York. Bremen.Nov 4

dec29tf.

maner.

The fire

together
copies to

DATE.

son.

night of the 12th ultimo. Out of one hundred
and twenty-three houses only nineteen remain.

as

FOB

Persia.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 18
City of Washington New York.. Liverpool.Oct 21
North American...Quebec.Liverpool.Oct 21
Louisiana.New York.. Liverpool.Oct 21
Bremen.New York. .Bremen.Oct 21
Vera Cruz.New York. .Vera Cruz.... .Oct 23

Steamer

PORTLAND

E. S.

Foot Race of the Fhcmen

DEPARTURE OP OCEAN STEAMERS.

Portland.

Jewelry and Fancy
June23ti

No. 80

to adopt appliances for instantaneous communication between every part of a train, ,.t the
end of the present year.
—A cheese and horse fair, which has been

attention,

McLellan, of this city.
In Greenville, S C, Oct 1, Charles W Morton, member First Me Battalion, aged 23 years—son of Solomon and Marv Morton, oi this
city.
In Lovell. Oct 20, Mrs Lucy, relict of Dea Josiah
He aid, aged 87 years.
[Massachusetts papers please copy, j

—

PEOTtf&RAFHIC

—In consoquenco of official orders t» that efthe French railways will 'be compelled

merit

this city, Oct 23, Mrs Catharine P, widow oi the
*al« David Seabury, of Auburn. Me, aged 48 years.
CjB*3”Funeral on 'Wednesday afternoon, at 2A o’clk,
from the First Parish Meeting House, in Yarmouth.
In

Monday* October 23*

Middle Street,
Copying d&nc in the best

THE HARNESS RACE:

—

MARINE NEWS

CO.,

COSTUME.

H> Bradley name. b. k. g. Dun. Webster;
b. a. Logan;
Frank Owen name.
b. k. m. LadytAbb.lt.
A. Ricker nrme.

Miniature Almanac.October 21.

and Retail,

Their assortment ot Rubber,
Goods is
magnificent.

fect, all

this year.
—The village of
was almost entirely

CENTS.

Block, Congress Street,

ALONZO

TO DRESS IN

CHAMPION

Africa.T.Boston_..Liverpool.Nov

IS at 147 Middle Street, whore every varioty of Rubber Goods can bo procured, at Manufacturers’ prices.

c

Runner,

DIED.

ARRIVED.

FOBEICST MISCELLANY.

nearly seven hundred years near
chester, England, wiH be discontinued

FIFTY"

HAIR.

Hall’s Rubber Emporium

which has sawed out two and a half mitHnns
of shingles sinoe the first of April.
It can
saw out 30,000 in a day.—[Ellsworth Amen*
ican.

held for

In Saccarappa, Sept 16, Cbarlea M Raines, of Cairoel, and Mrs Carrie F Towle, of Scarboro,
In North Yarmouth, Oct 19, by Itcv T N Lord,
Edward 8 Gooding, of Yarmouth, and Miss Adelaide
G Skillin, of N. Y.
In Mercer, Oct 21, by Rev II M Eaton, ot Roadfield,
W.A Wright, M D, ofRcadlield, and Mias Mary J
Goodwin, of M.

July 22—sadtf

thy teamster of our city, fell in the street and
almost instantly expired—from disease of the
heart as supposed.— [ Hanger Whig.
Mr. Henry B. Jordan has a shingle mill,

a Stake and Purse of
%300, between Mr. Jamfb
Griffin, the Champion Kunner oi the United States,
and Mr. William Lambert, a celebrated English

For

newell, both of S.

FROM

October 25, 1HG5.

Wednesday,

132J

In Saccarappa, Oct 15, by Rev H G Storer, John
Kilborn, of S, and Mrs Marg ret Small, of Machiasport; 22ti, Nathaniel Mcscs and Misa Mary S Hun-

WHOLESALE AGENTS (or tlic STATE ot MAINE,

KSP"On Saturday afternoon, Mr. Joseph S.
well known as an industrious and

THE

Tiding*,

-AT-

Pennsylvania.New York..Liverpool.Oct 28

For sale at

taken to relieve the necessities of the sufferers
by the late fire.

Meady,
Bassein.
Ar at Liverpool, Star of the West, from New York;
from New Orleans.
and Glad

Borusia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 28

--AN*-

DRESSING

Queenstown

GRAND CARNIVAL DAY f

S7t
?6
f.Tt
964
102
100i
91
94
98
38
96

City of London—New York. .Liverpool.Oct

BEAUTIFYING,

An advertisement bad been instopping
serted, which would have been that amount -in
his pocket had he seen it at the time.
This is
a good item also for those who object to adverit.”

Hibernian, off Farther Point.
12th inst, Sylvanus Blanchard,
Callao; barque City of Bangor, Kdgerly, (hi

Per steamer
Ar at

New Advertisements.

140}
VCgl

MARRI ED-_

NAME

brig L T

Inst, sebs G W Carpenter,
McFarland, Boston; 18th, 8 V Coonan, Wright, from
Portland.
Cld 21st, ship Golden Rule, Hall, Valparaiso.
Ar at St Jolm NB 17th

China.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 2fi

Preparation

-FOIt--

other day and said : “I guess I must have the
Journal again, for I suppose I have lost $100 by

Tuck,

LIFE 1

HAIR

A Magical

North of Hatteras:

a port
unc.

Knight, Wish,

Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In Eastport* Oct 19, Mrs Irene M, wife of Seward
Bucknam, and oldest daughter of the late William

Portland, Me., July 25, 1865.
To Messis. Burleigh P.oqers .-—Having been troubled with my Kidnevstor some* two years past, and
having tried a great many patent nie-licines to no
pifrhose, 1 was induced to try SMOLAXDER'S COMPOUND EXTLtACT. OF. BUCKU, mmL after using
two bottles only, I lia’ve found it what it is represented to be in every respect,—a benefactor to those troubled with Weak Back or Kidney Complaints, and
would choerfuflr rcccbmtneml it to the publlr’.
JOHN E. DOW, Insurance Agent.
Smolander’s Bucku is for sale by all Apothecaries.
Brice one doHar.
octl6snd3w

BSP*Wendell Peillips and other distinguished lecturers will
this winter.

St.

147 Middle

Unsolicited Testimony.
;

affairs in New York and New Jersey, informs
the Journal that, in his judgment, the Democrats will he defeated in each of those States in
the

EMPORIUM.

ju]y21sntf

the Rail-

[Lewiston

Journal.
B3?“ A Lewiston Democrat wlio has
means

substantial manner, :atHALL’S RUBBER

trom

List.

American Gold.
U. S. Coupon Sees, 1881,.
United States 79-lOtlis Loan, 1st series.
do
2d series.
do
small.
3d series..
do
United States Five-twenties, old.
do
new.....
United States Tcn-Iortlee.
do
small.
United StatcR Debt Certificates, Sept.
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Bonds.
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad.
Western Railroad.
Eastern Railroad.

R,

_II.

la

not

road Company and its patrons.

E.

Cardenas and

tor

I

—
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large dogs

maylleod6m»

June31dlyr

Photographs
the

operation to convey visitors from one. floor to very superior style.
the other.
1 —Bishop Monied, tne premier of the lato
KT- Retributive justice was meted out to < Danish ministry, who played sq ptcfrnflaent a
in Denmark during the recent, war, it is
one Buhleer, of Berne,
Switzerland, in a sin- part
gular manner. It appears that he was in the said, has quitted his native country, and emiwith his wife and family, to New Zeahabit of training dogs to per'orm
tricks, and grated,
land.
sometimes cruelly ill-treated them.
Recently
—if--.~
he brutally beat a little dog which would not
Newspaper
Thieves.
his
and
while doing
order,
obey
one of
his
the

tkbbetts brothers,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
Agent for Portland. Sold by

-to

Eugenia, Willard,

sch

foreign ports.
A.t Buenos Ayres
Aug 25, ships Alice Tnorndiko,
Thorndike, and Far West, Griffin, unc; barque Voydo.
ager, Wylie,
At Demarara 23d ult, brigs Aluion Rowell.
Boyd,
lor St Thomas, cld some day ;
Lucy Heywood, Wilson, from New York, ar 9th, unc.
At Mansanilia 7 th inst, brig
Fanny Lincoln, Collins, for Bontort, ready.
At Trinidad 1st inst, barque A C .Small, Gotfc, trom
Cienfhegos; brig o Mclntyie, Haskell, for Philadelphia 2d.
At Havana 14th Inst, barques Chilton. (Br) Stafford, for New York, ldg: B O Do Wolf, (Br) smith,

Freedom,

NEW YORK SKIRT & CORSET
octtSsndSm

BANGOR—Ar 21st,

money refunded.

ANDERSON’S
20

Below, barque S W Holbrook, from Mobile; sell
from Baltimore.
Cld 23<1, brig Hydra, Uerriman.Sea<rapoit; *ch N E
Ulark, Clark. Norfolk: Unison, Dennison, Machia*.
Portland.

At

1

so,
seized him

or

Druggists everywhere.

X’HOXOGItAPlI ALBUMS!
At the NEW STORE,
No. 30 Centre Street,
First door from Congress Street.

25 Cents per Set S

mouth.

mayldeodly

STORE,
3C Centre Street.

Di’ess

others.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 22d, Echs Albion, Smith
Kenduskiag. Mitchell, New York.
BOSTON—Ar zlst, barque B F Shaw, Cana, fr m
Havana.
old 21st, ship Brenda. Dart, Si John NR; barque
Alice Tarltor, Tapley, Now Orleans; brig .Star or
Faith, l»eak. St John NB; scIib Foam, (Br) Ambure
Portland; Z A Paine, Jones. East port; Uen WashIngton, Tarr, Bangor.
Ar 23d, schs Abraham Lincoln. Ben W.
NYork;
Union, Aroy, Philadelphia: KUza Ellen, Noyes, Yarand

PHYSIOLOGICAL HAIR RETHE MOST WONDERFUL DISCOVeby of'the
age, will positively restore Gray Hair
to its original color, whether
black, brown or auburn,
ami being a delightful
dressing, it imparts to it a
beautiful glossy and
appearance. It will also
healthy
promote a growth of new Mur on bald heads, where
the clonus or roots are not
disorganized: and effectually remove all dandruff, itching and humors irom
the scalp, it Is warranted to
produce the above re-

nr

ocffilsndlw

and

rknjptTcTnnT®'

First door from Congress Street,

Phalon’s Night

WHY HOT USE THE BEST.
Over twenty years’ Increasing demand has established the tact that Mathews* Venetian Hair
Dye is
thubestia the world. Uio the cheapest, the most
reliable, and most convenient. Complete in one bottle. Does not require any previous preparation of the
hair. Ns trouble. No crock or strain. Does not
rub off or make the hair appear dusty and dead, but
‘mparts to it now life and lustre. Produces a beautiful Mack or brown, as preierred. A child can apply
y Jt- Always give satisfaction. Only 73 cents per
bottle. Sold everywhere. A. L. MATHEWS, Manufacturer, N. Y.
Demas Bak.nes & Co., New York, Wholesale

Agents.

fctfilsndlw

Ey The dwelling house of Rev. Robert Cole
situated on Pino srreet, was consumed by
firo,

Hampshire, and

Xj-

At the NEW STORE,

fire, and were uninsured. This misfortnne is
believed to have unsettled his
intellect.—[Bangor Times.
y Tho teachers of Hanoock County and
vicinity propose to hold a Convention at Buckspcfrt to commence Oct. 31st, and to continue for
three days. Rev. Edward Ballard, State
Superintendent of Public Schools, is to have
charge
of it.

New

IX.

originated in a house occupied by the
Syrup;
t Soothing
captain of the firemen, and was probably causFOR CHILDREN TEETHING
ed by an incendiary.
—The celebrated Marcian Aqueduct at which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
ment to induce an influx of population and
capsoftening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
Rome, which was erected by Q. Maroiue Rex
ital from abroad.” Very sensible doctrine, so
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
the Praetor, 145 years B. C„ i3 about to be refar, as it goes,
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
stored. It brought the waters from copious
S3f“On the lOth inst. a large school of blacksprings, thirty-five miles from Rome, and its Depend upon it, inothei'fe, it Will give rest to yourfish came into Provineetown bay.
The fisherarches still form one of the-grendest features of selves, and
men started for the chase in their
boats, and the
Relief and Health to yodr Infants.
Campagna. When restored the highest
drove forty-two on to Truro beach, where
they houses in Rome will be
We have pirt^ip and sold this article tor over thirty
with
easily
supplied
were sold, as they lay, to parties in Province*
delicious water, for the springs are for more.co- yehrs, and caii'saj'tn confidence and Tnu'tif ot it
town for $2,200.
what we have never bceu ablo to itay of any other
than
the
source
of
the
celebrated
Ttfevi
has it failed, tn.a sing It instance to
S3?” Montgomery Blair, in his New York pious
medi^iiie-^vV^ucr
fountain.
effect a cure, Vhen*timcly used.' Never did wo know
speech, said : “lama democrat of the Jeffer—An Oldenburg bark, the Nubia, has fallen
an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it;
sojj-Jackson type, a republican of the Lincoln
into the hands of the Chinese pirates, she hav- Oh the contrary, a3l are delighted with its
Johnson stamp.” He evidently thinks himself
operation!*,
ing been captured and burnt on the 28th of and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
several gentlemen rolled into one; and is as
June, off the island of Hainan. She was a effects and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
much confused as the old fellow, who in
1828, vessel of five
“what we do kn?w,” after thirty years experience;
hundred tons burthen, and hjid
hurrah’d for Gen. John
Quincoy—Jackson, by been employed in the China coastinggervied.'-*- and' pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
George.—! Now Bedford Mercnrv.
In almost everv instance where the
we here declare.
She belonged to a co-operative oompany in Olinfant is suffering from pain ana exhaustion, relief
{Sr The Reactionists think the Republican
will be found in fifteen, minutes alter the Syrup is addenburg.
now
should
die.
party
They thought the same
miir?*«tered.
—The largest frigate everbnilt for the PrusFull directions far using will accompany oach botthing during th' war; and a great many of the
has been launched at Dantzic. It is
Nohe genuine unless the fac-simile of CURTIS
tlle
siannavy
did
die
on
the
jiarty
battle-field; hut the maS3
<Sf PBitK1NSh Now Vork:, is on the outside Wrapper,
Marine
Minister
called
Van
Roen.
The
remained “vital in every part,” and cannot
length b Soli by all Druggists throughout the world.
of her keel is one .hundred and sixty-six feet
afford to commit suicide, even to please their
Price only 35 Cents per Bottle.
advisers.
Our
advice
junc3snd&wGm z
to
amiable
them is that of aud that of her deck one hundred and seventysix feet.
the old lady to her husband : “Stop your talkHall’s .Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renew**
—English omnibuses have been established,
ing, and goon with,your dying.”—[Tribune.
er bhs proved itself to be the most perfect preparawhich run from Jerusalem and Bethlehem, to
B3r“Mr. Iiarnum has just secured a large
tion for the hair ever offered to the public.
and eligible place, covering several lots on neighboring places..
i
—Excavations hrS
It is a
In the ancient*
begin operations on the 1st of May next, and
hopes to have the structure completed within
eight months afterward. It will be fire proof,
and six stories high. The entire top floor will
be devoted to living zoological specimens. An
elevator, worked by steam, will he in constant

_}n Port, barques S W Holl'rook, and Ch*r Brew..'
brigs J P EUicott, Win Nickels, B Young,
Kudorus.l harlt'na, Marlpovn. H B Emery, AUhrati.’
Mary Means, Centaur, Wiu H Bickmore, Prlncston’
Centaur, Trento j, anu Cast ill Ian; MJb* Keokuk, K A
Conan t, Moro, John Randolph, T U Jones, Gixatfr.
Carroll, Franklin, Abbio, Corvo, Keokuk, D Talbot!
Kaft, Walker, Siak, Romp, Cyprus, Leesburg, Idaho’
July Fourth, Union, Belle, Corrinthian, Amanda!

fqfinite

by individual proprietors, and resort to intelligent and vigorous measures at the earliest mo-

Union square where it is his intention to erect
a new museum and
amphitheatre. He will

NOTICES.

_SPECIAL

'Notice.
Annual Meeting of the Portland HorticultuThe
ral Society, will beheld at the Assessors’ Room,

City Building, on MONDAY EVENING, Oct.
SOth lust., at 7| o’clock, when officers tor the ensuing
year vill be chosen, and such other business transacted aa may legally be brought up.
S. B. BECKETT, Soc’y.
Portland, Oct 24, 1865.—dlw
new

Architect, late

F. W. A. TRF.UTLER,
of
XF.Bredaw,
wishes Important inf innntion, he should
oi tho "Vosslsubo Z.

soon

at

write to the

itmig,"

Editor

oc24(ttw«

Berlin.

For Sale.
two-story house and lot corner of Linjln and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
It is finished for two families, with
>oms.
Lot 35 by TO. It
nee of hard and soit water.
nnd In good
situated
Is pleasantly
repair. Terms

tThe

easy.

Apply

to

JOHN E.

Oct24-dtf

PALMER,
144

_

Middle St.

For Sale.

1500
Haek,Ut^k
id HardwoodA^ShWn^^l.^’
Oc-

21—dtf

Plank,/wsaieby
L‘
01
TAVLOR-

Commercial St.

Wanted to Purchase.
from throo to five thonw?
A HOUSE, worth At,dre3“
402?

uct'‘2i’—du'1*1'

Wanted

t

a

do1'

Lecture on India,
It was our good fortune to hear Kev. Mr.
H&llams lecture on the religious aspect of In-

Tuesday Morning, October 24,1865.
VICINITY.

PORTLAND AND

dia, at Ca$oo street church, on Sunday evening last. Tlie speaker had the advantage,—
not always possessed
by lecturers on foreign
countries,—of having witnessed whereof he
New Adrerlisemeuta To-D»r.
testified. He had been a missionary for nearAtJOTION COiCMS.
Heal Estate at Auction—E. M. l*'»b r»w».
ly seven years, to that benighted country—
M. T.„.
Household Furniture at Auction-®.
havinglbeen
sent out by the free Baptist MiscoairMN.
yrr.w AnTEBTiBEifE*T
Notice to Ship Owners—E. RV,.,
sionary Society. The lecture was highly inBoll.
Boo'S, Shoe, and Bubbers-Sfiuel
teresting to a large audience—covering nearly
New Gas Burner—W.S.Dier.
two hours. The degradation of these deludHouse for .Sale-Jolin N. Fanner.
Suntb.
M
Out-A.
Selling
ed people, religious and moral*y, was depicted
Wanted.
F.’w.0
with graphic power; and the self-denying laHome.
Wauted to Purchase—A
Wanted—Room"bors of the missionaries in that field, and the
Timber.
Tons
p— cjajg_jsee
Grand Carnival Day—Ling’s Trotting Talk.
glorious results, in the shape of converts and
CurUty-Old City ifall.
gS Natural Dissolution—Freeman
native preachers, made the heart sing for joy.
& Whitney.
Copartncrsbip
Fenian AssembUes—Lancaster Hall.
We were told what Bhudism is in that degraded land,—and what it aims to he—justifying,
Steam Communication between Portland
by lire teachings of its Bramins, a violation of
and Machias.
every clause in tho decalogue. In this they
An interesting meeting of the merchants
glory—admiring the superiority of Christianiand others of this city was held yesterday afty, even to their benighted minds—but insistternoon at the Board of Trade rooms ior the
ing that it is good enough for them, and begpurpose of considering the subject of establish- ging the Christian missionaries to mind their
ing steamboat communication between this, own business and let them alone. But Chrisport and Machias, touching at the intermedi- tianity is aggressive, and lets not vice alone

TO THE DAILY PKESS.

Hr* Advertisers will benefit themsd.’cs, as i«S“*
neaommotlate us, bp smdinrj in their ade<.rtise*n.nie
at an early hour »n the
day.

A!'True^e^-lnfc™^n

ate ports.

wherever it may festA-. So these missionaries
are pushing their entrenchments farther and
farther to the front, and making converts of

Jonas H. Perley, Esq., one of the Vice Presidents of the Board of Trade, presided. In
calling the meeting to order he made some remarks upon the importance of
opening the
trade of the Eastern part of the State to Portland merchants; and of the necessity of a
steamer on the lino from this city to Machias,
stating that one of our eminent merchants had
offered to subscribe for ohe-fourth part oi
what a good steamer would cost. He then
called upon George W. Wrisko, Esq., editor of
the Machias Union, to state his views upon
the matter.

various idols which were worshipped in the
country. One was from a lot of sixteen he
bought for Sixty cents 1—less than four cents
for a god, whose worship was acknowledged
bymjillions of souls!
Mr. H. will return to his work in June next
—meantime he will stir up the churches ,to
aid the good cause with money. Quite a handsome sum wa3 collected for this purpose on
Sunday evening. He is an effective speaker
and well calculated to'be a powerful auxiliary
to this great cause. Either Tn singing their
hymns, reciting their prayers, exposing tlieir
inconsistencies inconceivable, or pressing the
good cause home to his hearers—he evinced
an aptness which Bhew him to be a good soldier in the grand army. We commend him to

Jiir. urisKo

spoke ot the importance 01 suen
communication beinjs speedily established and
said there was a good deal of interest excited
at Machias and the neighboring places upon
the subject. There was a population of from
30,000 to 50,000 who needed a home market
for their own productions and to purchase
their own supplies, and they would
prefer tc
come to Portland.
Mr. Drisko spoke of the
places at which such a
steamer should touch, and of the interest which
would be taken in a good steamer on that
route. He said the people of that section
would subscribe for stock if they could be assured the stock would take care of itself.
Hon. George F. Talbot was called upon, and
be remarked that the interest of tte
people oi
this

city

in the

project was not
stock pay? as in the

all the churches,,
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
OCTOBER TERM—DAVIS, J., PRESIDING.
Monday.—The ease of John G. Wood v.

David Pennell and als. was called up and a
nonsuit was entered. The case was tried at
the April term 1S62, bat the jury could not
agree. At the January term 1863, it was
again tried and a verdict Of $142 42 rendered

much as

so

what will the
new sources
of trade it would open to the merchants here.
Liberal men will have the object in view to
extend the trade of Portland and developing
the resources of the Eastern part of the State.
Portland desires to become the commercial
city ot Maine, and this is the course to be pursued. It should be liberal. A
large and good
steamer should be put upon the route. The
reason why the steamer Rockland tailed was
because it was too small, and did not run
where business could be made.
Mr. Talbot spoke of the business and the
travel. The Mt. Desert pleasure travel was increasing year by year, aDd it would be very

for

a new

ing.

jealous

chants there

of

the

gentleman
large portion
been reached by

Portland,

and

movements and
in the proper

his

]fc>sitions

light

of the army placed
and position. It will be a

record of daring deeds and brilliant achievements in which every citizen may feel a deep
gratification find life-long pride.
The work is sold by subscription and can be
had ouly of the authorized agents. C, W. Atwell, Agent for Portland, is now canvassing
the city and meeting with deserved success.

and the jmer-

were

from

hut the ju-

the army. 'Many things not hitherto understood will be made plain, and the various

a

fearful that their Eastern
trade would revert to Portland. The pedlar
law would be repealed next winter, and another year the Eastern part of the State would
be swarmed with clerks and runners from
Boston. To counteract this there should he a
steamer

tried for the

1864,

mishes vividly depicted, and the whole illustrated with carefully prepared maps, plans and
diagrams, furnished by the chief engineer oi

upon, made some statements as to the amount
of goods transported annually between Boston
and Machias by sailing vessels. A large portion of this business could be secured to Portland by means of a good steamer. Boston, he
was

was

be awarded its full share of credit, the routes
of march eareftilly shown, the battles and skir-

Portland merchants until the cstablisliment ol
the Eastern Packet Company the present year.
J. W. Lyman, Esq., of Machias, being called

said,

It

term

Campaigns.— This
work, soon to be issued, has received the favorable notice of the Press throughout the
country. The extraordinary campaigns oi
Maj. Gen. Sherman and his noble army, have
attracted the attention and been the theme of
admiration of the world. In this work, every
Corps, Division, Brigade and Regiment wil

ftilly agreed with Mr.
Drisko in the sentiments that gentleman had

never

April

_

Sherman

Mr. Talbot said lie

of the State that had

at the

filed by defendby the full court and

were

ry could not agree.
A. A. Strout,
E. & F. Fox.
Court adjourned to 9 o’clock Tuesday morn-

down to the sea.

spoken.
Mr. Perley fully agreed with
who had spoken. There was

trial was ordered.

third time

would seek this, the only spot
the Atlantic ocean, where the mountains

slope

plaintiff Exceptions

ants which were sustained

large for people
on

natives,

who are a host, when turned upon the ranks of the heathen.
Mr. H. shew
the

Tiie Grand Concert.—Mr.

Ryder,
organist at the Tremont Temple, is to preside
at the piano on Wednesday evening. The II
Bachio of Miss Bailey-is said to be a vocal perfection. Te solquest Anima, from the opera
of Attiia, is one of Verdi’s finest compositions,
the closing strains ot which are divine, exerting a purifying influence upon the mind of the
listener. The Aria of Ecco II Pegno is well

Portland,
goods at low prices.

and Portland mer-

chants should sell

Gov. Washburn was called up. He said
that two years ago he saw that a steamer to
Machias would pay, both ways. He was ac-

the

calculated to try the powers of any artist, yet
we are informed that Mr. Dudley sings this

quainted
Washington, who would be supplied from
Portland through this source. He spoke also
upon the importance of the fisheries of these
places and of the necessity of Portland’s getting
and keeping them, and then by means of the
Grand Trunk Railway supplying all the Westwith the counties of Hancock and

most difficult and

trying piece entirely without
purchase of tickets at
Paine’s, thus preventing a jam at the door

notes.
Mr.

We advise the

of the hall.

Situation Wanted.—We would invite the
attention of any person in want of a faithful,
honest: and sober employee, to the advertisement of Mr. E. R. Clark who has recently received an honorable discharge after having
served his country with fidelity during the war.

States with fish.
To bring the business of those two counties

ern

(Hancock and Washington) to Portland, nothing was wanting, said Gov. W., but agdod
steamer on the route from this city to Ma-

His

accomplishments

as

an

agent

or

sales-

FIVE DAYS

LATER FROM EUROPE.
Arrival of the HilK-rnian off Farther
Point*

Fabthxr Foist, Oct. 23.
The Steamship Hibernian, irom Liverpool
12th, and Londonderry 13th, arrived this
morning, with 47 cabin and 327 steerage passengers.
The Steamship Damascns, from Quebec, arrived out on the 13th. Important diplomatic
correspondence between Mr. Adams and Earl
Russell is published in the London Gazette of
the 17th. It begins with a letter from Mr.
Adams, dated April 7th last, in which he calls
Earl Russell’s attention to the official reports
respecting the ravages of the Shenandoah, and
announces that for the damage caused by said
cruiser, the government cannot avoid entailing the responsibility upon the government of
Great Britain. Earl Russel’s reply is dated
May 1th, He says the duties of Great Britain toward the United States are not to be
measured by the losses which the commerce
of the latter may have sustaiued. The question is simply whether the Queen’s Government have faithfully and honorably performed
the duties which international law and their
municipal iSws imposed upon them.
The reply of Mr. Adams is dated the 4th.—
He repeats that the insurgents became belligerents on the ocean solely by reason of the taciiities furnished in Her Majesty’s ports.—
He Complains of the secret sympathy of Her
Majesty’s officers in the port of Liverpool,
and contends that after the information which
he supplied respecting the Alabama, it was by
the flagrant negligence of Her Miyesty’s Board
of Customs that this vessel, admitted to be
intended for war purposes, was suffered to depart from Liverpool.
Ap interval of three months elapsed between
the above letter and Earl Russel’s reply to it.
In response Earl Russell proceeds to justify
the course of Her Majesty’s Government in recognizing tiie rebels as belligerents, and reasons
are given why there was extreme difficulty in
giving orders to exclude from British ports
vessels of war partly fitted up in the United

Kingdom.

An important item n referred to in this letter. Earl Russell notices a statement in a letter from Mr. Adams In 1SG3, as to the Government at Washington being ready to refer these
disputes to arbitration. This offer Earl Russell declines, and says it is a question first,
whether the Queen’s Government have acted
in good faith in maintaining their neutrality;
and, in the second place, whether (he law officers of the Crown correctly interpreted British statutes.
The Queen’s Government can
refer neither of these questions to arbitration.
The words used by Earl Russell are as follows: “Her Majesty’s Government are the
sole guardians of their owuhouor. They cannot admit that they have acted with bad faith
in maintaining the neutrality they professed.
The law officers of the Crown must be held to
be better interpreters of British statute than
any foreign government, aud must therefore
decline either to make reparation or compensation for the captures made by the Alabama,
or to refer the question to any foreign State.—
Her Majesty’s Government conceives that if
they were to act otherwise, they would endanger the position of neutrals in all future
wars. Her Majesty’s Government are, however, ready to consent to the appointment of a
commission, to which shall be referred all
claims arising during the late civil war, which
the two powers shall agree to refer to the

commission.”
Mr. Adams’ reply to it, Sept. 18th, is very
serious in tone. He considers there is now no
dispute as to the fact that the recognition of
the South as belligerents, was such au act as
was never done by any nation towards anoth-

in a state of amity. He charges the British Government with having acted without
knowledge, and upon mere presumption in assuming the existence of the blockade. The
blockade, he says, was the consequence, not
the oause, of the British policy.
He thinks
the only excuse for the conduct of the British
Government, was that it was precipitate, and
he intimates that if the doctrine and practice
of the Baitisli Government are allowed to become the rule, the United States will not be
the greatest loser by them. Mr. Adams docs
not appear to think that Earl Russell’s refusal
to refer the question to a commission, will be
approved by his Government,
The Daily News says that, besides the magnitude of the demands and question effecting
neutrals of au equitable solution, the aflair in
dispute is closely connected with the maintainance of friendly relations between England
and America.
The Star, referring to the escape of the Ala
bama from England, remarks: “There may,
perhaps, have been negligence without such
gross culpability as to render us liable for all
damage which the escaped privateer perpetrated ; but, it our views on this question, should
difier from those of the United States, and if
the latter insist as peremptorily upon their
claims, as we upon our denial of them, are we
to run the risk of a rupture, rather than consent to arbitrament?”
The Herald awaits Mr. Adams’ instructions
noth much apprehension, and dares not say
what effect upon the temper of England, what
distrastrous disburbancc of the friendly relations between the two counfries may not result from a deliberate attempt to appraise the
losses caused by Confederate cruisers and to
exact payment tor them.
Satterthwaite’s Circular of the evening of
the Utb,says: The unprecedented action of
the Bank of England in advancing its rate of
discount three times during the last week,
completely upset all the markets in the stock
oxehange, and American securities participated in the general confusion. Kive-twenties
have declined more than one per cent., and
were last quoted at 38 1-2 and 08 3-4.
Arrests for Eenianism continued in Ireland.
Thirteen persons were committed for trial at

tliird or one-fourth of the stock was taken up
at the eastward the remainder would be taken

were

air.

uruyio

gave

some

statistics

as

)

to the

a

boat would pay on the first year. This wqs
opinion of merchants and packet masters
who were well acquainted with the amount of
travel from Maehias
Mr. True said he had obtained a charter for
such a company. Before obtaining it he had
made enquiries of merchants and others at the
Eastward and was satisfied, from their representations, it would be a paying concern.
Capt. Sturtlivant said if a boat wat notplac-;
ed on this route now, next year one would be 1
placed upon the route from Rockland to

Maehias,

■

which would be in the Boston in-

On motion of Mr. Talbot the Chairman was
authorized to appoint a committee of three
persons from this city to secure subscriptions
to the stock, the Chairman to
announce such
committee

through the columns

of this

of the papers

eity.
Mr. Drisko, from the Maehias
delegation,
reported that thoy had had a conference Mid
had agreed upon the
following gentlemen to
constitute a committee from his
part of the
State for the same
purpose, vizS. H. Talbot
of East
Maehias; William E. Pennell of Ma-

chiasport '; George Webber of Maehias.
The meeting then
adjourned.

,

Latest nv

Telegraph to Londonderry.

Liverpool, Oct. 12th—evening.—At a meeting of the Atlantic Telegraph Company, it was
voted to increase the capital by 160,000 shares
The papers generally comment

on

millions sterling.
steamship Caledonia, from New
The London News special American corThe
York,, Ofci'21st.
troupe, after fulfilling respondence represents President Johnson as
their engagements in London, Liverpool, and playing a Southern game, and as giving the
South far more than they ever hoped for.
Paris,, will return again to the Atlantic States.
A Swiss paper draws an unflattering picture
Mr. Dj 6! Waldron, so long with the Company
of Werz before he quitted Zureyeh for Amerias Agent, accompanies them on their foreign
ca, and says he was imprisoned for forgery and
embezzlement, and was divorced from his
tour-

jper

_

A Neat RePly.—“I dislike your saying
that my teeth are going. So don’t,” said a
young lady to her beau. “Not ‘So don’t,’ but
‘So-zo-dqnt’ you should have said,” be re-

plied.

The damsel pouted,

Nor need it he

but took the hint.

said, that the balsamic preparevil; thoughcould not

quite repair the damage already done.

wife.
Additional Fenian arrests

are

daily reported

in Ireland, and, among them, a passenger by
the Helvetia, who landed at Queenstown.
The Captain of the Helvetia sought to pass
Queenstown without waiting to land passengers, owing to the bad weather, but was compelled, by the authorities, to do so, and the
strictest surveillance was instituted among the
passengers. The strictest surveillance is maintained at Queenstown upon all vessels from

America.
It is stated that the principal Fenianists will
be tried by a special commission.

_

Hezekiah Packard.
Admission free and no collection.
commence at 71-2 o’clock.

Jo

Services

TnANKsarviSG.—6ov. Cony has

from fortress Monroe.

appointed

Thursday, the twenty-third day of November
next, as Thanksgiving Day in this State,

HOOP SKIRTS,

Hoop Skirts,

Hoop Skirts,

NOW

Treasury Department commences
new gold certificates to-day.

the is-

of the

sue

Episcopal Convention.
Philadelphia, Oct. 23.
The Episcopal Convention to-day elected
Rev. Robert H. Clarkson as Missionary Bishop,
non-concurring with the House of BishopSyOn
The

i

T,.
.•I,

n

still here

....

Fortress Monroe, Oct. 23.

Mltc,he11
a

kas not been released but is

prisoner.

Commercial.
off Farther

Steamship Hibernian

articles, and connection with one
largest Skirt Manufactories in the

descriptions. Of the above sales spec64,000 bales and exporters 12,000. The
are
the authorized quotations: Fair Orfollowing
leans 2Gjd; Middling Orleans 24*d; Middling Mobile
lAd for other
ulators took

24£d; Fair Uplands 26d; Middling Uplands 24*d.—
The sales on Friday w ere 20,000 bales, including 10,000 to speculators and exporters. The market closed
with a slight advance on ail qualities. The stock in
port amounts to 2u,200 bales, of which 19,000 bales
are American.
Consols
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Oct. 13.
closed at 88* @ 88? for money.
AMERICAN SECURIT1ES-U. S. 5-20s<38* @ C9.
Illinois Central Shares 83 @ 83*. Erie Shares 58* @

S.,

Kid

|jives us such advantages in the matter of
we

Oct

offer these goods 20 to 30 per cent, lowthan they can be bought of other parties who get them through second or

shall we

knowingly sell

an

Ladies are invited to call and examino

inferior

convinced.

Pork—sales 6100 bbls.

Mess at 3112*.

142c.

Havana. 509 boxes, at 14c.

Coffee—firm; sales 3000 bags Rio on private
Java, 1000 bags, part in port.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet and firm.
Stoclc

Second Board..

WHOLESALE

MARKET SQUARE.

ANDERSON, Agent.

H O S I E RY !

GLOVES 1
adding constantly to
sirable goods in our line.

Lined,

Onr

Old

ARE
LECTION of

very

LOW

and while

we

so

attractive as

Rich Silk Velvets
Thompson’s Hosiery & Glove Store,

And Velvet Ribbons l
In ALL SHADES and WIDTHS.

A

i

"RED

great variety
Oct

New Store and New Goods!
I*.

3VI.

THE

ing

H. STEPHENSON, Soc’ypro
Portland, Oct 21,1865—(ltd

Ambrotypes

FROST,

is

prepared with

a

Embracing every desirable stylo of

and Domestic

Dry Goods!

And will sell at the very Lowest Rates.
Mv store has been thoroughly ronovated and is

good as new.

HG^Please remember—No. 4 Deering Block,
Congress St.
ocl7d&w2w

Few choice VineB of the above kinds may bo
had of
G. R. DAVIS,
oct2d3w
Agent for Dr. Grant.

A

Contracts and Legal Instruments.
attention given to writing Contracts, Wills, D.eds, and all hinds of LEGAL
INSTRUMENTS, and examining titles of Real Estate, by
H. I*. DEANE,
Counsellor mid Attorney,

PARTICULAR

An excellent FAMILY HORSE. Enquire of
E. T. GERRISH,
AN
At Casco National Bank.
TV
Oct Is—dlw*

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

Get 3—eod*eow3m

Those

284

Elegant

Artificial Teeth inserted on Gold, Silver and Vulcanite base. All operations warranted to give salismstion.

_augU’65eodis&wly

Photographs

!

Locket to Lite Sire, by the best of Artists.
All coloring done in my estabishment where I
FtOM
kee»

all
constantly employeda number of colorists
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibition Rooms.
A. M. McKENNEV,
281 Congress St., opposite Preble House, Portland.
Oct $—eodfceowSm

Congress St.

Music Stools

HAVE
WRRODGHS
uct
Cloaks,

& HUDSON’S,
4 j^ee St. Block.

Cloaks.

see a

Federal St.

ocl7d2w

Linen Sheets.
PAIRS LINEN SHEETS at one-half first
cost: the cheapest thing in the market for
Towels, at the Auction Store ol W. C. BARNES, 109
Federal St.
ocl7d2w

CJArt
/V /

1 11

>

train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with young ladies, Electricity Is a certain specific,
and w#l, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.

of

Prices!

TEETH!

allowed

goods

CLOAKS, SACKS,
<y
Wo have this day opened the largest and beat
selected assortment of

GARMENTS

LADIES

Damasks,

EVES RECEIVED.

A nice Black Sack

for $9.00

A nice Black Cassock for 9.00

SACKS FROM $9 TO $30!

Cassocks from $9 to $45!

Triiuiaiujts
llcsfc

Taxes!

Oct23—dtd

133

invite the special attention of the

COE

most desirable goods lor EVENING
WEAS; all classes of PLAIN and PLAID CAMMuslins and Brilliants.
We are now opening a choice selection of

Comprising tl»c

.-

tj

DEXTER,

LA\VNS,

SABLES, SIBERIAN SQUIRREL,
and a largo variety of Children's Fancy Furs.
Those ia want of any of the above goods will do
well to examine our stock, ho for**
else-

!

purclmaing

where, as we bought oarty, and are confident
give<>ar customers extra" bar galns. Cll and
fjr- Furs REFAtBED.

we

OXE PRICE, and Yo Varintic*

COE

B.ingtnu-dnced hv our success

Littlefield & Co.,

Dealer, in all kinds of

Hardware & Window Glass,

MOTTO i. (ho true
of our customers.

one

thus fir f lat nnr
to secure the couiidcuee

jfir

October 2—c!3m

Free St.

GBJJVITE

STATE

Military & Collegiate Institute.
HOWELL,

BUCKLEY

Block,

the recent

ONE

On the Nashua and Concord Rail Bowl.

Pictures
A. M. McKENNEY’S.

Copying

LOT, from the oheapest to the best’
any kind done at
A LARGE
selling very low at the Auction Store of W. C' OFCongress St., by
109 Federal St,
ocl7d2w
it.
call and
a

new

Boston and

284

method, in a superior
oct3ecxI& eow3m

Oct2»—dtf

j

our

con,tsnt>y

over

over the
bavt- taken the

stand,

the

Maine Paesenger Station,

prialne UltAWISU'l
BOO if and CHAMBER

stock

of

UBRARY, DliXINU

puimiTUGK,
fail
command Uiciavor

to
of
varietcannot
Want of Furniture whether In regard to Qualitv Style or Price.
Kverv article warranted ae recommended. Cratefol for the lilwral pal ronace of the laat Twenty veara,
hand,
continuance ol the fttvora ot our old
we hope for the
i JHendl and the publio.

I

Mirror Elates !

A

at

Halls

Haymarkel S*ni»w»
where we have opened with a no*- and fresh

PRICE!

And No Variation.

Inquire of THOMAS P. RODMAN, 88 Cumberland St!bet, Portland, Mo.
Oct 11,1S65.
ocl2d3w s

^BANCROFT
wo

large

A. M..

rBDtOIPAI,.

see.

McCALLAH,

firo
old
Worcester Passenger Station,
SINjt’E
and beautiful

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

FERRY, NEW HAMPSHIRE,

&

we can

95 Middle Street,
Portland, Me. Oct. 12.—u2w

SS^Remcinbor the NnmberL®

175 Middle and 110 Federal Sts.

\VE

Me C A L L A It

&

just received their Winter Stock of Furs.

t~i The» have a large am! well selected lot of rich
AMERICAN SABLES, GERMAN FITCH, RIVER

the finest qunlPlaiI’„aT?»woiV?yTSAvle8' ineludtnt
[itie3 E1J1NCH
which
offer at
°‘

__

FURS!_FURS!!

BRICS,

Handkercliiels

Middle Street.

oclOW4w

Ivicls Imported.

Goods Department 1

White

f

of and

Quality

We.would
Ladies to our

TUESDAY, 31st inst.

Succes<ors to Chase,

30 per oent. lesa

A. O. OLNEY £ CO.,

Small War**, Hosiery
Gloves, including the

and

and

by ordinance df *tho City

KING &

ore

—Also—

Theory.

on

These goods are fresh, and
than regular prices, at

One Price, and No Variation!

FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT ON TAXES
Will expire on

try

TEETH!

at

Discount

manner;

TEETH!

Dr. I>. still continues to Extract fteclh by FleontfClTY without pain. Persona having d» ayed
teeth or stumps they wish to lmve removed tor resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Ma-hines tor sale
lor family use, with thorough inatru tfens.
Dr. D. Vrui acc imiwdate a >ew patients with board
aid treatment at hisTil cce.
Office hours from 8 o'clock A. M to It M.; from
to 6 P. M.. and 7 to 9 in the evening.
novlti
Consultation tree.

CLOAKS,

SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STORE,
163 Middle Sir ret.
Oct 23—cod3m*

Under-Shirts and Drawers.
BARNES,

swimming in tho head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; mfu In the side and back;
leucortfhrea, (or whites); tailing of the wonib with internal cancers; tumors, polvnus, and ail that long

ness

Of tbejLATEST and MOST FASHIONABLE PATTERNS, and of tlie BEST materials, which we offer

And Musical

REED’S

weak
and

Call and

Teacher of Piano Forte

Rcr. S. N.

the frost-

IN ALL SEASONABLE STTLES.

a-, jr,.

Importer*

cooled;

is

LADIES
have cold hanos and feet; weak stomachs, lame
nervous
ami sick headache: dimand
backs;

SH AWLN.

M. McKE.V.VEY, Ajen;,
284 Congress SL, cor. of Cpntre
oc3eoi&eow3m

time

groid

Who

~

call and
smtdl lot of Cloaks, slightLADTES,
lydamaged, for sale at loss than the cost of the
109

material, at

1

A.

tor
THE

the heated

bitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright ; the blemishes ol
youth ore obliterated; the accidents of mat lire lite
prexeniod; the calamities or old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.

And ALL GOODS needed for HOUSEHOLD USE!

Only Perfect Piano Forte!

arrived at

21—dtf

PORTLAND, MAINE.

I shall also continue
execute If AIR WORK,
in all its branches, at the same place—2? Free St.
oct 17—iltf
H. £. VARNK1*

Patent Isolated Piano.

Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the
and move wlili the agility and electric-

—AND—

Linen

HENRY P. LORD,
Treasurer and Collector.

for Bale at
AND FANCY ARTICLES,
A. M. McKENNEY’S,

OSGOOD,

Clapp’s Block, Market Square,

Colored

No. 117 Middle St.

Sept. 28—dim

DENTIST,
Wo. 8

Also, MELAINOTYPES

Horse for Sale.

Iona and Delaware
GRAPE VINES!
GRAPE VINES!!

C. H.

best in the City.

Glass !

A. M. McKE.\ATEY*S
Oct 3—eod&eow3m
284 Congress St.

full stock of

CHOIQE NEW GOODS,

Foreign

K

on

tern.

By Electricity
The

BLANKETS,

Styles

be held at their room in City Buildon THURSDAY. 2Gtli inst., at 7* o’clock P. M.

re-enlisted again in the Di*y Goods MoHAVING
nopoly, would call the attention of the public, rjlH
he

that

I

them, will

Per Order,

announce to the
vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. Daring the two
y^ars we have been In this city, we have curod some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tiled other forms ol treatment In vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cure *? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the Becond time.
Dr. D. lias been a practical Electrician for trcnfcponc years, ami is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly a*'anted to chronic diseases In
the form of, nervous or sick headache; neuralgia m
the bond, neck, or extremities; consumption w4»en
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula. hip
disease*, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, oontraeied muscles, distorted limbs,
palsv or paralysis, St. Vitas' Dance, deafness, stammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, cpnstlpAtion and livor c unplaint, piles—we cure
every Case that can be presented* asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

Including

be convinced.
PARMELEE’S

Annual Meeting of the Portland Provident
Asa ciation for the choice of officers, and tlio
transaction of any business which may legally come

before

VARNEY,

CHEERFULLY recommend to my f irmor natrons,
my successors, Mrs. Hutchins & Ce., as m every
way prepared to furnish the Latest and Meat Elegant

i<—dlw

Jrroviaent Associations

Nearly Opposite the United States Hotel*

Flannels,
Housekeeping Goods,
And Domestics,

HUTCHINS & CO.,

27 Free Street•

The

DEMING,
Electrician

would respectfully
*fl[7HEKRh#
vv
Citizens of Portland and

Woolens,

Successors to

SIGN,"

154 Middle, Cor* Cross St,

TRIMMINGS !
For CLOAKS, CASSOCKS and DRESSES.
GILT AND STEEL
ORNAMENTS !
Velvet, Straw, and Mourning Bonnets. Straw
Bonnets Repaired.
Oct 21-—d2w t e h12tt

STOCKING

N.

Has removed his office from Clapp's Block to
174 MIDDLE STREET,

the lowest grades to the richest qualities, and
akes that we can recommend for SKRVICE.

Millinery and Trimmings.

ever.

W.

From
in n

E.

DR.

Medical

Black and Colored Silks,

MILLINERY!

November 1st, we shall devote the whole of
branch of business; and those ladies

REMOVAL!

Stock comprises

dress

Fall and Winter.

Popnlar Prices

depth

In styles of Plain and Fancy of the best fabrics, and
in the Cboicei»l Shade*.

sell

generously patronised this establishment, will hereafter find more ample store accommodations, while nothing shall bo wanting to make our
as

Our

New -and Second Stoves of all kinds maybe
FOUND AT OUE STOVE STOBE.
F. <fc C. B. NASH,
No* 174 Fore Street,
oct23d4w
Portland.

MRS.

depth

-AT THE-

ELDORADO!

high at those figures)

measurement.
The “Monticello" Is a screw steamer, 6^8 tons,
o'd measurement.
The “Emma” is a screw steamer: register length
153. 5 feet, breadth 20.ro feet,
12.11 leet; tjunsi 'e, old measurement, 350 tons.
The “Midnighi" is a clipper barque; register
12 feet; tonnage,
length 12JTfeet, breadth 27.83,
old measurement, SfG tons.
Five per centum of the purchase money must be
I nn the day of sale, an »the rcniaimlcrbelore the
va v-e. h removed from the Navy Yard, which must
be 3onc within six days after sale.
An inventory of the articles to be sold with the
vessel can be seen at this Yard.
S. H. ST BINGHAM.
Rear Admiral.
Oct 29—21,24,26,28&31

GOODS!
Cash

COLLECTOB.

Commandant's Office, )
October 18, 1S65. f
U. S. Steamers “Dawn," “Montieellv,” and
“Emma," ami the Barque “Midnight,” will be
sold at Public Auction witl out reservation, by HORATIO HABKIS, at this Navy Yard, on WEDNESDAY, the first, day of November next,at 12 o’clock.
The “Dawn," is a screw steamer ol 391 tons, old

Block,

HAVK

Cook Stove until you have
and examined the

A.

>avy Yard, Boston,

full

DRY

on

I9RAEL WASHBURN, Je.,

Sept 27, 1863_d law til

ELDEN& WHITMAN,
5 Free Street

OF

T„„

leap w|tli joy,
ity of youth;

Lowest

a

COELECTOTS OFFICE,
)
POBTLAND AND FaLUOFTH, }
l‘ortlan,\ Sept moor 27,1M. )
alE following descrioea ’Merchandise
having been
forteltcd for violation of the Revenue Laws oi the
United States, public notice of said seizurt-9
having
Oucn given and no claim to said
goods having been
mule, they Will be suit at Public Auction, nt the

VARIATION !

Don’t buy

Store to this

store

NO

Goods!

complaints.

now in ttoro^unl aro weekly receiving a
and carefully seletcil stock or I'OIUSIUN and
DOMESTIC

Will be maintained.

who have

LARGE and CHOICE SE-

a

are

-AND-

3d. It consumes as little, if not actually less, coal
than any stove now in use as a Cook Stove.
4tli. It may be regulated with greater ease and
perfection than was over Indore considered possible.
If has a large Ash Box, perfectly tight, thus
5th
and dust.
avoid
It
has as large an Oven as any Cook Stove,
Oth.
and the castings are heavier and finer than those of
other manuiacture.
7tb, and last. These Stoves are warranted In respect to working, cracks, imperfections, &?., &c.

No Goods at Cost,

our

No. 99 Middle St*. Portland,

to market good3,

good3

One Price !

time,

In no case has it foiled to give entire satisfaction,
and it has elicited the highest praise from ail who
have witnessed its working.
It has all the best points of our former favorite
Stoves, besides others which thev do not possess.
Among them are the following points:
1st. The ashes, dropping into a sifter beneath the
grate, are sifted without m iring.
2d. It sift3 ashes without dust, or other incumbrance, and the cinders are ready to be used im-

seen

HOSIERY !

1 Knowing many

short

It has taken the lead of ev*ry thing in tin
Cooking Stove line.

and others*

Our Woolen Hosiery, most of which is manufactured to our own order, and tor our own tr de, is far

superior in Stock

a

scattering

Misses’ and Children's in Kid, Cashmere,

Island.106J

opening

stock new and de-

SPLENDID VARIETY!

A

onfy

mediately.

Ladies’ Fall ,and Winter Gloves!

From

now

our

One Price!

THE CHAMPION OF THE DAV!

ITyet

Markets.
New York, Oct. 23.

M. & A. P. DARLING,

“El Dorado Cook Stove,”
has been sold !n this market

Read-ng.U4f

and Rock

-AT-

rp J_£

IS

Ladies’, Misses’and Children’s

GOODS!

DRY

PORTLAND, ME.

of Forfeited

DlSTEICT

Balfo.

FIFTY
CENTS.
ADMISSION
To be had at Paine's Music Store, and at the hall
on the afternoon and evening ol the entertaiftient.
W. L. WARREN, Manager.
Oct 23—dtd

148 and 150 Middle Street,

28.

Mb. Whitney.
Little Bird that Sings,
Miss Bailey1.

RETAIL!

OR

Oct 11—dtf

a

Sale

Verdi.

5. Piano Solo, National Airs, during which
Mr. Ryder wiL perform two airs at the
same time.
Mb. J. P. Ryder.
G. Te Sol Quest Anima, Terzetto, from the
Verdi.
Opera ol Attilla,
Miss Bailey, Mb. Wiiitney Mr Dudley.

AT

any

are

Messrs. Whitney and Dudley.
3. Ah Che La Merle, Irom the Opera ol Tro-

Order* !

To

Ep—Skirts and Corsets, wholesale and retail.
Oct 29—-d2m

We

RETAIL,]

HOOP SKIRTS

New York Skirt and Corset Store,

gr'e-.SC

Chicago

AND

part ii.

Arditi.
1. H Baciiio, (the kiss.) Cavatina,
Miss Bailey.
2. Flow Gentle Deva, a duet for Tenor and
Basso.
Parry.

MANUFACTURE

BOYS’ in Buck, Cashmere, and BerUn Lined!

Michigan Southern .6».'
Illinois Central.134
Cleve'and and l’ittsbnrg. 77}
Cleveland and Toledo.102

WHOLESALE

Cost!

FITZGERALD & HODSDON,

CORSE1 SI l

GEO.

at

vatore,

ANDERSON’S

terms.

Amei ican Gold.1461
United States 5-20 coupons.103*
United States coupon Sixes, 1881,.106
Missouri Sixes. 75
Cuml>erland Coal Co.42
New York Central. 96

Gloves

showing their

are

4. There is

difficulty in fitting
themselves with Skirts or Corsets, can
have them made to order,

28

showing their

are

nibbed Hose for 40c per pair•

Embroidered French Coutlile.

-A. T

3. John Anderson, My Jo John,
Mr. James Whitney.
4. Aria Ecco II Pegi a, Gemma di Vergy, Donizetti.
Mr. George W. Dudley.
5. Piano Solo, “Mocking Bird,” Fantasia,
Ryder.
Mb. Ryder.
6. Nocturbo, for Soprano and Tenor,
Donizetti.
Miss Bailey, Mb. Whitney.

Oct 11—d'f

splendid assortment from S3c to $7,50* From
plain Domestic Corset to the most beautifully
having

Robin Red Breast, (Ballad,)
J. M. Hubbard.
4 crumb of bread fir Robin,
His little heart to cheer.

2.

Oct li—atf

Under-Flannels,

Lard—steady; sales 300 bbls at 24* @ 29c.
Whiskey—firm; sales 450 bbls at 2 30.
Sugars—quiet; sales 90 lihds Muscovado at 13? @

& HODSDON
best Manchester
FITZGERALD

14,8 tintl 130 Aliartle St.

CORSETS.

Mendelssohn.

T. P. Ryder.

Miss Amanda Bailey.

AT

CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

Ladies

Piano Solo, Marche Cappricio,

1.

Sts, will bo sold 3 ply gu-

of Oak

corner

THE

Pianist.

PROGRAMME.

showing

are

Vests, for $2 to 2.50.

piTZGERALD & HODSDON
corsets,.
CORSETS,
CORSETS,
CORSETS,

_

Beef—steady.

Under

Oct li—atf

New

Netn York Markets.

13,000 bbls. State 7 85 @ 8 60. Round IIoop Ohio 8 96
@12 50. Western 7 85 @ 8 86. Southern firmer;
sales 600 bbls at 9 75 @ 16 00. Canada 6 @ 10c higher;
sales 350 bbls at 8 35 @ 12 59.
Wheat—2 @ 3c better; sales 43,000 bushels. Chicago Spring 1 70 @ 175. Milwaukee Club 1 71 @ 1 76
Amber Milwaukee 176 @178. Amber State, new,
2 28 @ 2 30.
(Torn—unchanged; sales 130,000 bushels. Mixed
Western 85 @ 88c.
Oats—in moderate request.

Ladies

splen-

our

distinguished

PART I.

did stock of HOOP SKIRTS, varying in pr'ce from
39c to $3,50* Call! Judge for yourselves! Bo

CORSETS !

this occasion.

The

selling tlielr
any other house
oclldtf

arc

lens than

& hodsdon
Fitzgerald
their

Skirt.^3

58*.

New York, Oct. 23.

HODSDON

cent,

{^P'Every Skirt we sell is guaranteed, every Skirt
before being placed in store is examined and tested,

A

country on

11-dtf

&
FTZGERALD
goods 20 per
in the trade.

third hands.

the

and $1.75.

MR. GEO. W. DUDLEY,
Tha ronowne l Basso who makes his debut In this
MR. T. P. RYDER,

—

Cotton—irregular and firmer; sales 2500 bales Middling Uplands at 57 (a) 69c.
Flour—State ami Western 5 @ 10c higher; sales

Gloves, for $1.00

F ATT E.V,
EDWARD M.
I,nl.mr,
13 Eiehunge Siren.

1 KejPow.lor: 1 Ba- Coffee; 1 Bbl. Molasses- t
Bundle Cl >Ui; 1 Bbl. Molasses; 0 Botilos
Brandy; 3
Chronometers: 1 Bbl., 1 Ba_-. aad 1 Firkin gagar; 1
Bbl, Molasses; 3 Kegr Tamarinds; 1 Bbl. Cloves.

their

showing

on

M., to wit:

The Greatest living American Tenor. His first appearance since IHh return from Europe.

are

le#e

s- Appraisers, 158 Fore
Street,
!2„9SJjlIB?
October 31st, lses at 11 o’clock
IURNDAY, V"

Oct. 2-5.

WHITNEY,

JAMES

*“* 1 d*

Oct 24-dfcd

MISS AMANDA BAILEY,
Tho Celebrated Soprano.

able to

are

er

no case

Wednesday Evening,
MU.

FITZGERALD
New

WARREN,

II A C L,

CITY

Knit Hoods, from 75c to $3.00.

& HODSDON

a'-o,e1'rhlh«^0hnii
JIL^
about 43

Immediately afier tbo
on Sumner SE, a I lining tho
Su-nicr by 4D in depth.
Oct 21—iltd

F©r, Oil and Straw ( aimers, Sofas, Lounges,fioekers;
Doing, Card,Pembroke, and Canter Ts-dce; Ckahs,
Sinks, Divan, B© intends, Bureau*. Mirror*. Be Is,
MatJreHses, Bedding, Crockoa-y, Glnts ana china
Ware, Kitchen Fa nUars, &c., together with a general ass irtment of house-keeping a. tides.

-AT-

showing their

aro

on

Household Furniture at Auction.
MONDAY, Oct. 3 .at 10 A M., at Donee No.

Operatic Concert,

their

Oct 11—dtt

of the
U.

& HODSDON

1

which must be satisfactory.
Our extensive and widely spreading trade in these

Point.

LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFFS MARKET, Oct.
12. —Richardson, Spence & Co. and others report
Flour Hat and declining:. Wheat sales small at apaitial decline of 1 @ 2d; Winter Rod Western 9s 4d @
98 l»Jd. Com inactive andGd lower; mixed 28sfid
@ 29s.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, Oct. 12.—
Beef quiet and steady. Pork quiet and unchanged.
Bacon inactive and unchanged. Lard inactive and
downward. Butter firmer and upward. Tallow
steadv at 4Hs.
LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET, Oct. 12.Ashos quiet and unchanged; pots 29s 6d (a) 30s.—
Sugars active and upward. Coffee inactive. Rice,
sales small. Linseed Oil steady. Rosin flat and
downward. Spirits Turpentiue dull and unchanged.
Petroleum firm, sale Email.
Latest via Londonderry.
Liverpool, Oct. 13.—Cotton—Sales for the week
were 112,000 bales. The market opened at an advance
hut subsequently became flat and closed buoyaut at
an a<lvance of
on the week for American and 1 @

MR. W. L.

$50.00.

to

the
28th, nt 12 II.,
O N,^TEUDAY, OcEcormroi
India and Sumner
‘e«t
Ina^xT‘.5f.loLl,eh'-;abu“‘«
Z SS^^KMbs; ?h^eUlcr w‘^

the honor to announce to the public of Portland the appearance of the following DISTINGUISHED ARTISTS, in

11—dtf

I7HTZGERALD
New Style

Ladies! Anderson intends to give you
this season, Skirts and Corsets at prices

and in

Cloaks, from $7.00
Oct

26 MARKET SQUARE. 26.

24th.

o’clock.

Concert!

Grand
showing

aro

BATTEN, Auctioneer, 12 Exchange Street.
Real Estate corner Indin and Sumner Sts., at Auction.

HAS

10c to $2.00.

& hodsdon

New Style
Fitzgerald

•

two other nominees.

Per

Buttons, from

showing their

are

Oct 11—dtf

Skirt and Corset Store!

Various Items.

the

T71JTZGERALD & HODSDON
-T New Styles of

00123d tl

04 Free

Oct 11—dtf

Spring

aoH

VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL ON

showing their

are

NEW YORK

price, that in many cases

lican institutions.
The Post’s special Washington dispatch‘says

& HODSDON

Breakfast Shawls, from 1.75 to $9.

ANDERSON’S,
0

Hull,

GRAN I)

JjUTZGERALD

OPENING

property

r.B

$5.00.

Oct 11—Jtl

-AT-

tory, trials, &c.

New York, Oct. 23.
The 8th New York militia alter inspection
to-day, proceeded down Broadway to the
agency of the loan for the Mexican Republican government and there presented arms and
saluted the United States and Mexican flags,
which were floating side by side, and cheered
enthusiastically for Mexico, Jaurez and repub-

to

to commonce at 8

llio
Is south of
Street, near tho
Hor.-e ltaill oad, and is tho southerly half * f tho block
the stin all the day.
of
hard and
Planty
vsto1*. Gas throughout he house.
The Lot is average 45 by 120, ha* a fine garden well
stocked with ck Icest p?ai* trees, grapes and strawberry, beside* a good variety of flower plants, r. se
busk, s, &c.
For farther particular-, enquire rf CHARLES
PERKY, coiner of La char, go and Middle Streets.

having

S s
dtaS&oot

Music by Raymond’* Quadrille Bund.
ADMISSION 75 CENTS.
Oct £1-ISt*

showing their

Hoop Skirts, from $1.00

!

Assembly
—AT—

Lancaster

12 Exchanse St.
House and Lot at
Auction.
>* 8old> THURSDAY.
W1LL
October ->ath at
r f
3 i’. M.f on iho Premises, ihe two
and a imir
st.vied Jlonse, N ».
Bracket Street,
if
°f J’
Tol/ord| E*q'' Cjnl*U>.ing e.even
rooms!**

CENTS.

Tuesday Evening, October
Dancing

are

3 o’clock.

FIFTY

□Social

Hodtfdon*

JjTTTZGERALD & HODSDON

SKIRTS,

eonimence at

to

oci£312t

Oct 11—dtf

ALL THE NEW STYLES!

a

&

bad in Maine.

ADMISSION

14$ & 150 Middle St.

SKIRTS,

HOOP

The steamers Rhode Island and Hornet left
here to-day for Havana to bring to Boston the
rebel ram Stonewall.
It is believed the amount of $50,000,000 of

resolutions recently adopted by that body, aud
expressed to him 'a respectful wish that he
would set apart Thursday, the 30th day of
November, the day annually observed by
most of the States of the Union, as a day of
National Thanksgiving and Prayer to Almighty God for his goodness to us as a nation,
and especially for the suppression of the recent rebellion, for the destruction of slavery,
the cause of our civil war, and for the restoration of peace within all our borders, and to offer devout supplications that he still would
keep us, as he has done, in all our national his-

SKIRTS,

HOOP

Tltii will be tlie most exciting Double Team u,—,

Trotting

B^ILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

ocURdt<lU1NKY

E.31.PATTEN, AUCTIONEER,

Brad'cy names ‘‘Tom Thumb’’ and mate!
names "Dick
Ling” and "Banger.”

ever

now

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

AT

Fitzgerald

nesday.

Day of National Thanksgiving.
Washington, Oct. 23.
A deputation of the Congregationalists, conof
the
siiting
pastor and members of the new
church recently organized in this city, called
the
President
upon
to-day in pursuance of

skirts,

The

Agency.

October 24, 1805,

Thais

styles are now
arriving and will be found to comprise the
Rarest and Best Patterns, and every Novelty suitable for the season. Inspection
lreely invited.
Any Garment bought and taken away,
if not satisfactory, will be exchanged if
not worn or Injured.

tain the

*0

5^ali^,u,nnt
£n?iPffi'7ntar

BEST. TiWO IN THREE,
Good Day axd Good

from the celebrated Manufactory of
PAINE, BERRY & CO., New York City,
from whom we were so fortunate as to ob-

House and Land at Auction.
TUESDAY, Oct. 21th, lit 3 oVl- ck P.
ONshall
Bell Hie Two-st ry Wooden Home,
Jn«lla

No. 13
next below the Sailor's Horae.
The
House contains li finished ru« ais, 1* etui
rally locat«*l,
blrd and
ert and >* a utsiiablu
l,ra
Trunk Depot, Boston Beau,
and busiLess Rene. a lv.

A. Kicker

Depart ment-that of C'LOAK.S,

another

Hoop Skirts,
Hoop Skirts,

HOOP

FT.

more

Sales.

Street,

forest orv park.

appear the very first considerationit is
difficult to get than cloth, and is as
much worth paying for.
Our decided
success in the Hosiery and Glove
Trade has induced us this season to add

HOOP SKIRTS,

HOOP

Tuesday,

Excellence as rogards the Fit and Style
of a Ladies' Cloak is considered
by some
people a matter of secondary importance,
but to persons of good taste it will always

HOOP SKIRTS,

C. Bullock of Kentucky.
The military commission are still in secret
session to-day examining and deliberating upon the evidence in the Werz trial.
It is supposed they will make up their finding by Wed-

Petition for

Auction

$500.00!

LADIES’_DRESS!

HOOP SKIRTS,

persons whose pardons were ready for delivery
at the State Department. Among them were
Wm. G. P. and Robert Breckinridge and W.

five-twenty bonds as recently advertised by the
Secretary of the Treasury, have all been taken
by the conversion of compound interest notes
and other interest bearing securities.

Entertainments.

DOUBLE T™ RACE !

Washington.
Washington, Oct. 23.
Pierre Soule had a private interview with
the President this morning, continuing about
an hour.
Gen. Dick Taylor was in the anteroom waiting to see the President.
A notice was posted giving a list of 80 or 90

ams

-.

Miscellaneous.

From

the Ad-

“You are old, Father William,” the young
Important Meeting in behaef of tub
Fbeedmen.—A meeting having beer, called man cried, “and the few leeks that are left you
The
and Queen of Portugal had arby the agent of the “American Frcedmen’s are gray.” Why don’t the eld gent go to rived atKing
Brian tz on a visit to the Emperor and
Crosinan
&
Co.’s
and
Commission,” in behalf of the freedmen of
get a bottle of Pease’s Empress of the French.
Hair Uenewer?
our country, to be
The French troops have been withdrawn
holden at the City Hall this’ Vegetable
from Founzniver and Velitia in the Papal
evening, to be addressed by distinguished
Base Ball. There will be a
special meet- States.
speakers from New York, Boston, and oi
The Minister of Police, in Warsaw, has intiing of the Eon Base Ball Club this evening at
Maine, a chief object being to harmonize
Haseliine’s Photograph Rooim, 130 madlc mated that the state of seige of Poland will be
movements hitherto
raised at the opening of the new year.
conflicting and give effi- street.
The Journal de’st Petersburg congratulates
ciency to the great national cause, interfering
Magazines.—The “Atlantic Monthly” ~nd the Washington Government en its rapid rcwith no existing organization:
constmciiou of the Southern States, and
We, the undersigned, citizens of Portland, “Our Young Folks” have been received by
paints out that the Russian Government was
Davis Brothers, Bailey & Noyc3 and
do cordially approve of said
always desirous of the maintainance of the
meeting and rec- Messrs.
Union.
ommend a general attendance of aU friends of Short & Loring.
Shanghai, Sept. 4th.—A successful revolt is
the freedmen.
The Province
in Western Tartary.
Selling Out—Look at the advertisement reported
Charles Holden, Israel Washburn, jr. ja_
of Ili has been
wrested from the Celestial Emand then call at his establishM.
of
A.
Smith,
piriv NIgenfee had seized three citie
cob McLellan, W. W. Thomas, S. J. Smith,
ment No. 171 Fore street, where he is closing
it is
reported that Burgong has been
Joseph C. Noyes, James B. Cahoon, W. w.
drowned.
and
out hi3 stock of clothing
furnishing
goods.
Thomas
R.
Edward
Woodbury,
Hayes,

Henry B. Hart,

stead.

iliis

ation arrested the

Shaw,

where. The officers of the bureau are directed to adjust all causes of difference between
freedmen and whites when State judicial officers fail by unauthorized codes to do freedmen
impartial justice. The freedmen are enjoined
to make contracts with those who will employ them, and to make the choice of what
work they wish to perform. Idleness will not
be tolerated among them, and all contracts
the^m alee must be strictly kept.
Gen. Fullerton, Assistant Commissioner of
Louisiana, has also issued an address substantially the same as above.
Col. Kirby, a prominent citizen of Texas,
and related to Gen. Kirby Smith, has been
murdered by his negro employees at Ham-

at £5 each.

and Russell correspondence.
The Times says it can hardly doubt that
the proposal for a commission will be ultibetween double teams excites considerable in- mately accepted, and thinks it is the best, if
terest and a large attendance is anticipated.— not the only, solution, and that the candid and
We believe no trot of this kind has ever be-' friendly tone of the arguments of Earl Russell
and Mr. Adams justifies such an expectation.
fore come off in this vicinity. The horses to
The following is a summary of the news forin
some
are
fast
ones
and
race
all
go
splen- warded per steamship City of New York, now
at New York.
due
did trptting may be expected. The race Will
The bondholders of Southern States securicommence at 3 o’clock!. It is for a purse of
ties, on which interest and dividends are in
$500, best two it) three, mile heats.
arrears, have held a meeting and appointed a
B-'V
i',
■;—it
At
it
«—y-iAV'
I
y.i committee to look after their interests.
It is
Goee^Eubope.—Tho Aliegltanians, {or- proposed that the arrears be funded. The
ganized in 1346, by Prof. J. 11. Boulard), Vo- total arrears are estimated at four million
caiistai and Swiss Bell Ringers, railed for Eu- sterling, and the total 'debts at twenty-seven
Team Race.—The trotting match
to corfie off this afternoon at Forest City Park

rope,

terest.

anything

Double

a

the

unable to say

The Rochester Sir Knights leave for Portsmouth this morning.

stage travel from Macliias and neighboring
places. There could scarcely be a donbt that
■

exeludod,

aboutjthem.

here.

we are

New Oeleans, Oct. 21.
Gov. Hamilton of Texas has officially made
known the statements necessary to be made
to accompany a petition to the President for
pardon. He says all applications for pardon
will require his endorsement.
Gen. Gregory, Commissioner of the Texas
Freedmen, issued a circular on the 12th inst.,
expressing the wish that the emancipation
proclamation will be literally construed every-

er

Establish this route and numerous man can be vonched for as well as his exon Tuesday, and more were committed
others would interlink with it by meani o(
cellent character. To. those who have home Cork,
in Dublin. It is reported that one prisoner
smaller steamers—as from Ellsworth and other
the burden and heat of the day should be
will become an informer and reveal their selike places.
*
awarded the places of employment and
crets.
profit,
Capt. Cyrus Sturdivant gave some account now that the contest is over.
BOME.
The official Journal, the Di Roma, announof the small business first done by the Portland
ces its authority to declare that the
Pope in
Steam Packet Company on the establishment
Masonic Guests.—The Monroe Comman- hi3 epocha
upon secret societies, that he is at all
of that line between this city and Boston. He
dery of Knights Templar, at the Invitation of times, from all the promptings of his own consaid he had looked into this matter and had no
science, for full independence.
the Portland Commandery, yesterday visited
doubt a steamer of the sire of the Regulator or
HUKGABY.
•Cape Cottage and had a dam bake. In the i Great agitation
prevailed at Pesth on acthe Lady Lang would accommodate the freight
evening there. was to be a levee at the Citjd k count of the meeting of the committee of
and passenger traffic on the line from herb to
off
As
committal
of
came
both
that
we
of
'suppose
Hall, Which,
city. The election question
Machias, and would pay. He thought if dne- the above affaire were private and Reporters was under discussion.
chias.

Miscellaneous.

Front Ttcas.

■*. M, McKEKYET,
Oct 3—eod&eow3m
284 Cotyjress St,

T_

all In

|

Boston, September 30,1865.

0Cl8d3m«*

to view
yet beaufiibl
Af 3ntb of my heart, thou dawnest here,
i-aves
to strew
&dei
Wife sere and
T.io Summer’s melancholy bier;
winds
1
the
of
The moaning
hear,
As the reel sunset dies afar
And ba s of purple cloud appear,
Obscuring overy western star.

Solemn,

For Sale.

danyear or two ago, when a
of
who
had
become
someparty
young men,
what jovial one night, determined to serenade
her, and the idea was no sooner broached than
carried out.
themaslve.! und3r the

Stationing

Mr.

A.

F.

Premise*!

On the

please address the Baggage
pot,

the Subscriber ut

to

six
AAddress
P. O. Box
rooniB.

Oct 21—dlw*

For Bale.

One-half of a double twostoryhouse,onNeal
E.j;;j Street, containing nine finished rooms. It is
iiiiplcasantlv situated, and in good repair.
Enquire of J. & B. JORDAN, Morton Boca, Congress St.
oel2dtf

night-capped head was protruded, and a heavy
baas voice, taking up the air,
continued,—
“Your charming Kate Pennoyer
I*ivea just live doors below y’here.
Your charming Kate Pennovor
Lives just five doors below y’here.

"For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated on the northerly side
of Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable
thereon.
For particular* apply ta
A. B. STEPHENSON,
Oct 3—isdtf
121 Commercial St.

Wanted.

THE

GOOD reliable Amercan Woman
WARREN

OctlO—d2w*

Green-house proprietor in the vicinity, to
take charge of
SOME
India Rubber Tree (luring the
at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
Oct 19—dtf
147 Middle St.

in

the premises,
Portland, Me.
on

a

Store.

oc6dtf

P.;

N.

Wanted

choose?”

-sa, if you chews,
I’ll take a paper of tebacker.”
The chaplain looked at the contraband, and
the contraband at the chaplain; then the latter sighed and passed on.
ma

A interestto inbe

Early piety—Matilda Jane (catching the pastor after Sunday School.)
“Oh, s r please
what woule you charge to clirisren
my doll ?”

of

Mad, Dire, Snow and Ice.
being prepared for

R.

Kent $400
Inquire of
L. CAKLETON. Attornev at Law.
No. 80 MUale Street.

octlSdtf

Ladies
Gentlemen. Remember that
EITHER
VVM. GRACE & CO., offer better inducements
returned
or

Soldiers, and others, than any other
house in the Eastern States, to sell fine Steel Engravings and Books by subzeription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. Box 1732.
Oct 14—d&w3ra

Store to Let.

Wanted.
Bottles, emptied, for
which a good price in cash will be paid, or goods

CUMMINGS’S
exchanged
liberal
on

Horses for Sale.

go d order to

AT

Oct 14—d3w*

thousand acres,

ONE

A very desirable Farm of 25 Acres
oi good land, well fenced and watered, embracing hay-tield, orchard.
——■
■nil largo qarden and pasturage. Agootl
two story house and
out-buildings, with stable and
barn; all in good repair. To any gentleman washing
a country
residence, this property is particularly
recommended.
Enquire on the premises of
OAPT. J. A. MITCHELL,
Or JOHN C. .PROCTER,

D

a

Wanted.

I

family without children, a small genteel
centra* part oi the city.
ementjiiear the Press
a

BY
Address X. Y.

Z.,

R* N. BROWN.
seplfl ioodfcwly

Portland, September 18,1865.

iW’S_R£PflODUCTOH.

Please Read the following Notices.
Portl and, May 3d. 1865.
This certifies that 1
have used Johnson’s
for

sev-

past and

bavo been perfectly
satisfied with
it.—While it is enffre]y
free from the objec
Uo.iauic quiwitie.5 if
™*i**'r*»M*vn8 of thrt
bind, 1 believe it to be
capable of doing all
tor the scalp aim hair
can

reasonably

expecte 1 from any
applications to those
UaUiDIJNEIi LUbWIU, £1. D.,
e

parts.

Congress SquarePobtland, May 17Hi, 16C6.
Mb. Johnson:—Sir—I commenced using your Reproductor last February, my head boing almost bald.
I have used but one boitlo and now liave a healthful,
thick head of hair which does not fill off. and is in as
g>od order as I could wish. Being convmcod that in
its producing a good head ofliair for me where I had
almost, no^io, 1 am glad to add
my testimony to iteexcollence as a remedy.
WM. J. GARDINER,
No. IS Middle Street.
My wife for a long time was
sorely tronoW by her hair falling out. an? wo iearod
notwithstanding she
had us .! almost all the a Ivc 'tisod
romodics She h-m

“he,!T?3i‘USS3Kbald,
used your

Reproducer, and to oirSmSS

falling oft has entirely ceased and she now has
“
head of hair, and I am ready In thkmmmOT

giv,'

a

fine

tesfi-

to its value, or wo are willing t„
further nersonal information oi the good ro-uiu v,hich follow the
use of your honestly termed Haiv Reproductor

fy

WILLIAM CHASE

Cor, St. Lawrence and

Sherbrooke’Streets.

Portland, May 10, tecs.
used and shall coutinue to use Johnson’ffound to bo a splendid
I
have
which
Reproi'actor,
lasting Hair Dressing, which also keeps the scalp
clean
dandruff.
and
from
tree
perfectly
S. H. DOTEN.
No. 12 Spring Street.
Manufactured and sold by HORACE H. JOHNSON, No. 80 Middle Street, Portland, Maine. Price
Single Bottles 50,76 cents and $1. Sent to any address on receipt of letter. Liberal discount
by the

ton,

300

septl8eod8w*

Proposals

for

Forage

and Straw!

cor-

Sts.,

K ,uw on

Sale,

mcnt3.

....

fourteen rooms, with about seven acres of land. It
unsurpassed on the Capo. Enquire of
A. STEPHENSON.
jyO—df
121 Commercial Street.

To Let.

Fluting

W. H.

Portland, April 25,1365.—otf
To Let or Lease for

French

Fluting!

a

feet oi
st. for

one

$apt 2C—d3m*

S' SHEPPARD’S,

below Oxiord Street,

and

For

Phoenix Insurance Company,
...
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
CashtSpitai and Surplus,
31,000,000
Western Massachusetts Ins. Co.
OF PITTSFIELD, MASS.
Cash Capital and Surplus,
$250,600*
Fire Insurance

City

at^ur^tore0^61^’

oi ^e 8l)ars

&

Cash

Sugar

!

COD!

POLLOCKJND

QUINTALS POLLOCK,
T^LOOlTm Fo?"stFbF''f.1“nm-t1*11?12X8popular- SA‘ 1600
500 QUINTALS COD,
from
Schooners “Aurora,” and “UmerK]liire
Landing
fancy SSdMt pire,” from Nova Scotia.
jnaet
DANA & CO.
\
the premises. Reason for
,r is about
engaging U. the

Apply

to

"*

W, 37J Middle St.

qa,r“';4du

large; similar to the Bartlett in form
less musky in flavor; vinous, melting, but>
tery, and juicy; fine toxlure; ranks best.”—
Am. Promo.
Society.
tree ** “of healtliy and
habit.”—NorJ
thrifty
folk Aff. Soc.
***&
Brincklc
said
“It
of superior
was
n%£f.f

»uVery
but

Cash Assets,

W. D.

tnathMWn^dfe rfit5XBay,
to its excellence.”
PRiceS...pp' n? r®la(1°oyo“8,
fruit-bud*,
t3h
generally having
each, gSP?
<loz.
OOpor
doz.
per
Smaller$12to$24

Delivered

ADA¥£' Nursery,
____Morrill’s Corner.
1

S2,000»feZ|w®n^1!>y
5ny
kry. The Presidents, Cashfe™ ^0 °xI*rience
Bb

$14,000,000.

Office

31 Exchange St., Up Stairs.

Wall St,

Company

cor. William, NEW YORK.
January, 1866.

Insures Against Marine and Inland Navi
gation Risks.

nocess

circular"4 sw^iv1'
'steneff tvSu

of three Banks indorse tlic
with samples. Address the American

0cWm

heated.
The Dividends in the Years 18G3-4 and 6 were 40
per. cent caoh.
I ho Profits for 22 Years amount to the
,nm of
*19,01 020
Oi which here has boon redeemed

by

Caeh>

The

Company has Assets,

Dollars, viz:—

Edited

States and State of New-York
Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
*4 974 700
Loans secured by Stooks and otherwise,
2’l87 9E0

Premium Notes aud Bids Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgages, and
other securities,
United States Gold Coin,
dash in Bank,

sTi

me

288 430

8.42
9.00
9.30

*

TRUNK

GRAND

Ot

RAILWAY,

Canada.

Auburn at 7 00 A m.
Mail Train for Waterviile, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal aud Queb c at 125 p m
Trains willarriye as follows:—
From Montreal, Quebec <fcc.
2 05 p,m.
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
817 a. m.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passengt
for every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES,
Managing Director.
H UAfLEY, Superintendent.
oclOdtf
Portland, June 22d, 1865

On aud after .Tune 1, the faro between Portlaud and Bangor will Jo
$3.00; Rockland $2.00: cclier landon the River reduced in
pro““■portion, per s‘earner Regulator.

A^ings

A.
Portland. May 31, 1S8S—dtf

John D,Tones,
Charles Dennis,

Wm Sturgis, Jr
Henry K Bngcrt
William K Dodge
Dennis Perkins,
Joseph Gniiurd Jr

Moore,

Henry Ceil,
C Pickersgill,
Lewis Curtis,
Charles H Hassell,
Lowed H'Ihrook,
K Warr n We.-ton,
Roys! Pnelp3.
Ca’eh Baratov?.
Wm

A P

J

PHtot,

Gordon w

Bornham

Frederick Chauncev
y’
James L«w,
Chas H Marshall.
.ines Bryce,
Jons D Joints. President

Dksnis, Vic-.President

Vloe-Pnse’t

Applications received by
s'eb21edlmllmeodfcw6w

PORTLAND.

J

,

Uealar

K.
In

F1€K E X T,
Photographic Cioods,

Mirror* and
barrels

ready

at his house at West Fryeburg.
ABRAHAM ANDREWS.

vl

,n

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I
Summer
THE

aa^g«aeft.t« easras

Jmnol2tf

Pobtlamb,

Mb.

Thcehoioest Hoppers served.
—M
oso. w. Muaca.

The

Eye, Ear,

OAT!

—

New England Screw Steamship Co
8EMI-WEEKLY LINE.

The splendid and fast Steamships
W. SherCapt. H.
gBmaivaig’ll
Sheuwocd, will mill! further notice,
run as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., aud leave Pier
9
New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock I’. M.
These vessels are litted up w’th fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
safe and comfortable route for travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage m State Room
*8.00. Cabin passage 95.00. Meafa .xtra.
Goods torwardedby this line total from Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, bath, Augusta, Eastport add
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
steamers as early as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY k FOX, Brown* Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL t CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
Mav 29, 18C5.
dtf

<e«8g®u(,CHESAPEAKE,;Capt W.
^MfwA&SStoood and FRANCONIA,

International
Eastport,

Steamship

Calais and

Co.

St. John.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.
_

_ieJT—N

On and after Monday, Maroh 27. the

JffT-yiVltLStoatrer Ntw York,Capt
leave

at

Bos on.
At Eastport the Steamer "Queen” will connect
for St.1 Andrews. Roblnston and Calais,with the New
Brnswick and Canada Railway for Woods ock and
S age Cotehos a’no oonneot at
Houlten stations.
Eastport tor Muchiss and intermediate place*.
At St. John the steamer Emperor will connect, for
Windsor, Digby and tlaiila.':. and with steamers for
Fredefin and the 8t John Rirer.
Through tickets
procured of the agents or tho elerk on board. No

Passports required.

Freight reoeivod

on

m.

days of sailing

_

Portland, March 20.1865.

until 4 o'olook
C. C. EATON, Agent.
mchSltl

«rpo,° k On

Arrangement.

after Mon-lay April 24th tho
new
fosr-geing Steam r “KEGULATOK," capfe-W.-H M >wrr, will fcave Kabloot
of
road Whafj
State Street. Pc rt%nd, every
Mown ay, WiDtfKHDAY and Friday evening. »t 10
o'clock, connecting wit In he 3 p, k. train from Bos_

and
and

ton*

Re'arningr, will leave Bangor every Mofday,
Wednesday and FninAY morning, st 6 o'clock,
toochinsr at ttockland, Cam Jen, Belfast. Searsport,
Bnckaport. Wintrrporr, and Hamden, both wavs.
Passengers ticketed thron/h on the Boston, Maine
and Eastern railroad at the Depots in Boston, Salem, Lynn and Laurence.
For freight or pasaape* anr?y to
A. SOMERS Y, A*ent,
At OfQce cn the Wharf.
Portia* d. Anri! 21.1866—t f

UTMEBJYPIJYE/

MRS. MANCHESTER,

&. RESICK,
MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway, New

York, execute orders ter Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
tavoraljlo terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic and foreign Kurts. They are also
prepared to
furnl h Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn or
•awn to order,
ocl2d3m

trial

CLAIRVOYANT!

opportunity

CO., Proprietors,

IIAVE CONFIDENCE.

S/7. H. HAY, W F PHILLIPS if CO, and J. W,
PLRKlAiS if CO,, Agents, Portland, Me.

All who have committed an excess of any kind,
whether It bo the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced conltdence iu maturor years,

Physician

!

A

From 628 Broadway, Now York, has returned to
Portland, and can In consulted at her office, No. 11
Clapp’s block.
OF TIIE

ONE

RECORD.

GREATEST CURES ON

SCIENTIFICALLY

I had the at endance ol six eminent physicians,
reoeteei the slightest ben lit until I commenced usin * Mrs. Manchester a Medicines. My disease at that time was as follows: —I was
extremely
never

feeble—confined to my bed. My flesh had all disappeared. the whites of xny eye wero yellow, also the
skin yellow: I had a dull heavy pain hi the right
side, and It was very much enlarged: pain in my
shoulders and spine. The lelf side seemed to decay
so that th re was quite’ a hollow place In It.
I had a
very distressing pain at the pit of n.y stomach;
tongue coated thick, tomach very acid, appetite entirely gone, not being able t.» keep anyth ng on my
stomach, fever, nigut sweats, thirst violent, dry
cough, difficulty ol breathing, dull headache. I
cannot describe rs I wish to do my miserable station and suffering as every organ in my body was
diseased. My physicians said I was fhst
hastening to
the consumption.
I epj y at this time perfect health, and this is a
plain, short history of my case, and is the truth. I
would rocommend every and all invalids to go and consult Mrs. Manchester. Mary A. Moulton.
Edward L. Moulton.
Portland, May 9,1365.
oct3dtf

Better than any

For all Female

CASES

pany each bottle.

Prepared by JOHN
Druggists everywhere,

L.

LYON,

accom-

Sold by

M. D.

C. G. CLARK <t CO., Gen’l Agents,
For U. 8. and Canada.
J. >r. PERKINS lr CO.. W F. PHILLIPS If CO.,
and H. H. HAY, Portland, Me., Wholesale Agents.

Coe’s

irTa

n t

5

if desired.

D*. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street [comer of Middle

No Medicine ever known will cure

Street], Portland, Mo

Stamp for Circular.

a

Medical

Electic

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

THE

TO
need

medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 0
which they will find arranged for theii

a

Temple Street,

accommodation.
especial
Dr. H.*s Kloctic

RBLIKVR

Renovating Medicines are unrivalla efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
ccrtaih of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will fina it invaluable in ail cases of ob

CONSUMPTIVE COUGH!
quick

■tructions after all other remedies have been tried In
vain.
It is
vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may bo taken
at all times.
with perfect
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

os

purely
safety

COE’S COUGH BALSAM!

thereto no need ol omflnement or change of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it i- entirolv tartelc8S. ah** causes no ui. plena r.tsenga ion to the patient. and uo exposure It is now acknowledged by
the rao:t learned in the profession that in the above
c!a?s ofdtoeasafs Cnbeba and. Copaiba are the onlv

It does not dry up a cough, but loosen* It so thnt the
patient can expect')rate freely. It is within
the reach of all, the

N. B.— Ladles desiring may consult
own sex.
ance.

<J©nt» 1X

Price llcliiff Only 36

lady of experience

A

and is for rale by all Druggists.

New

W. F. PHILLIPS <V CO., J. W. PERKINS * CO.,
and H. H. HAY, Portland Me., Wholesale Agents.

August 31,18ti5

*

tOLANb'S A

COMPOUND,
is now

onereuiuiueuuucwju

Ik CO..
278 Greenwich S*., New York,
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
roayOfiSdlv

CURES
a

copart-

to
PLEASANT
promptly,
and for

the

palate,

cause no pain, act
require increase oi dose, do not
exhaust,
elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.
the bowels once the next rooming.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
such as
after eat Inc:, Sour Stomach, Spitting oi lood, Palpitations; also, Headache, Disables?,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin
and Eve?, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, BiliousLoss of Appetite, Debility,
ness, Liver
Monthly Pains, and all
Neuralgia,
'lYavelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
what they need, as they are so oompact and inodorous
hat they may be earned in the vest pocket. Price GO
couts per box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
july4dly
never

& SON.

conera! COAL BUSINESS
of High Street.
S. R. JACKSON.
OSCEOLA JACKSON.

n,

Portland, June 12,1?GS—tf

«fc

copartnership un-

DEXTER.

And having pnrehased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
& Co., will continue the general HARDWARE BUSUCE. S at the old stand, 175 Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

Oppression

Complnint,

Irregularities,

Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis,
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary A dee;ions
generally. It isaremarkabie remedy

Kidney Complaints,

for

long and favorably known
of Portland, will remain with

ally.

J. W. PERKINS,

!

W. F. PHILLIPS,

sop29 ’65 tf

Third Mortgage Bonds—Androscoggin li. B. Co.
Third Mortgage of the Androscoggin Railroad Comnany to Seth May and als. in trust, baa

THE

been 1 reclosea. A new
has been organized thereon, called the Leeds and Farmington Railroad Company. Holders of Bonds and Coupons secured by said mortgage, are hereby requested to present them to the subscriber at his office in Portland,
and receive therefor Certificates of Stock in the Leeds
and Farmington Railroad Company, In accordance
with the Statute.
JABEZ C. WOODMAN,
.freasnrer of the Lcods and Farmington Railroad Co.

corporation

Sept 28,1865.

sep29d&w6w

fl. HOW lias tliis day withdrawn from the
firm of HENRY L. PAINE
CO.
W. C. HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.

WM.

Portland, Aug. 19,1865.
The subscriber will continue the business under the
stylo as heretoibre at 267 Commercial Street,
Smith’s Whan, where a choice assortment of the
best qualities of Coal and Wood
may be found at
the lowest market prices, delivered in any part of

same

city.

HENRY L. PAINE & CO.

Portland, August 22.1865.

aug22dtl

House and Land for Sale.

THE

undersigned,

as

Guardian of the Estate of

Charles li..Place, Charles rf Kinsman, and
Others, would'ofler for sale the desirable Real Estate
si*Rated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett

and Clark Street.
The property consists of a lot of
Land 63 f»-et front on Spring Street, and running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twothereon: fitted up for two
storied
families, and being in a good state of repair.
For terms, &c., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 53 Union Street; or to the nndersigned
at 4Do Cougnem
Stree;,
^
JOHN J. W. REEVES,
octl4dtf

dwelling-house

Inducements

Great

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
fTUIE subscribers offer for sale a largo, quantity ot
1 desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dantorth, Orauge and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if (teped by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfiictory character, they will advance Jf desired, one fourth qj the cost qf
building, on
the house. From parties who build imcompletion of
mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.

Porfland, May 3,

may4tf

1865.

NOTICE.
persons indebted to me are hereby requested
to settle their accounts v/ith me at once, and all
persons having claims against mo arc requested to
them for settlement, and all persons are here-

ALL

present

by forbid harboring

trusting any

or

count.

one

on

my

Portland, October 9,

1865.

ocl0d3w*

Special Notice.
APPARATUS,

Justly

and the
celebrated McGregor Hoi Air Furnace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be found hereafter
at the store of Mesas. C. II. STUART & CO., 171
and 173 Middle St., where he will be happy to meet
those in want of ftirnacoo, and recoive their orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.

ALVAH LIBBEY.

on

For Sale.
Brick

a

<*tl3dtf

BENj.

and lengthen the hair.

k^ic.ht,

Atlantic V, life

directly upon the roots
hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

of New Y

LEAD. Dry and in Oil. \ED LEAD.
LITHARGE,

Lead,

2 Deer

Atlantic Wharf,

Red

Glass-nu ers’

etc.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Boiled
and Relined.
For sale

generally,

glossy

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the skin, scalp, or
most elegant head-dress.

by Druggists

and

Sc

Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,
•'

n

General

Agents,

*87 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

by mil Druggists,

200

fc,

Manufacturers of PU -E WHtTE

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

Sold

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,

They

the

Depot 198 &

of Maine*

State

Whit3 Lead.

act

of

for

may27eodtf

ing invigorate, strengthen

Greenwich St R. Y.

Sept 27, 1868—il4w6m

Important to Travelers

Commission.
Sanitary
Office
ot
828

U 8. Sanitary Oommi.Mion, I
..roadway, N. Y., Deo. 20 1864
I
ISRAEL WASH BORN,
,f
Maine, hag consented to aooept the dnMas ot
General Agent of the Cota million for Maine and
it hereby appointed sucii agent by authority of the
CommiBion.
to furnish advice to the friend,
Jf? *5" be
of the Communion's work
throughout the 8*ute.
All money contributed in Maine tor the uee of the
Commission should be paid to Hr. Washburn or to
peraona designated by him.
Hon. Mr. Washburn is the sole agent recognized
by the Commission »or Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
General Secretary.
oSSdkwtf

oS’.,

HON.

J.

W.

TO THK

rSrtlaid.

W6i*i South, North-West and the Canadas.

W. D.

loyal States and the Canadas,
LOWEST RATES OP PARE,

SYKKS,

Aid all need fill Information obeerfhlly furnished,
TnaraLCiaa will And It greatly toOielradvantag*
to prooure ThrougEa Tleltet* et “•

or

Por*lnu.i Railway TWrt
chang* Street, up stairs.)

Jtttsznxssr ^Atsa*arar,
O. Box 471.

LITTLE, Agent.

W. D.

k On-

».v.

marSOdfcwtf

W.Chickerlrg; C. U. Camming*
C<hiia’
* Co; Boston.
17°
Si,b*Sne: ilaUe,‘Newton National Bank.
Mu.6?’
C. B Coffln.Eaq. E.T.Clty. feb-iUdly

kCnJ
B&eon'
Newton
Newton.Mass;

For Sale.
-Jfcffasan*! A YOKE OF OXEN,

♦Jrlwork or BEEF.

Copartnership.

subscribers have this day entered Into Counder the

anitable

THE
partnership

for

4-

for the pon>ose of
Furnishing basinees,

NAHUM FICKETT,
Stroudwater Village,
Westbrook.

WITBERELL,
on the Clothin*
carrying
at
So. 0.1 Ejrchnn,^
N. W

Portland, Oct. 2, 1868.

REMOVAL.

B. W. SMARDON,
K. S. SCAMMAN,
S. £. SMARDON.

Arm name of

HORSE

rnHE undersigned take this mothod to inform tbefr
1 customers and the public generally that thev hare
REMOVED THKIB BAKEBY from No. 5 Washington StTeot to their new Bakery, Nos. 6 andtheir
81;111',1]
old
Street, whore they will bo pleased to soe all
customers and as many new ones as will he pleased to
a
ns
call.
give

August 10—dtt

31.Ex-

Chicago,
Illinois
81 •miiuw.

References—Messrs. 8. Q. Bawdle.r

_

LITTLE

Agest for all the great Leading Router to Chlea18 eo,
Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
ualena, Oshkosh, St. Pan], LaCrosM, Creen U»y,
Qninoy, St. Loniv, Louisville, IndUnapoli*, C**'?’
and la prepared to faraleh Through TJeket*
Portland to ah the principal Cities and Townj
pom
In the
at D>s

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT
1

7*—“**•

RICHARD COLE, Superintendent,
No.* Toitnan Place.
junelbdti

Agents

Oct 5—djtw3m

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
Hair Restorer and Dress-

Oct 18—dlw*

arranged for Concerts, Lectures, ExhibiWELL
tions, Levees. &e., may be obtained
application

nouse and Lot. No
Two-story
THE
Street. at obeat bargain,
enquire ot

General

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

aug22d3m

Portland, Ang 21, 1865.

Eos; particulars,

Drnggisis throughout the city.

P.

TI/TR. ALVAH LIBBEY. who has had the*1 sole
1V1 Agcncv for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and
HEATING

Tby Them ! ami bo convinced of their superiority ov«r every thing else of tbe klrd ever eft-red to
the pablio t«r ftronehitis, Coughs. Colds, Hoarseness Sore Throat. Catarrh and rnlueuza
Numerous testimony • xrom tne Clergv, and others, accompanying ach box. For sale by the principal

ac-

HORACE B. RICHARDS.

WATER

H. H. HAY,

so

to the Hardwai e trade
the new firm.

the

Dia-

betos,Dirtlcult v oJ Voiding Urine, LMeedfrom the
Kidnovs and Bladder, Gravel, and other c unpla'nts.
For Julies and Scurvy, it will be found very valuable.
Give it a trial ii you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine. Ii is pleasant, safe a ad sure.
Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in me llcii • gen-

Portland, Sept. 22,1865.
Mr. D‘. I>. Chase,

lascuunry,

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND

Copartnership Notice.

KING

uuuu^icni

after having been proved by the test« f elevcu years,
i ?n theiNew England States, where its merits have
become os wollknown as the troe fromwhich,in port,
it derives its virtues.

TAB HA MT

a

attend

Jant.l860d«fcwly

WHITE P!JfE

\

or success.

lormed

of theh

England Remedy,,
J.

Dr.

eod&wlyr

Tarrant* Compound Extract of Cubcbs and
Copaiba JVEVEM FAILS.
Manufactured only by

have this

one

in constant

THE GREAT

C.G. CLARK St CO., Proprietors, New Uaven, Ct.

be relied ujon with

undersigned
day
THEners’
ip under the style ot

Infirmary,

LADIES.

DR. HUGHES particularly nvites all Ladies, whe

Influenza, Whooping Cough,

as

Tarrants Compound Extract qf Cubcbs and
Copaiba

can

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Pereons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be

jy Send

s

a Sure, Certain, and
Cure for all diseases of the Bladder. Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
either in the male or female*, frequently performing
a perfect cure in the short spaoo of three or »our
days, and pjwavd in less time than any other preparation. In the use ol

remedies known that

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a roan net
On examining the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue,
changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
again
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

returned,

Balsam!

Cough

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the rosult of a bad habit In
youth.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above
disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends
supposed to
have It.
All such cases yield to the proper and
only
correct course of treatment, and In a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

led

Copaiba,
Speedy

cortaiuty

Complaints,

especially forbidden in the directions which

lubebs and

any

Powders !

or

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

t wo

Pills

such Word as Fail."

no

rr a. 3R

PREPARED

and is safe to n^e at all times

OR

“There is

V*nd Complexion.

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

the unexpected euro which I obtained from Mrs.
Manchester's Medicine. Upwards of two years since
I was taken sick, which gradually increased until I
was so far reduced that I never expected to be well
and

Drops!

FLUID PREPARATION

Prompted by no other than the feeling of benevolence, and for the b»-ne.!t ol the afflicted, I desire to
make known a short description of my iiseasc and

agate.

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

-AND-

Electric

Periodical

Lyoft’s

management

system

:

THE IXDEPEXDEXT

to

BRADFORD

one

New Haven, Conn.

MECHANICS’ HALL.
8 O

generally

SUFFERING,

Wehegof you. ifyouaresick. tornako just
Price One Dollar per bottle.

C. G. CLARK

Portland and Penobscot fiiver
Summer

THAT ARE

ALL

regularly

a

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

li W Chie-

Railroad Wharf, foot of State St,
6 o’clock r. n ; and the Steamer
every Momdav
Haw BatruswiciK, Capt E H. Winches'er, will Save
every Thursday at 6 o'clock p.m, for Eastport and
St. John.
Returning wall leave St. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 8 A. u, for Eastport, Portland and
holm, will

regulates and restores to

adisordeied stomach, enabling the
jmt.ett to take healthy food without dange- of dis-

of it,

have

passenger for every *500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS. Agent.
feb 18,1863
dtf

e*erv instance
oo dition

IN

CAUTION TO THE PUTLIC.

It is the most
tress from it
wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one will do without it in tho
house that
h*a ever used it ouoe.

Catarrh

Copartnership.

The Company are not responsible for
bagei-e to
any amount exceeding *50 in value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at tho rate of

In

CUBE

A

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that reinodies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
educated physician, whose
studies fits him lor all the duties he must
preparatorythe
fulfill; yet
country is flooded with poor nostrum*
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but always injurious.
The un
fortunate should be particular in selecting Ids
physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovcrtablo fact, that many syphilitic patients arc mado
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in geueroi practice;
conceded by the Vest syphiilor It is a point
of these
ographers, that the study and
complaints should engross the whole time of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitnor time to make
ioner, having neither
him soli acquainted with their pathology, commonly
in most cases makof
one
treatment,
pursues
ing an indiscriminate nse of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
and

prolewlon.

cess.

proceeding from the Stomach
an51?
facf aI\‘Jisoas«*
and
Howels.
it is a
sovereign anu permanent cure for

TOV

H R

formed
undersigned
THE
der tho jiamc and linn of

Will, until further notice, run as
fol lows;—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
’every Monday. Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o'clock 1>. M and India Wharf, Boston
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday aud Saturday, a 5 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
*o oo
HT Freight taken as usual

particular

fciek Headache.
bickncss at Stomach,
Fever ard Ague.
Heartburn,
Colio Fains,

healthy

affifeted,

CASES, whether Of Wig
■tediug or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from tiie system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CUKE.
He would call the attention ot the afflicted to the
fact of liis long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of hit aJJll anti sucBASTEEISO

Dysentery,

r»:-%ev,itTiseil?:“b!nu^ re*p90tful!y I®termed that

T

STOMACH AND BOWELS!
One Bottle is guaranteed to core the worst case of
Dyspepsia in existence, and one done will instantly
relieve the most aggiavated attacks of

HOVSLit

privately,

tfe
WHERE

Cholera Morbus.

THREE MILES PROM
PORTLAND.

*

and with
he ean be constated
at all
the
utmost confidence by
hours caily, and trorn S A. M. to 0 1«»»
n
under
the
Dr. H. «odrv»e. tLo« wLo are .utrcrlng
affliction oi private diseased, whether tfhmt Bow
«clr-iibiuc.
of
hnpure connection or I lie terrible vice
bram h )i
Devoting hU entire time to that
uu Bthe medical
he me la warranted In

to

°ooJ•footingumlangHug

OAPI SIC POJtfX)

Arrangement!
STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewistoa and Montreal,

COMMISSION

Engravings.

ifr3:uter of Mirror A Picture Frames,
No. 28 MARKST SQUARE,

°

S. K. JACKSON

?
IA,Arbrolth-

apSSdty

in

lov the purpose of Join"
at Sawyer’s Wliarl, foot

STEAMBOATS.

Henry Burgy

Cornelius Grinnell
C A Hand,
Watts Sherman
B J Howland
BenJ Babcock
Flotch r We,-.ray
Rob B Mintnrn Jr

Dane! 8 Miller,
Joshua J Hmrv,
merge G Hobson,
David Lane,

SOMERBt, Agent.

trip

a
OUCe a

Temple Street,

No. 5

DYSPEPSIA!

from the wharf a few
onJ mikes

corn-

IS

On and after Monday, Ort 9tk, 1865,
will run as follows:—
Train
for South Paris, Lewiston and
Morning

p

trustees:

[

now

Oct 10—d2w&w2w

sunken

*11,133,600

Apples.
delivery

13,868,730

Keren Million

otter

Muonic, 3d
J. H. Chapman, Acting Secretary.

k9
K

subscriber hereby offers for sale 100
THE
superior graft fruit, mostly Baldwins,
for
^

8.00

8.2 T

5.54
Westbrook,
6.18
Cumberland,
G.33
Yarmouth,
7.00
Freeport,
Oak Hill,
Arrive Brunswick,
7.30
W. HATCH, Train Manager.
Augusta, Sept. 25, 1865.
sepaodtf

The whole profils of the
Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided Ammually, upon the
t’romiums terminated during the year; mini ‘or winch
Certificates are issued, bearing interest until re-

J. W. MUHGEB, 166 Fore gt.
.,

Bath, April 20,18G3.
k

7.30 A. M.

RETURNING will leave Portland for Brunswick
and intermediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted
as follows:
Leave Portland,
5.30 P. M.

~

LITTLE, Agent,

Charles
W. H. H.

bath, me.
Onn BOLTS Superior Bleached 1
801) do All Long flax “Goveminent contract..”
300 do Extra All
Long flax
300 do Navy Fine,
in Portland or Boston,

Brunswick,

Freeport,
Yarmouth,
Cumberland,
Westbrook,
Arrive Portland,

Aug 5, 1865.

Which, as is well known, offers greater advantages
than any other Life Co. in this country.
The rates of Premium are less than with most other companies, while the Dividends are
larger, and
the security greater than any other.
Dividends declared annually, and may be applied
to thepaymeufof future premiums, or to au 'nu.nt
the amount insured. Policies with this
company are
constantly increasing in value. All needful information obecrfully furnished on application to

f

JAMES T. PATTEN & CO.,

*hnet, Ex-Prcs'Bey ‘can endorse ail

Superintendent.
apriOti

Oak Hill,

one

OF NEW YORK.

now

•-FOR SALE BY-

gener-

allv

Leave

Witv the Great

FLOURr

Scotch Canvas,

2?ltyA M we*1 ^ size.”
¥., pronounced it
qjyt®
ranking
°f ^lass. Hort.
Society, thought
“it w.quaTu’ rrestlQ0 col,i which so

q

Works, Springfield, Vermont,

$400,000.

Particular aitontion given to the insurance ol
Faria Property, City aud Village Dwellings, and iloinrtiold Furniture, on ONE,
THREE, or FIVE YEARS, on very favorable
terms.
All losses eqnltably adjrsted and promptly
paid, as heretoiore.

SHOOKS.
August 5—d3m

°r Rochester, V.
«*Z:Jiar!&
worthy of
best.*1

ers

CONN.

Atlantic Mutual Insurance Co.
OF EXETER, N. U.
Capital,
$100,000.

LARGE assortment nt all grades of FLOUR
arriving and for sale by tue CAR LOAD, or
otherwise, at fair prices.
The patronage of my former customers solicited.
E. HAM KLIN,
No. 3 Union Wharf.
N. B.—WANTED to purchase, HOOPS and

A

Favorite Fear !

idmSVrf^fsWfk.?S? Ban‘

HARTFORD,

Capital and Surplus,

W H H

FLOUR!

615 A.

On and alter Monday, October2d, 1865,
Freiaht Train, with Passenger Car attached, will leave Brunswick for Portland and inter*mediate Stations daily (Sundays excepted) as follows:

OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Capital and Surplus,
$350,000.

New England Eire Insuragce Co.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
Ca3h Capital and Surplus,
$250,000.

Oct. 4—d3wis

To Rent.

at

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Company,

on

___oct3d3w*

EDWIN NOTES.

Company,

Merchants9 Insurance

61

he

can

depot Portland

April 27,1865.

HARTFORD, CONN.
Capital and Surplus,
$450,000.

CO.,

superior
quality
on hhds.
AlVJ PORTO RICO SUGAR,
For sale by
Harris Brothers.
94 Commercial St.
Oct 5—isd3w

Sails and Rigging1 lor Sale.
Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the
T1^ Standing
s-ivedVI iSr ? Atlanta, 4oo tons old measurement,

da)ly.

M

OF

Mutual Insurance

)

LYNCH, BARKER

Porto Rico

Frei’ht train leaves new

rairikiyjiJ

ATLANTIC

FEET Hackmetack, Plar.k
^TAA AAA
*
O U v/ c,Uv U and Flat Timber for Sale by
C. S. CLARK, Agent St. Fraud? Mills.
Oct. 17,1865.— dlmis
Smith’s Whaef.

SEVERAL

an v

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Sept 21—d&wfiw

Hackmetack.

JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6} Union Whart.

other.
by
Trainsouein Portlaud to connect with trains for
Boston on Monday at820A.M, and ever, day at 230
this outo ban

Agency.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

Hotter.

139 Coaiimercitil Street.
Oct. 18,18G5.-d2w

term of Years.

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lota in Cape Elizabeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, at the SherifPsOffice, Portland, whore a plan of Cape Elizabeth lota may be
seen*
mayl3tf

seen

Barrels,

sale fly

LIFE

wanted, viz:

No. 1 Portland Pier.

Muscovado
150 75To'ricrces^08’ I Superior
Molasseg.

THE

may25dtf

Street.

undersigned having tlie Agency of the followTHE
mg well-known, sound and reliable Companies,

Muscovado Molasses.

STEPHENSON.

0110 "

at Mr“'
P?eMe88ttcH1pl0S
Ncticc
door

Insurance

_

Store and Wharf n rw occupied by Charles
H. Merrill, situaled between Union Wharf and
Morrill’s. The Wharf contains about 1500 square ft.,
wiili a two story building the cjn, 20 by75. For further particulars inquire of

Oct 20 -dtwsw

t

FIRE AND

House Lots.

on

Exchange

Life Insurance

CHASE BROTHEU9,
Head Long Wharf.
N. B.—In store 500 bushels White Corn
per sch.
Convoy from Norfolk. Va.
ocIOtt&s

T ABGE CHAMBERS over 110 and 112 Federal st.
Li Apply to
Jefferson coolige & co.,
Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.
aplOdtt

by

39

LITTLE’S

*

House Lots, comprising 45,000
ELEVEN
Land,
Emery, Cushman ami Lewis

Office

Portland, July 18, 1865—dtt

.*• BOBINSON,

for sale bv

■

French

H*

Yellow Corn and Flour.
Q Knn BUSHELS PRIME YELLOW MEALOOUU ING CORN,
200 Bbls. “Oswego Family Flour,”
50 Bbls. “Chesapeake Extra Flour,”
Cargo Sch. “Aid,” from Baltimore, now landing and

Is

Clapp’s

Bids will he accepted Irom time to Lmo, to ttcct
the requirements of the Government.
Payments to be made on delivery, or ns soon tliereaf eras funds for that purpose shall be received.
Bids shall be subject to the decision of the Quartermaster General.
riEvitr ixmax.
Capt. and A. Q. M„ U. S. A.
Oct 1—<ltf.

Cienfuegos

BBLS. Fall and Winter Apples.
100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and lor sale by
O. W. SMITH,
Oct. 20.—dti
Nos. 6 and 8 Silver Street.

For Sale or to Let.
French Cottage, on the Cape Cottage
THE
road, opposite Capt. Green Walden’s, containing

£&8&nStTss&urh

Propo33ls wifi also be^received to deliver^ liSfand
straw at Washington, D. G., Richmond, y“y
Hilton Head, S. C., subject to tuo above ri^,^

Muscovado

Apples

new

th^L^Xfor

Price,

Muscovado

20

rv A on
Oct.
20.—dim

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 6O.OO0 feet, and for beauty of location is unsurpassed in this \icinty.
Term ea9y. For particulars enquire at
VftAi ConyrcHH tit.,
July25dtf
Portland, Me.

Tb“"thy hav
b(fax'l ,?v^,nf'l,:lJ1,a',lewharfia
Pun-

1>lain,y’u'6

BOXES Yellow Sggar;
75 hogsheads
Remedios

Molasses;
hogsheads
Molasses;
For sale by

Elizabeth.

PORTLAND, MAINE,
mid

and Molasses.

Sugar
OT'iT'l
^ y~7\J

one

Assistant Quartermaster's Office. II. S. A.,
by

Street,

BBLS. WINTER APPLES,
200 Bbls. Silver Skin ONIONS,
50 Bbls. Red ONIONS,
10CO Bushels Jackson POTATOES,
1000 Bushels White Mountain POTATOES.
HATCH & FROST.
Oct SO— d2w

I have

quantity.

Central

OF

SALTS !

At 16 Lime

residence in ('ape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
two

safe

gtate Agt.

SPARROW,

FOR MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Cash

FOR

&JENNEBEC R. R.

P »1 and
Saturdays only for Until and Augusta at
Tho train from Portland at I P. M con815 P.M.
nects at Kendall’s Wilis willi the t ain for Bangor
and other stations oast same night Passengers flora
Portland desiring to take tills route, can purchase
tickets to Kendall’s Mills and inform the conductor
in theoars that they go through to Bangor and he
will so arraiijje their faros that it shall cost th m no
more

f Hou9,;»

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Remedy

—for-

the Lake !

starts

Sunt.
f

On ami after Monday next, trains will
SsjKj^WSgjMeavc Portland daily for Hath Augusta,
Waterviile Kendall’s Mills and Sknwliegao, at 1(10
on

North American Fire Insurance Co.

Merchandise.

Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of his
Attorneys, Messrs.
Dellois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.
\
J uly 6.—dtf

Heal Estate for

WARREN

as

SALE.

State and Danforth

Confirm these Facts.

Those who really wish to know all the tkets, vitally
important to their own interests before paying out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every facility is cheorlully offered to understand the

Cash

Commercial St.

Valuable Real Estate!

Cape

Oar To load lumber at came place for GalvesPhiladelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE,
No. 4 Central Wharf.

Aug. 20—dti

GAGE,

CARPENTER,

Fare Beduced to the Penobscot River

Also,

oi Waterville and Sherbrook
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to
371
Middle
St.
Apply
W,
julylldti

In

augoeodti

Wanted.

corner

a

Office,

ten-

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., lor English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

Enquire of

finely located Real Estate, on the

Comparisons will

LESS to iAsure

issue Policies on Building, Merchandise, and other good property agai ns loss or
aama.ge by FIRE, at rates as low as other FIRST
CLASS Companies, to the amount of $50,000 if

oclSdtf.

House Lot for Sale.
on the corner of Deering and Henry

FOR

The necessary result is, it costs
in it than in any other.

continues to

A

LEG ANT Chambers for
business
purposes,
wholesale or retail, in the new block, 147 Middle
Street. For terms apply at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
Aug. 4—dtf

of

two

or

SUITABLE person to take charge of a Factory
Boarding Houso in Saccarappa. Apply to the
Agent of Westbrook Manufacturing Company.

IllJ

The

one

p.

and300P.

2nd ,-ITIS THE CHEAPEST; PORTLAND &KENNE3EC R. R.

Established in 1843.

Wanted.

A

the I’ayson House.
HOUSE
House and Lot

Co.

Because it is paying back to its
members larger Dividends, and
more of themthan any other Co.
in the United States.

less, of Wood Land;

Please address Tenement, Box 1503.
Oct 10—dtf

To be Let.
FOUR STORY BRICK STORE, centrally located
on Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale
Dry
Goods business, or fertile manufacture of Clothing, or

ner

mere or
a

tenement

To Let.

The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Collegofl into the other Continent; anil that iu\
Diplomas and full Scholarships, are good ah
over this great world; but Ido claim they wili
provo intrinsic to the Students (either LADiEior GENTLEMEN) In any part of tho United States
of America; and also that our our Counting Ro jml
lor inductive training (without any copying,) ooth h
Accou its and Native Writing, Mercantile Lzw, §c.
(fc., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical am
exp°ditiou8 facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION. as any College in the U. S.
Mr* Brown would present to the Citizenr
of Porti&n and vicinity, his warm grati -ude loi
their kindness and liberal patronage ‘lie pas fi teer
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, solicits otherfavors !

Congress St.

suitable for
WANT'
small families, with good water privileges.

Lime Street, Portland.
Ocl 4—d3w

Real Instate for Sale.
and LO r No. 37 Mtdcflo Street, known

BENEFIT

Life Insurance

Tenement Wanted.

__,

137

MUTUAL

terms, if returned clean and iu
432

ar.d-2 o0

n

a. u.

CS®£Sp£l

-IN THE-

H. T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,

it must be covered with heavy growth of wood,
mostly hard, and so situated that vessels drawing
from eight to ten teot of water can approach it. Proposals lor the same addres ed to JOB A. TURNER,
Treasurer of the Bay State Brick Company, 5G
Washington Street. Boston, slating loca ion, price
per acre, &c., will receive proinpr attention.
oclSdlm
Boston, Oct. 10, 1S65.

Iu the Pleasant Village of Freeport,
Five minutes walk from the Corner.

R. W.

Wisely” PORTLAND

c t

Wanted to Purchase.

Valuable Leal Estate for Sale

x

“■^V.

DAN

Portland April 6 1865-dtf

whoic sutyect.

Aperient

the Railroad Stable on Spring street, several
good Horses, snilable for work or family nse.
Sept 13—d3m

july25 dtf is

Wanted,

to

Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jefferson Coolidgc & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
-A. & S. E. SPRING.
Sopt 27—dtf

SITUATED
Sts, 50 100 feet.

and

Ij
PALMER,
No. 110^ Federal Street,
Portland, Maine.

Agents

desirable dwelling house No. 46 Brackett St.,
adjoining the residence of J. G. Tolford, Esq.
Lot 45 by 120. Enquire of
CHARLES PERRY,
Sept 26— dtf Cor. Middle and Exchange Street.

by assignment

Address,

mortg ge.

1863, PTSSsnger
—

A

LeavoBostn for Portland at 7 30

WHO

^H08E

Clearing; the Wheel Track

to Horse Cars and

An interest in tbe Papers now
the Patent Office can be secured

To Let.

Is open Day and Evemny, for a full and thorough
BUSiXIBS LDUCATIUN, located on Middle St...
No. 161, opposite II. II. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.

WHY

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

applied

3

M.

REASONS

TWO

an

now built

New Machine, which is

a

April

Street,

Book-

band, to take

and after

Portland for Boston at 8 40

of

CAN BE FOUND AX UI3

and a'l diseases of the

week
every day, an(i
hmn'h the
Thomas Kobinson
L Uic Stot witUpt;
!Um “Keeps the hotel”
£5?i itfdm^TV"1,
kept'

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.

1st,—IT IS THE SAFEST;

ready

Lear e

The

rodsfr™^

YORK & CUiVIBERUNO R. R.

Fancy

tives for tho purpose of

or

of Boots anctSlioes. Will to vacated this month or
the next. For further information inquire of DR.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, coiner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1SG5.

at

means

SACO 4 PORTSMOUTH R. R.
rsKSSSq On

,!lfftt^w!i^Ur.i',caiare
Fairy

u

Locomo-

and

Brick House, containing nine rooms,
A GENTEEL
well furnished tliroughout, in the vicinity of
Park Street.

_

of references given.

with

PORTLAND

»<4M'T“«2>iT ramslcaveasfollows;

the house is well Lopt, ami contain*
modem imnrovemonts. Those travcllwm flnd hcre *

£lIbSut

jbuei3tf

FRANCIS CHASE. SaLt.
Portland, April 3, ^863—dtl
mHK Dividends of this Company are
exactly what
A they
appear to be, being payable at the close of
each j ear, m cash when the Premium is
paid In cash,
and in cancellation of notes when notes are
givera—
On the payment of each renewal, commencin'' with
the FIRST, a Dividend is paid, thus
the In- ;
aiding
suredin meeting their payments by an immediate 1
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
return. The advantages of this system, over that
On and after 5Ionday. loth inst, 1863,
of scrip Dividends without interest payable iu
four
will leave as follows, until further
or five years, or “on vote of the Directors,” are
obvious. ! ycyy—.nycirains
uotioe
No other Company lias even' paid a Dividend in
j
Saco
River
for Portland at 5 43 and 9 20 a. a.
Leave
way. The Dividends are equal to those of any Life i
and 345 p. a
Company.
Portland
for
Saco River at 7 45 A. a, and 1 50
Leave
Those intending to effect new insurance, or inand620p a.
crease existing policies, will do well to examine the
I 50 p a. train out and tho 5 45 A a
The
train into
merits of this Company. Information from official
Portland w.ll be freight trains, with passenger cars
sources for the past or preoecur g year,
cheerfully attached.
given.
EfifTStagesoonnect at Gornam for West Gorham,
Standish Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Sehago,
Ofiioe Ho. 64 Middle
Room Ho. 1.
Bridgton, Lovell. Hiram, Brownfield, FryeburConway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish PorS. H. McALPINE,
ter Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. H
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonnv-Eagle,
State Agent far Maine.
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfiold,
Aug. 26—dly
Paraonsfield and Ossipeo
»_,
At Saccarappa (hr South Windham, Windham Ilill,
and North Windham, daily

Immediately,

GENTLEMAN,

N. WINSLOW,
Eastern Express Company, Portland, Me.
oct!6d2w

S.

or
or

N. M. WOODMAN,
28 Oak Street.

Oct 19—dtf

A

John,

as

The best

Apply to

For Sale.

St.
J.

a

a

FIRST CLASS STEAM SAW MILL, in excellent working order, situated on the River near
the city of St. John, Now Brunsw-ok.
This Mill is fitted with a powerful engine, which
drives two gang1*, one large circular saw, lath and
picket machino, «£c., <ftc., and is well adaplod forintting all kinds of lumber for the American market.
For further pirticulars enquire of CHARLES

DRURY, ESQ.,

COMPANY HAS NEVER LITIGATED
A CLAIM!

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

Cashier
young lady, situa ion
BYKeeper,
in
Dry Goods, Millinery,
Goods

house No. 42 Middle St.,

at

or

THIS

Wanted.

Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent
THE
Payson Block, No. 37$ MidcPe St. Apply to P.

S. W.,

you read ?”

that

8e tiled.

MORSE, Suet.

Watervllle June 21 1805.

The World’s Great

for the trsv-

oxcellentjhouso

moat

all tnc

DR. J. B. HUGHES

Maine.

!• ooi of Moose
Head Lake l

20th

Froight train leaves Portland at 8 A. 51. and returning is duo in Port land at 1 P 51.
Stag 8 connect with trail s at principal Stations,
daily for most of the towns north ami easti.rtbis line.

on

Promptly

Apply

For Sale and to Let.

Contraband—“Yes sail.”

years

Losses

an

winter.

1’, O.

Oct 4—dim

JOHNSON,
Topsham, Mo.

Wanted.

A

59G

as

a

For Bale.

ticulars, address Box

head

Cook
A in Boys’ Boarding School. Wages $4 per week.
An assistant lurnished. Address

LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on the main Avenue.
Said lot la composed of two lota in one,
and ia very handsomely laid out.
For further par-

The Raleigh Progress gives this dialogue:_
Army chaplain—“My young colored friend,

Army chaplain—'“Glad to hear it. Shall I
give you a paper?”
Contraband—“Sartin, massa, if you please.”
Army chaplain—“ What paper would you

&C.'’

A

THE

When the base voice ceased, there was a
moment’s silence; it was broken by ilie sound
of retreating
footsteps., Quiet reigned in that
street for the remainder of the
night.

terms

Situation Wanted

THE

a
a

1764, stating

COMPETENT LADY who has had much experience, wishes a situation in a good family to do
lamily sewing. Good references can be furnished.
oc21dlw
Apply at Ne. 7 Clapp’s Block.

For Sale.

After about five minutes of this music,
window opened at the top of the house,

Private Family.
J. B. HENRY.
Commercial Houss.

Wanted.

octfdtf

ocllCdti

adore yer I”

eral

PtfQsideist.

DIVIDENDS ANNUAL.

SMALL TENEMENT containing from four to

_

“O charming Kate Pennoyer!
We adote ye'', we adore yer!

Pennoyer!

a

MONDAY, June

ton.

ocl3d& w3w

Board Wanted.
Gentleman in

a

To COMMENCE

rggXBTASJ

Medical.

_Medical.
EYELETH HOUSE, Coe’s Dyspepsia Cure
Greenville,

glii^’SgiHiatlfi Trams leave Portland, Grand
Trunk station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 00 A.
51.. and 1.25 P. 51.
For Bangor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. 51.
Returnin'/—Leave Lewiston at 0 au A. M and arrive in Portland at 8 30 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
A 51 and arrive in Portland at2.13 P. 51
Both of
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Bos-

Life, Ten Year XouForicitiire, and Ten Year Non-Forfeiture Endowment Plans.

Kennebec De-

Master at

CUSHMAN^ Portland.

11,1SC5.

BY
Address,
oct20d3t*

PX3ULEY,

or

E. T.

or

Oct

railroad”

central

c. M.

Policies Issued

on

Cortland,
JONAS H. PEJRLEY.

was,—

Eoproductor

private family

or

a

One Mile from Cumberland Center,
Ten Acres of wnicn are roviil’.KD with W 00D.
The Building* are a Two-story Dwelling House,
with good Carriage House, Barn and Wood House,
All in Good Repair.
For farther information inquire of

a

window, the youths began a chorus, rather
noi y than melodious, of which the burdeu

J OH N

a

Trunk Lost!
Sabattisville Depot, or betw een that place

ON THE BLANCHARD ROAD,

Pennoyer, the accomplished

Contraband—“Well,

Organized A. D. 1S50.

good

“Baiiroad companies don’t keer for poor
folks. Been lightjn’ for ’em, but they don’t
keer. All they think of is to make money for
themselves an’ have a good time. The Bible
says ‘money and whiskey is the root of all
eri!.’
“The first part of that,” here
interposed the
host, ‘‘bcorroal; but the last part, about the
whiskey, I don’t think is in the Biblii”
“Warn it is,” insisted the Georgia “cracker.”
It you II list look into the Bible
you’ll find it.
Money and whiskey is the root of all evil, for
I've heain it read.”

can

In

Oct 23—dlw*

_CUMBERLAKD!

and refrurees free, charging the transportation
to the State; I should think they might do the
same in Alabama.”

we

CONN.

C. WALKLFY,

Hotels.

.SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

CHARTER OAK
Life Insurance Company,
OF HARTFORD,
J.

and
A FARM !N
ATofthe Kennebec Depot
in Portland,
the 15th
medium
Black
August
Rizerl
last,
day
Trunk,
Acres
containing about Seventy-Five
marked “HATTIE D. HAMILTON. Portland.”—
A FARMLand,
situated
Any person having knowledge of said Trunk will

authority.”

Kate

SITUATION to do work
house.
A genteelatboarding
No. 7 Lincoln St
Enquire

~~FOB SALeF

“.but the railroad companies in Georgia”—
“Don’t say nothin’ agin Georgia; that’s my
State.”
“No; I was about tp say the railroads in
Georgia are carrying returned Confederates

charming

,,

Sine

-WITH THE-

Wanted.

PEW

had bean sent around outside to New Orleans,
and thence to Mobile. From Mobile, however, to this place, unable to procure transportation, the poor, desolate creature, t'eebie as bo
was, had been obliged to walk, and, clumsy
with weakness, on hU way had fallen through
a bridge and sprained his arm, which he was
wearing in a siing.
“Coiudn’t you ride?” a3ked I.
“No; the Provo3t Marsha! at Mobile said he

Yon can’t think how

Commercial Wharf.

No. 15 In St. Luke’s Church. Apply to
EDWARD M. RAND.
123 Middle St.
Oct 17—dlw

Montgomery tells this story:
Last night the hospitable host brought into
the table at my boarding-house a weary, lean,
and squalid Confederate. soldier, on his way
home from prison to Columbus, Georgia. Ue

O

$500,

.....

sdilFSON

17, ISU5—d3w»

oct

Interest Tr usury
August45t!i, 1864; two $50;

either two twenties and one ten, or one twenty
and throe fens.
I was in Portland the 2Cth ult., at wince tune I had
the money in my pocket, and went my usual route
heme. On the next day I went to Baldwin, and on
attended an auction. On
Friday wrent to Naples and first
discovered that I had
the evening of Saturday 1
lost the money.
J
to
the
satisfaction of the
said
money
I will divide
LUTHER FITCH,
finder
Sebaqo.
Oct. 23, 1805.—dlw&wlt*
and

1865.—oct23d2w__

_1

The Boot op all Evil.—A letter from

Cairo,

E. UPUAM A SOX.

E.

SPLENDIDyfifty^eigbt

The dreams of each succeeding year,
Seemed bathed in hues of living pride,
At last, like withered leaves appear,
And sleep in darkness side by side.

in

of

Railroads.

INSURE

26th, and Saturday.

The Schooner
tons burthen, well *und, SaU»i Rigging,
new.
Chains and Anchors nearly
of
For
or terms. &c.t enquire
& OOKANT,

Alas! tor Time, and D oath, end Caro,
What gloom about thv way they fling,
Like clouds of Autumn's gus'y air,
The burial pageant of the Spring.

Miss Kate

Enquire

Oct. 21,

Though, solemn ni nth ! 1 hear thy voice,
It uiuj m\ eoul oi oilier days,
When but to live was to rejoice,
When earth was lovely to mv gaze,
O, visions bright! O, blessei hours;
Where are those living raptures now?
I ask my spirit’s wearied powers,
I ask my pale and fhdea brow.

seme was

Lost!
Tuesday, Sept.
BETWEEN
Sept. 80th, $650, Compound
Notes. One
dated

RICHARDSON’S WHARF.

KJ

Willis GaylorJ Clark thus ui courses of October:

_Insurance.

»

to Lett

Storage

October.

had no

Wants, Lost and Found.

For Sale and to Let.

Poetry.

For Sale
AJSsA

Two

and

mtv»4.

Mobbk,

ccSdSw
Cheap.

second-hand Fire fSwith Hoso Carriage.; ail In
good order.
Also’ * 101 °f Hom suitable ftr

^rS&kSS.GINES,

lily HSJy

tSt

TI
Hand
Fire Engines.

|

Apply

EZRA

to

lf(T3SELL,

Cblej Engineer,
Morgan, Chairman Conunittro on Portland Eire Department,
JunelBtl
^

Or A. P.

